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Introduction to the
1st Year Proceedings
of the COST Action IC0804
Jean-Marc Pierson (Chair)
IRIT, Universite´ de Toulouse, France
Helmut Hlavacs (Co-Chair)
, University of Vienna, Austria
The COST Action IC0804 proposes realistic energy efficient alternate solutions to share distributed
resources. As large scale distributed systems gather and share more and more computing nodes and stor-
age resources, their energy consumption is exponentially increasing. While much effort is nowadays put
into hardware specific solutions to lower energy consumptions, the need for a complementary approach
is necessary at the distributed system level, i.e. middleware, network and applications.
The Action characterizes the energy consumption and energy efficiencies of distributed applications.
Then based on the current hardware adaptation possibilities and innovative algorithms it proposes adap-
tive and alternative approaches taking into account the energy saving dimension of the problem. The
Action characterizes the trade-off between energy savings and functional and non-functional parame-
ters, including the economic dimension.
This book gathers the presentations held at the working group meetings and the 1st year Workshop of
the Action, in Toulouse (November 2009) and in Passau (April 2010). It is organised in three sections,
for Working Group 1, 2 and 3.
This book was made possible by the commitments of the Working Group chairs of the Action that we
would like to thank hereby:
• WG1 : Davide Careglio, Universitat Politcnica de Catalunya, Spain, and Georges Da Costa, Uni-
versite´ Paul Sabatier, France
• WG2 : Alberto E. Garcia, University of Cantabria, Spain, and Karin A. Hummel, University of
Vienna, Austria
• WG3 : Hermann de Meer, University of Passau, Germany, and Laurent Lefe´vre, INRIA, France
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WG1 : State of the art and continuous learning of
hardware adaptation possibilities
Georges Da Costa Davide Careglio
This first year lead us to create the foundations of knowl-
edge about leverages on hardware. In order to smartly manage
systems to reduce energy, the first step is to obtain knowledge
about current possibilities of hardware.
WG1 focused on providing summary and references on
existing and future leverages to adapt the underlying hardware
infrastructures of large scale distributed computing systems in
order to decrease their energy consumption.
This work is intended to be used by other Working Groups
of this Action to drive their research fostering activities
towards energy aware middleware for large scale distributed
computing systems. It can can also be useful for other audi-
ences: ex. academics, researchers, companies, general public,
data-center administrators, politicians,...
Current work address three main areas:
• Fine analysis of possible hardware leverages
• Middleware for accessing hardware leverages
• Coarse grained possible hardware leverages and best
practices (such as datacenter cooling, monitoring,...).
Apart from publishing a brochure consisting of several
chapters each addressing one hardware resource, such as the
processor, main memory, storage (disk and flash), mother-
board, fan, network interface and including a chapter dis-
cussing/presenting existing energy aware practices in large
scale systems, WG1 participants presented their current work
to the Cost Action participants.
Those works were contribution to the three main areas.
I. FINE ANALYSIS OF POSSIBLE HARDWARE LEVERAGES
A broad evaluation[4] of each element which can be tuned in
order to reduce energy consumption: Network, CPU, Memory,
Storage, PSU, Accelerator. Two other studies focuses on two
different elements, a study of the possibilities of CPU[2], and
one on Hard Drives[3]. This last study focuses on the impact
of quiet mode and access pattern on energy consumption of
Hard Drives.
II. MIDDLEWARE FOR ACCESSING HARDWARE LEVERAGES
The SMOA Devices platform power consumption monitor-
ing and control architecture[1] uses a RESTFul xmpp protocol
to enable communication and remote control of physical
elements.
III. COARSE GRAINED POSSIBLE HARDWARE LEVERAGES
AND BEST PRACTICES (SUCH AS DATACENTER COOLING)
An example of possible improvement was shown based on
the construction of MareNostrum in 2005 at the Barcelona
Supercomputing Center as it achieved a 10% reduction of
energy consumption thanks to taking into account the energy
consumption during the design of the computing center.
IV. WORKSHOP PROCEEDINGS
The following articles will show those current researches
that were presented in Toulouse and Passau during the first
year of the Action. They will mainly focus on each subsystem
(CPU and Hard drives).
Apart from the best practices that were describe in the WG1
Brochure, it is to be noted that installation of MareNostrum
in the Computing Center of Barcelona provided us with an
interesting use case. It reminded the participants that working
in an integrated way provide the more benefits and thus,
several leverage can be used at the computing center level
during its design:
• Improving the Power Chain
• Improving the Air Management
• Improving Humidity Control
• Provide a precise monitoring to users
The final conclusion is that providing simple and efficient
ways to monitor and change hardware state allows to improve
energy consumption drastically. There is still lacks of systems,
middlewares, and abstraction in this field but in the following
some contribution are exposed to provide them.
REFERENCES
[1] Krzysztof Kurowski, Ariel Oleksiak and Michał Witkowski, SMOA
Devices - A Distributed Management And Control System For Energy
Consumption In Computing Environments
[2] Avi Mendelson, Managing Modern Computer systems – Principles and
challenges
[3] Doron Chen, George Goldberg, Roger Kahn, Ronen I. Kat, Kalman Meth,
and Dmitry Sotnikov, Disk Storage Power Management
[4] Wolfgang Rehm, René Oertel GreenCUT - Research and Future Plans
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Abstract—Energy-aware software and hardware design and
usage is a popular theme in many areas, e.g. high-performance
computing and large scale data centers. Every component of these
systems are potential targets for power and energy optimizations.
During the last years the main focus of optimizations were costs
and size constraints. Package density of the systems increased
quickly and with this the cooling and power requirements per
square-meter. This short paper gives an overview where our
research activities are focused and which further investigations
our group proposes. It is a summary of a presentation held
in November 2009 in Toulouse, France. Our knowledge and
technical expertise is based partly on our high-performance
cluster CHiC at Chemnitz University of Technology (CUT) and
new results and developments will influence the successor of the
CHiC.
I. INTRODUCTION
Energy-aware technologies are a trend today and will get in
focus of many more researchers all over the world in the fu-
ture. This trend is a result of more and more complex systems
which should satisfy the growing demands on IT infrastructure
to solve problems of the humankind. Unfortunately, solving
these problems e.g. of energy production creates new problems
in the same field of research.
This short paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes
our research environment at CUT as an overview. Section
3 discusses several power-related topics and research areas
of our group in different subsections. Finally, the Chapter
Conclusion provides a short advice for future research in the
field of energy optimizations.
II. EQUIPMENT AT CUT
In late 2006, the Chemnitz High-Performance Linux Cluster
(CHiC) [1] designed by our computer architecture group, went
into a production environment. It is used by the whole research
community at the Chemnitz University of Technology (CUT)
for e.g. calculations in maths, mechanical engineering and
chemistry. It is a 2048-core+ AMD Opteron system with
10 GBits SDR InfiniBand interconnect technology. The 60
TiBytes parallel file system Lustre is distributed over 10
storage servers and 10 JBODs with 16 SATA hard disk drives
each. The majority of the compute nodes is equipped with 2
dual-core AMD Opteron processors and 4 GiBytes of DDR2
RAM. Only a few nodes have a memory extension to 8 and
16 GiBytes.
The cluster and storage systems are housed in 18 water-
cooled racks manufactured by Knu¨rr AG. The cool water is
provided by the local energy supplier over a long-distance
cooling system. The water temperature is initially approx. 9
degrees Celsius, but we use a input water temperature of 17
degrees Celsius. The water is heated to approx. 21 degrees
Celsius. The thermal energy is then re-used for community
heating in near shopping centers.
III. ENERGY-AWARE HPC TODAY
Our research interests focus on the following topics. We
have a broad knowledge about network technologies like
InfiniBand and extended expertise about the relationship of
communication and computation. Aspects of CPUs and mem-
ory power consumption are essential for optimizations. The
usage of adapted storage and application specific accelerators
will drive our future research.
A. Network
Different types of network equipment infrastructure could
show different power consumptions. Hoefler et al. [2] showed
that different protocols and technologies may have a large in-
fluence. Application benchmarks with InfiniBand over copper,
Myrinet over copper and Myrinet over fiber cables resulted in
different application run times. Additionally, the power draw
on the wall plug was different for the different kinds of cables.
In this single case, Myrinet with fiber cables provided the best
energy efficiency. In a typical cluster interconnect, not only the
NICs are relevant, but the switches too. Port count, number of
line cards, cooling fans and redundant PSUs can make a huge
different between network technologies or manufactures.
As a result, benchmarks of a particular use case or applica-
tion could provide a different view to power consumption.
Synthetic benchmarks may not show the real applications
behavior in case of performance and power consumption.
B. CPU
CPUs are very important for optimizations. They are one
of the components with the largest power requirements. Fortu-
nately, CPU design and efficiency was improved during the last
years both for calculation capability and adaptability. Today,
CPUs are built for HPC and embedded systems with different
capabilities. The embedded sector is driven by constraints of
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power consumption and heat and the HPC sector mostly only
by the performance requirements. Modern CPUs have different
internal power modes (C-/P-states) and allow several steps of
scaling, e.g. frequency or cache size in relation to the con-
straints given to the system. Unfortunately, these technology
enhancements need additional support of the software layer.
The operating system must also be power-aware to allow an
enhancement in energy efficiency, because a bad distribution
of idle or full workloads forces more units to work than
necessary. The Linux OS has scheduler support for power
saving loadbalancer and the recent version of the Microsoft
Windows operating system improves scheduler efficiency of
multi-core CPUs. What is true for a single system is also
important for a cluster system. Batch systems (job schedulers
and resource managers) should be able to consolidate running
jobs to fewer cluster nodes if they are not full utilized. This
is the case of under-utilized systems. In other cases additional
technology enhancement of the bare-metal are necessary to
extend efficiency. Hardware vendors like AMD or Intel are
required to improve CPU efficiency for all types of workloads
and to integrate e.g. mobile power enhancements into high-
performance CPU models, too.
C. Memory
Analysis of different memory modules of the same or differ-
ent type showed that there are several parameters influencing
the power consumption of a system. The general rule, more
DIMMs use more power is true in most cases. Additionally,
memory chips with different configurations can consume twice
the power. Technology enhancements, i.e. DDR2 to DDR3
RAM, reduce power consumption at the same clock speed.
Unfortunately, newer systems also raise the clock speed to im-
prove performance, but this is not a problem, if the computing
efficiency increases in the same ratio.
D. Storage
The storage systems of large data centers or high-
performance clusters ofter consist of several hundreds to
thousands of spinning hard disk drives. But not only the
disk as such require a lot of energy, but the storage server
managing the disks and the Storage Area Network (SAN)
infrastructure, too. A current trend is the usage of solid-state
disks (SSDs) for special applications. Surprisingly, many SSDs
have a power consumption comparable to previous spinning
hard disk drives. Fortunately, a large advantage of SSDs is the
capability to serve many more I/O requests in the same time
than their traditional counterparts. Problems at the moment
are bad GiB/EURO ratios, capacity constraints and wearing
of SSDs (refer to [3]). Our proposal is to use different kinds
of mass storage devices, i.e. large and lower-power spinning
hard disk drives for large amounts of data and small, but fast
SSDs for high responsive scratch space in a parallel cluster
file system.
E. PSU
The efficiency of power supply units (PSUs) of all IT
infrastructure components play an important role of the whole
system power consumption. PSUs are often designend for the
highest power state the component requires. Unfortunately,
these components often work at a lower power level. At this
level, PSUs are not as efficient as intended. The 80 PLUS1
program is an interesting initiative to provide a guideline
to development and integrate efficient power supplies, which
work optimal in different power levels.
F. Accelerator
One of our research fields are application-specific accel-
erators. The main drawback of accelerators like GPUs or
FPGAs are their specialization. They are not useful for general
computations and must be selected carefully for distinct usage
scenarios. In the other cases they would only consume addi-
tional valuable energy and would not provide any benefit. A
guideline which accelerator best fit to a given problem dimen-
sion and algorithm would be very beneficial for application
porting decisions and optimizations of power consumption.
IV. CONCLUSION
Analyzing, modeling and optimizing of today’s and future
IT infrastructures are challenging tasks. Different approaches
for this tasks are imaginable. The top-down approach should
be used to analyze current systems to understand there power
consumption in detail. In contrast, future developments of all
kinds of IT components may comprise energy- and power-
aware technologies from the beginning on. The bottom-up
approach for designing systems would benefit if power prop-
erties and parameters are well-known. Not only the bare metal
must be involved into power optimization processes, but the
software, i.e. the user of these real entities, too. This results in
a tight communication between hardware and software design-
ers, technology providers and system architects. A common
base for discussions must be created and understand by all
people. It should hide specific details of the several areas but
provide enough information to enable optimizations between
the several levels of abstractions.
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P165('$1&:"(2-8*%5,-"(&5(1&/"#$%&H(,$%25'$&
.P:/H0<&
! "#$%&
BC$&P:/H&)!$'-2-'5,-"(&YFZ&-)&3*-,$&'"+!7-'5,$1&
5(1&'"(,5-()&[\\&C*(1%$1)&"2&!58$)&,C5,&'"6$%&
+5(4&OM&5(1&LM&%$75,$1&-))*$)<&H(&,C-)&%$!"%,&#$&
#-77&2"'*)&"(74&"(&,C$&+5-(&2$5,*%$)&,C5,&-+!5',&,C$&
"!$%5,-"(&+"1$)&"2&,C$&:/]&.!%"'$))"%0&5(1&
-('7*1$&,C%$$&+$'C5(-)+)=&,$%+$1&BC$%+57&'"(,%"7&
^"($=&/"#$%&),5,$&./_),5,$0&5(1&:/]S)&),5,$&.:_
),5,$0<
BC$&P:/H&1$2-($)&,C$&!"#$%&),5,$)&"2&,C$&$(,-%$&
)4),$+<&K*,&-(&,C-)&1"'*+$(,&#$&#-77&2"'*)&"(&,C$&
!"#$%&),5,$)&"2&,C$&!%"'$))"%&"(74<
!"# $%&'()(*+,&$-*./)0&123(.20&
423*,&
,C$&P:/H&1$2-($)&5&)$,&"2&$6$(,)&,"&!%$6$(,&,C$&
)4),$+&2"%+&8$,,-(8&"6$%_C$5,$1<&BC$)$&$6$(,)&
-('7*1$&`B%-!a!"-(,)b&#C-'C&5%$&14(5+-'5774&
1$2-($1&$6$(,)&,C5,&-(1-'5,$&,"&,C$&DO&,"&'C5(8$&
,C$&)!$$1&"2&,C$&25(&"%&,"&'C5(8$&,C$&)!$$1&"2&,C$&
:/]=&5(1&5&`:%-,-'57&OC*,1"#(b&$6$(,&,C5,&,C5,&
-(1-'5,$)&,C5,&,C$&)4),$+&Q]OB&)C*,&1"#(&
-++$1-5,$74&,"&!%$6$(,&15+58$)&YAZ<
!"! 5%'()(*+,&'0**6738&+()(*+"&
523(.20+&+()(71&629*.&&&
:"(,%"7)&C"#&1$$!&,C$&:/]&`)7$$!)b&#C$(&-)&(",&
5',-6$<&BC$&1$$!$%&,C$&:/]&8"$)=&7$))&7$5W58$&
!"#$%&-,&'"()*+$)&E*,&-,&57)"&)-8(-2-'5(,74&
-('%$5)$)&,C$&75,$('4&"2&,C$&)4),$+&,"&#5W$_*!<&
BC*)&,C$&P:/H&1$2-($)&c&),5,$)&.5)&#$&#-77&)$$&
75,$%&LM&'"+!5(-$)&$X,$(1&-,0
• :\&-)&,C$&"!$%5,-(8&),5,$=&-,&'"()*+$)&
14(5+-'&!"#$%&
• :F&.L57,0&-)&,C$&),5,$&#C$%$&,C$&!%"'$))"%&
-)&(",&$X$'*,-(8&5(4,C-(8&E*,&'5(&'"+$&
E5'W&5,&:\&-(&5&2$#&'4'7$)&.E*,&,C$&)56-(8&
-)&+-(-+570
• :A&.O,"!_:7"'W0&-)&5&1$$!$%&)7$$!&),5,$&
,C5,&'"()*+$)&7$))&7$5W58$&!"#$%&,C5(&:F&
5,&,C$&'"),&"2&5&)7"#$%&#5W$_*!&.,C-)&),5,$&
-)&"!,-"(57&5(1&*)*5774&(",&-+!7$+,$10&
• :d&.O7$$!0&"22$%)&-+!%"6$1&!"#$%&)56-(8)&
"6$%&,C$&:F&5(1&:A&),5,$)<&BC$&#"%),_'5)$&
#5W$*!&75,$('4&2"%&,C-)&),5,$&-)&!%"6-1$1&
6-5&,C$&P:/H&)4),$+&2-%+#5%$&5(1&,C$&
"!$%5,-(8&)"2,#5%$&'5(&*)$&,C-)&
-(2"%+5,-"(&,"&1$,$%+-($&#C$(&,C$&:d&'5(&
E$&*)$1&5(1&#C$(&C-8C$%&),5,$)&+*),&E$&
*)$1&,"&8*5%5(,$$&'%-,-'57&%$)!"()$&,-+$
P77&+"1$%(&!%"'$))"%)&$X,$(1&,C$&(",-"(&"2&:d&,"&
2*%,C$%&%$2-($+$(,)<&V"%&$X5+!7$=&H[&.H(,$70&
-+!7$+$(,)&,C$&(",-"(&"2&:e&),5,$<&K*,&2%"+&,C$&
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!"#$%&'()*%'+%,(-.%/01231%()*-4+56-78%')9:%;%'+%
*<-=%->(7*%5)?%*<-%4-7*%54-%<5)?9-?%:%31%')9:@
!"# $%&'(')*+,-./(012,345)6,
24/'647,*'(')
%()?(65*-7%<'.%+57*%*<-%&4'6-77'4%7<'A9?%4A)%.<-)%
()%"B%7*5*-@%0:7*-=%65)%?-+()-%5%*5C9-%'+%
+4-DA-)6:2,'9*5E-%'&-45*(')59%&'()*7%5)?%F0201%
65)%?-+()-%5*%.<5*%'&-45*(')59%.'4G%*<-%7:7*-=%.(99%
.'4G
• #B%(7%*<-%=5>%+4-DA-)6:2,'9*5E-%7*5*-%
• #H%(7%5%7*5*-%.<-4-%+4-DA-)6:%5)?%,'9*5E-%
54-%4-?A6-?%
• #)%(7%5%7*5*-%.<-4-%+4-DA-)6:%5)?%,'9*5E-%
54-%4-?A6-?%6'=&54-?%*'%#)IH%
J<-%.5:%F0%<5)?9-?%#%7*5*-7%(7%C:%5&&9:()E%
?:)5=(6%9-54)()E%59E'4(*<=7K%$*%75=&9-%*<-%7:7*-=%
-,-4:%&-4('?%'+%*(=-%/A7A599:%HBBL08%5)?%
?-*-4=()-%*<-%A*(9(M5*(')%'+%*<-%7:7*-=%?A4()E%*<5*%
&-4('?%'+%*(=-@%$+%+'A)?%*<5*%*<-%7:7*-=%.57%NCA7:O%
='7*%'+%*<-%*(=-K%(*%4-?A6-7%(*7%#%7*5*-%/+57*-48%5)?%(+%
+'A)?%*<5*%*<-%"#P%.57%5*%79--&%7*5*-%='7*%'+%*<-%
*(=-K%(*%()64-57-7%(*7%#I7*5*-%/79'.-48@%Q:%?'()E%*<5*%
*<-%7:7*-=7%*4(-7%*'%'&*(=(M-%C-*.--)%*<-%&'.-4%*<-%
7:7*-=%6')7A=-7%*'%*<-%&-4+'4=5)6-%(*%65)%E-*@%
#9-57-%)'*-%*<5*%J%7*5*-7%54-%()?-&-)?-)*%'+%#I0*5*-%
5)?%=5:%(=&56*%*<-%N5C7'9A*-%+4-DA-)6:O%*<-%
7:7*-=%65)%4A)%5*%#B@
! "#$%&'()
%
#"8 9/')7
R-6-)*9:%$)*-9%&AC9(7<-?%7(E)(+(65)*%5='A)*%'+%)-.%
?5*5%4-E54?()E%*<-%&'.-4%=5)5E-=-)*%'+%*<-%)-.%
$S%&4'6-77'4T7%+5=(9:@%J<(7%7-6*(')%->*-)?7%*<-%
?(76A77(')%')%7'=-%'+%*<-7-%+-5*A4-7%*'%&4',(?-%5%
C-**-4%&(6*A4-%')%<'.%&'.-4%(7%=5)5E-?%()%='?-4)%
6'4-7@
J<-%(=&9-=-)*5*(')%'+%*<-%J<4'**9()E%=-6<5)(7=%
()%$S%(7%)'*%.-99%?'6A=-)*K%7'%.-%.(99%C57-?%*<-%
?(76A77(')%')%*<-%(=&9-=-)*5*(')%'+%"'4-UA-IV%57%
5&&-54-?%()%WVX@%3-4-%*.'%=-6<5)(7=7%.-4-%
?(76A77-?K%*<-%*.'%9-,-97%=-6<5)(7=%5)?%*<-%
?:)5=(6%*<4'**9()E%=-6<5)(7=@
J<-%*.'%9-,-97%=-6<5)(7=%/(=&9-=-)*-?%()%#Y%
+5=(9:%'4%&4'6-77'478%?-+()-7%*.'%'&-45*(')7%
&'()*7%N)'4=59O%5)?%N<59*O@%1<(9-%()%N)'4=59O%
='?-%*<-%7:7*-=%.'4G7%6'44-7&')?()E%*'%*<-%#)%
7*5*-@%1<-)%*<-%7:7*-=%4-56<-7%L5>I*-=&%*4(&%
&'()*%/*<(7%(7%A7A599:%5*%ZB"%'4%HBB"8%(*%()?(65*-7%
*<-%F0%*'%6<5)E-%*<-%7*5*-%*'%<59*@%1<(9-%()%N359*O%
7*5*-K%*<-%7:7*-=%.5(*7%A)*(9%6''9%?'.)%C-9'.%5%
7&-6(+(-?%&'()*%5)?%6<5)E-%*'%N)'4=59O%5E5()@%$+%
+'4%5):%4-57')%*<-%7:7*-=%4-56<-7%*<-%64(*(659I
7<A*?'.)%&'()*K%*<-%31%7<A*%*<-%7:7*-=%?'.)%
(==-?(5*-9:%*'%&4-,-)*%5):%?5=5E-7@
J<-%='4-%7'&<(7*(65*-?%=-6<5)(7=%?-764(-?%*<-4-%
(7%5%?:)5=(6%*<4'**9()EK%<-4-K%5*%5):%'&-45*(')59%
&'()*K%*<-%7:7*-=%?-+()-7%*.'%*4(&%&'()*7K%A&&-4%
5)?%9'.-4@%1<-)%*<-%*-=&-45*A4-%64'77%*<-%A&&-4%
*4(&%&'()*K%5)%31%=-6<5)(7=%+'46-%*<-%7:7*-=%*'%
79'.%?'.)%/4-?-+()-%*<-%,59A-7%'+%*<-%#I7*5*-%
*5C9-8%5)?%.<-)%*<-%*-=&-45*A4-%64'77%*<-%9'.I*4(&%
&'()*K%(*%599'.%*<-%7:7*-=%*'%.'4G%+57*-4%/9(=(*-?%
C:%=5>%+4-DA-)6:@
$S%"'4-%->*-)?7%*<-%(=&9-=-)*5*(')%'+%*<-%"%
7*5*-7%5)?%?-+()-7%)-.%7*5*-%*-4=-?%"[@%/7()6-%(*%(7%
)'*%%->&'7-?%*'%*<-%!"#$%(*%(7%&A4-9:%<5)?9-?%C:%
31@8@
J<-%7*5*-7%$S%"'4-%(=&9-=-)*7%54-\
• "B\%.<-)%*<-%=(64'&4'6-77'4%(7%()%*<-%56*(,-%
7*5*-%/7'=-%#I0*5*-8
• "H\%)'%()7*4A6*(')7%54-%C-()E%->-6A*-?]%
6')*4'99-4%69'6GIE5*-%599%E5*-7%&-4*5()()E%*'%*<-%
6'4-%&(&-9()-@%"9'6G%E5*()E%(7%566'=&9(7<-?%
C:%9'E(6599:%!^U()E%*<-%69'6G%7(E)59%'+%5%
&54*(6A954%69'6G%?'=5()%.(*<%5%6')?(*(')59%
6')*4'9%7(E)59
• ";\%*<-%6'4-%&<57-I9'6G-?I9''&7%/#__78%54-%
*A4)-?%'++K%5)?%599%*<-%6'4-%656<-7%54-
• +9A7<-?@%!%6'4-%()%";%(7%6')7(?-4-?%5)%()56*(,-%
6'4-@%J<-%*(=-%(*%*5G-7%*'%*<-%6'4-%*'%.5G-%A&%
(7%7(E)(+(65)*9:%9')E-4%*<5*%"H%7()6-%*<-%#__7%
54-%9()-54I+--?C56G%C57-?%6')*4'9%7:7*-=7K%
.<(6<%)--?%*'%C-%*A4)-?%C56G%')K%*(=-%=A7*%C-%
599'65*-?%+'4%*<-%#__7%*'%9'6G%/7*5C(9(M-8%*'%*<-%
6'44-6*%+4-DA-)6:%4-*A4)%*'%N+A99%7&--?O@%L'4-%
*<5)%*<5*K%*<-%*(=-%(*%*5G-%*<-%7:7*-=%*'%4-*A4)%
*'%+A99%A*(9(M5*(')%(7%-,-)%9')E-4K%?A-%*'%*<-%
6'9?%7*54*%'+%*<-%656<-@
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• !"#$%&'$()*%$+),'-$'../0/'1%$*%2%'3$%&'$0)-'$
455*$2-'$%6-1'7$)..3$%&'$0)-'$020&'*$2-'$.86*&'7$
217$%&'$0)-'$*%2%'$/*$*29'7$%)$%&'$52*%$5'9'8$
!20&'$:55!;<$=&'$+),'-$>2%'$%-21*/*%)-*$
20%/92%'7$%)$-'760'$8'2?2>'$+),'-$0)1*6(+%/)1$
%)$2$+2-%/0682-$0)-'$%)$1'2-$%)$@'-)$A2%%*<$B$0)-'$
/1$/78'$*%2%'$!"$/*$0)1*/7'-'7$21$/120%/9'$0)-'<$
=&'$,2?'6+$%/('$2$0)-'$/1$/78'$*%2%'$!"$/*$%&'$
8)1>'*%$*/10'$%&'$0)-'$*%2%'$(6*%$C'$-'*%)-'7$
.-)($%&'$55!3$%&'$0)-'$455*$(6*%$C'$-'D
8)0?'73$%&'$+),'-$>2%'*$(6*%$C'$7'20%/92%'73$
217$%&'$020&'*$*%2-%*$.-)($08'21$*%2%'<
48'2*'$1)%'$%&2%$,2?/1>$6+$.-)($!"$(2E$
0)1*6('$*/>1/./021%$+),'-3$*)$%&'$*E*%'($1''7$
%)$(2?'$*6-'$%&2%$%&'$+),'-$/%$*29'*$/*$>-'2%'-$
%&21$%&'$+),'-$/%$,2*%'$.)-$'1%'-/1>$217$'F/%/1>$
.-)($%&'$*%2%'<$$=)$+-'9'1%$%&/*3$/G$!)-'3$
/10867'*$21$26%)D7'()%'$02+2C/8/%E$%&2%$6*'*$
/1%'88/>'1%$&'6-/*%/0*$%)$)+%/(/@'$%&'$6*'$).$%&/*$
2>>-'**/9'$*%2%'<
HG$!)-'$28*)$+-'*'1%*$2$-'9)86%/)12-E$2++-)20&$)1$
&),$%)$(212>'$4$*%2%'*$217$%&'$)9'-288$%&'-(28$
C67>'%$).$%&'$0)-'<$H1%'8$7/*0)9'-'7$IJK$%&2%$,&'1$
)18E$2$*/1>8'$0)-'$/*$20%/9'$/%$1'9'-$6*'$%&'$'1%/-'$
+),'-$217$%&'-(28$'19'8)+$288),'7$.)-$%&'$L$!4M$
7/'<$=&6*$%&'E$/1%-)760'$%&'$1)%/)1$).$$NH1%'8$=6-C)$
O))*%$='0&1)8)>EP$%&2%$288),*$2$0)-'$%)$/10-'2*'$/%*$
.-'Q6'10E$2C)9'$%&'$(2F/(6($288),'7$.-'Q6'10E$
:%&'$)../0/28$.-'Q6'10E$).$%&'$0)-';$/.$%&'-(28$217$
+),'-$&'27$-))(*$288),*$/%<
! "#$%%&'(&)
!"#$%&'$()*'+*,*-.+#(./%&+#(%,(01)*'+(.+0(
21)1.2-$(1,,%2#)(.21()31+#(*+(&+012)#.+0*+'(
.+0(*/32%4*+'((3%512(/.+.'1/1+#(%,(
-%/3&#12()6)#1/)(*+('1+12."(.+0(32%-1))%2(
-%+#2%"(*+(3.2#*-&".27(#$1(,.-#(#$1(3%512(
21".#10(*))&1)(0131+0)(%+(/.+6(0*,,121+#(
.)31-#)(.+0(3.2./1#12)7(/.81(#$*)(32%9"1/(
#%(91(-%+#2.(*+#&*#*41(.+0()%7(#$*)(.21.(+110)(
.(4126(-.21,&"(#21.#/1+#(*+(%2012(#%(.4%*0(
:-%//%+;(/*)#.81)(,%2(1<./3"1=
!"# $%&'()*+")$'(,%(-./0')
01(*'
>%%8*+'(.#(1?&.#*%+(@7(0%1)+A#(32%4*01(#%(
#$1(21.012(#$1(,&""(3*-#&217(91-.&)1(0&1(#%(
01)*'+(.+(%#$12(-%+)*012.#*%+)7(#$1(4%"#.'1(
%,(#$1()6)#1/(-.+(4126(%+"6(91#511+(B/*+(
#%(B/.<
• C$1()6)#1/(-.++%#("%512(#$1(B%"#.'1(
91"%5(B/*+7(9&#(-.+()#*""(210&-1(#$1(
,21?&1+-6(&)*+'(#$1()./1(B/*+D(
• C$1()6)#1/(-.++%#('%(916%+0(B/.<7(
.+0()%(-.++%#(*+-21.)1(#$1(
,21?&1+-6(916%+0(#$.#(3%*+#D
• E+(#$1(21'*%+(91#511+(B/*+(#%(B/.<(
#$1(F(.+0(G(.21(."/%)#("*+1.2"6(
0131+01+#D
(
G*'&21(=(G21?&1+-6(4)D(H%512(
0131+01+-*1)(*+(#$1()6)#1/
C$*)('2.3$(*+0*-.#1(#$.#(#$1(./%&+#(%,(
3%512(51(.21(3.6*+'(.)(.(21)&"#(%,(I01"#.J(
-$.+'1(*+(#$1(,21?&1+-6(0131+0)(*+(#$1(
%312.#*%+."(3%*+#(%,(#$1()6)#1/D(E,(#$1(
%312.#*%+."(3%*+#(#*)(916%+0(B/*+7(#$1(
3%512(31+."#6(*)(*+(%2012(%,(-&91(%,(#$1(
-$.+'17(9&#(*,(#$1(-$.+'1(*)(0%+1(91"%5(
#$1(F/*+7(#$1(*/3.-#(*)(%+"6("*+1.2D
!"2 34'(.56%/.7)4%6/5)%,)
-17564(%0'++%(+)+8+5'-+
K%)#(%,(#$1(/&"#*32%-1))%2()6)#1/(.21(
01)*'+(#%(5%28(.#(B/*+7(%2(.#(.+(
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!"#$%&'!(%)*"!'(&*+,'-,*'.*/#$0*-)!.#*&!*
12'(3
4,#*$#%.!(*5!$*&,%&*'.*&,%&*26)&'"$!-#..!$.*
.,%$#*&,#*.%2#*,#%&"'"#*%(7*.!*%$#*
&,#$2%))0*)'2'&#73*4,6.*'(*.6-,*.0.&#2.8*
+,#(*7'#*9#-!2#*&!!*,!&8*+#*-%(*$#76-#*
&,#*5$#:6#(-0*96&*'&*+'))*"$!/'7#*!()0*%*)'(#%$*
$#76-&'!(*!5*&,#*,#%&8*%(7*6(7#$*&,#*.%2#*
&!;#(8*+,#(*!()0*"%$&*!5*&,#*"$!-#..!$.*%$#*
%-&'/#8*+#*-%(*6.#*&,#*#<&$%*&,#$2%)*
,#%7$!!2*&!*."##7*6"*.!2#*!5*&,#*%-&'/#*
"$!-#..!$.*=.'2')%$*&!*+,%&*>(&#)*%$#*7!'(?@8*
96&*+'))*-!.&*6.*'(*&,#*!$7#$*!5*-69#*"!+#$
4,'.*5%-&*'.*6.6%))0*'?(!$#7*90*2%(0*
$#.#%$-,#$.*
!"# $%&'()*+,-'.)/-+
A#+*$#.#%$-,#$.*!55#$*&,%&*+,#(*!()0*.69.#&*
!5*&,#*-!$#.*%$#*%-&'/#8*&!*-,%(?#*&,#*%-&'/#*
.69.#&*!5*&,#*"$!-#..!$.*%))*&,#*&'2#8*.!*&,%&*
&,#*-!$#*-%(*$6(*5%.&#$*&,%(*&,#'$*&,#$2%)*
.&#%70*.&%&#*"!'(&8*%(7*+,#(*$#%-,*&,#*
&,#$2%)*-$'&'-%)*"!'(&8*&,#*#<#-6&'!(*+'))*9#*
.+%""#7*&!*%*(#+*=,!"#56))0@*-!)7*-!$#3
4,'.*&#-,(':6#.*.!6(7.*/#$0*"$!2'.'(?8*96&*
%).!*,%.*5#+*-,%))#(?#.*&,%&*(##7*&!*9#*
%77$#..B*#3?38*(##7*&!*$#76-#*&,#*!/#$,#%7*
!5*.+%""'(?*-!$#.*.!*&,%&*&,#*!/#$%))*
"#$5!$2%(-#*+'))*,%/#*.!2#*?%'(8*&,#*
-%)-6)%&'!(*!5*&,#*,#%&*&'2#8*/.3*6.#56)*
#<#-6&'!(*&'2#*%(7*'&*2%0*%).!*'2"%-&*
$#)'%9')'&0*'..6#.*!5*&,#*7'#*76#*&!*5$#:6#(&*
-,%(?#*'(*&,#*&,#$2%)*!5*&,#*7'#
! "#$$%&'(%)*(+#,#&-(./&0
4,'.*+,'&#*"%"#$*"$!/'7#.*.,!$&*7#.-$'"&'!(*
!5*.!2#*!5*&,#*.&%&#*!5*&,#*%$&*%."#-&.*!5*
"!+#$*2%(%?#2#(&*!5*"$!-#..!$.*%.*"%$&*
!5*-!2"6&#$*9%.#7*.0.&#2.3
>&*%).!*"$#.#(&.*5#+*-,%))#(?#.*'(*&,'.*5'#)73
4,#*(#<&*.&#"*!5*&,#*$#.#%$-,*'.*&!*5!-6.*!(*
&,#*."#-'5'-*&#-,(':6#.*&,%&*-%(*,#)"*
)%"&!".*%(7*.#$/#$*.0.&#2.*&!*%-,'#/#*
9#&&#$*"#$5!$2%(-#*%&*&,#*.%2#*"!+#$*
#(/#)!"
"$!/'7#*%*.-,#2%&'-*7#"#(7#(-0*9#&+##(*
A*%(7*C*'(*&,#*.0.&#2
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Abstract—Data center power management has become in-
creasingly important in recent years. In particular, the need to
understand and manage storage power consumption has arisen.
We developed a framework for estimating the power consumed
by the storage components of a data center under varying
workloads. Such a framework is useful for capacity planning
tools, for enabling estimation of future performance and power
consumption, and for online storage systems providing power
estimation per disk, per array, and per volume. In addition,
we present a technique for controlling the power consumed by
disk drives that support acoustic modes. This technique reduces
instantaneous power consumption but sacrifices performance.
1 INTRODUCTION
Data center power considerations play an increasingly im-
portant role in the operation of data centers. This trend only
increases with the growing demand for storage [22]. Since
storage accounts for 13-20% of the cost of powering and
cooling a data center [11], [23], [25] understanding and con-
trolling storage power consumption is becoming increasingly
important.
The power consumption of disk drives consists of two parts.
The fixed portion, or static power, is the power consumed
when the disk is in the idle state. The static power is the
result of the disk spindle motor that spins the platters, and
the onboard disk electronics. The variable portion, or dynamic
power, is the power that is affected by the I/O workload. The
factors which contribute to the dynamic power are the data
transfer to/from the disk and the power required to move the
disk head during a seek. The total power consumed by a disk
is the sum of the dynamic and static power. The dynamic
power of the disk can be as much as a third of the total disk
power consumption. The power consumption of the disk can
be further divided into mechanical power (using a 12V power
source) for the disk spindle and seek head, and electronics
power (using a 5V power source) for the disk electronics and
data transfer operations.
Detailed understanding of storage power consumption is
critical to data center management. Proper management of
power consumption, in accordance with realistic workloads,
can prevent over-provisioning for power and cooling.
Our contribution. We present two innovations: one for
power modeling and estimation of storage, and the other for
controlling and budgeting the power consumption of disks.
Our modeling and estimation framework provides workload-
aware power estimations for disks, disk arrays and storage
controllers. It translates system-level or RAID-level operations
to disk-level activities, such as disk seek and data transfers.
Once the disk-level activities are determined, the workload-
dependent dynamic power can be estimated.
We use Acoustic Management, the ability to reduce the
acoustic noise of a disk drive when performing a seek op-
eration, for controlling and budgeting disk power and en-
ergy consumption. While acoustic modes were designed to
reduce the noise of the disk during a seek operation, they
also reduce the instantaneous power consumption and often
the energy consumption of the disk during I/O operations.
Disks which support acoustic modes are in accordance with
the ATA/ATAPI-6 specification [3] which defines automatic
acoustic management (AAM). In this paper we emphasize
the difference between power and energy. Power is an in-
stantaneous measurement while energy is the overall power
consumed over a given interval.
2 RELATED WORK
There are several recent works on power reduction in
storage systems utilizing ideas such as spinning down disks
during idle time and taking advantage of caching for the
purpose of increasing idle time [9], [10], [13], [16], [17], [18],
[26].
A large body of research deals with multiple speed disks,
also known as dynamic RPM (DRPM). While acoustic modes
affect the disk-head speed, DRPM deals with the disk’s rota-
tional speed. In notable contrast to acoustic modes, there are
currently no available disks that support DRPM. The works of
[7], [12], [16], [18], [25] show that adapting the disk rotational
speed to the required performance level can reduce power
consumption.
A power simulator called Dempsey [24] reads I/O traces and
interprets them for power and performance using DiskSim [6].
Dempsey was tested on mobile disk drives and does not take
into account the effect of disk arrays. Since it requires exact
traces, it cannot be used as a predictive tool. Another simulator
was presented in [19], whose goal was investigating disk
design optimizations for power, performance, and capacity.
Stoess et al. [20] model power consumption based on disk
utilization. Their model takes into account disk transfer rates
and response times, but ignores the effect of seek operations on
power consumption. Recently, Hylick et al. [14], [15] studied
disk drive power dissipation, but they did not address storage
arrays.
3 STORAGE POWER MODELING
Our power modeling framework computes the power con-
sumption of each storage I/O path component as it handles an
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2I/O operation from the time the I/o request is received and until
the time the request processing is completed. The framework
takes into account workloads, power states, and configurations.
In addition to modeling power consumption of the I/O path,
the model also takes into account power consumed by the
storage components while idle. The method can be applied to
single disk drives or to a storage array (e.g., a RAID array).
We use the term storage controller when referring to a storage
array.
3.1 The Model
It is common practice for storage controllers to report
statistical performance counters (information) for each type
of I/O workload operation. These operations are: sequential
read, sequential write, random read, and random write. Per-
formance counters typically include the rate of each type of
operation, the transfer sizes, response time, and other statistical
information. Our framework uses performance counters and
differentiates between the I/O workload at the frontend of
the storage controller and at the backend of the controller.
The frontend workload refers to the I/O operations arriving
from the host. The backend workload refers to the actual I/O
operations performed by the disks. It is the backend workload
which determines the power consumption of the disks.
The backend workload is affected by the read and write
caching activities, by virtualization layers, and by resiliency
(e.g., RAID) mechanisms. Caching activities include caching
read data, performing read ahead during sequential data access
(pre-fetching), and delayed (cached) writes. Caching leads to
less disk activity and therefore, lower power consumption.
The virtualization and resiliency layers influence the backend
workload, as data can be organized into stripes across the
disks in the array and write operations are translated into
write transactions. For example, in a RAID 10 array, two
copies of the data must be updated. Therefore, computing
the backend workload from the frontend workload requires
taking into account the type of operation, transfer size, data
organization across stripes, etc. In order to estimate the power
cost of disk I/O operations, our model calculates how many
backend disk operations are needed for each type of workload.
We then estimate the dynamic power cost of those backend
I/O operations based on the estimated number of seeks and on
the amount of transferred data.
Our framework uses a small dataset of power consump-
tion tables, one for each storage component, to compute the
dynamic power consumption. The dataset consists of power
consumption values for various amounts of backend opera-
tions. For example, the dataset includes power consumption
data for various amounts of data transferred and various seek
rates. Building the dataset is a one-time process for each type
of storage array.
The framework consists of: (i) translating frontend work-
loads to backend workloads; and (ii) using interpolation to
estimate the power consumption of each activity, based on the
pre-computed dataset. Additional details on the process can
be found in [5].
3.2 Validation
We performed extensive validation runs over several types
of disks and RAID configurations, using a variety of I/O access
patterns and disk utilization levels. We ran various micro-
benchmarks, using Iometer [1] and an industry standard SPC-
1-like workload [2] to examine the accuracy of the power
modeling estimations.
Disk drive results. When comparing our modeling power
estimation with the actual power measured for a single disk
we have observed an average modeling error of less than 3%
and maximal error of 6.5% for a 15K 300GB disk. For a
10K 300GB we have observed an average modeling error of
less than 5.2% and maximal error of 10%.
Disk array results. We validated our results on a RAID
5 array in a mid-range enterprise controller populated with
16 146GB 10K enterprise disks. For random read (write)
workloads with transfer sizes ranging from 4K to 512K (up to
64K, respectively) we observe a modeling estimation error of
less than 5%. For larger random write transfer sizes, 128K to
512K, we observe a modeling estimation error of up to 10%.
We have also run SPC-1-like workloads showing a maximal
power estimation error of 2.5%.
4 POWER MANAGEMENT USING ACOUSTIC MODES
For our investigation of acoustic modes we measured the
performance and power consumption of disk drives. We use
a custom-made LabVIEW [4] application for measuring the
power consumption of the disk drives. Vdbench [21], a Java-
based open-source tool, was used for running I/O workloads.
We ran random access micro-benchmarks using Vdbench to
observe the effect of the differences in seek operations in
normal and in quiet acoustics.
In addition, in order to understand the effect on real-world
workloads, we ran an industry standard SPC-1 workload [2].
The SPC-1 workload is a synthetic, yet sophisticated and fairly
realistic, online transaction processing (OLTP) workload.
We studied a high capacity Hitachi HUA721010KLA330 1TB
3.5” disk drive, which supports acoustic modes. A full and
detailed report on how acoustic modes affect the power and
energy profile can be found in [8].
4.1 Power Capping
We analyzed the behavior of a seek operation in normal and
quiet modes by reviewing the power profile of a single seek
operation. We sampled the power dissipation of a single long-
range seek, from one end of the platter to another, at a rate of
50K samples per second. We observed the power dissipation
for the different phases of a seek operation:
Acceleration: During this phase the seek head accelerates to
its maximum speed. In quiet mode the acceleration is slower,
so the power dissipated at any given time throughout this phase
is less than in normal mode. Only the 12V power dissipation
is impacted here.
Coast: In this phase the disk head remains at its maximum
speed (the maximum speed of quiet mode is slower than
that for normal mode). The power dissipated at any time
throughout this phase is about the same in both normal and
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3quiet modes. This phase lasts longer in quiet mode, causing
more overall energy to be consumed per seek.
Deceleration: During this phase the disk head is slowed down
by reversing the current direction of the voice coil motor
(VCM). The power dissipation is generally similar to that of
the acceleration phase. In quiet mode less power is dissipated
at any given time.
Data transfer: During this phase, the disk head is at a
complete standstill, and the data is being transferred to and
from the disk. The 5V power dissipation increases, but the
behavior is the same in both normal and quiet mode.
Although the power in quiet mode can be capped at 73%
of the power dissipated in normal mode, the overall energy
consumed by a single long-range seek operation is greater
in quiet mode. For example, our analysis of 12V and 5V
power consumption shows that overall energy (both 12V and
5V components) consumed by a single seek operation is 17%
greater for quiet mode than for normal mode. This is due to:
i) the fact that the duration of the long-range seek is longer,
since the head moves the same distance but at a lower velocity;
and ii) the 12V power decreases only during acceleration and
deceleration (and not during coast), while the 5V power is
not affected by the acoustic mode. This leads to a 5V energy
consumption increase of 49% and 12V energy consumption
increase of about 3%.
4.2 Energy Reduction
We now investigate the energy consumption of various
workloads when using quiet mode. One effect of running in
quiet mode is that moving the disk head takes longer - that
is, the seek time increases. Since the disk power consumption
has a static component, a seek operation that takes longer may
consume more energy, depending on the balance between the
saved energy of the slower acceleration and deceleration and
the added energy for longer seek time.
We simulated a real-world online transaction processing
workload by running SPC-1 workloads. SPC-1 is a concurrent
workload composed of random reads, random writes, and
sequential access across various parts of the disk drive. We
generated an SPC-1 I/O trace and replayed the I/O trace in
normal and quiet modes. We ran the benchmark at three I/O
rates of 10, 25 and 50 I/O’s per second. We measured the
power consumption and computed the energy in Joules of each
of the three runs. In all cases both the power consumption and
the total energy consumed was lower for the quiet mode. The
energy saving was between 2.2% for 10 I/O’s per second and
12.54% for 50 I/O’s per second. We executed I/O’s at the same
rate for both normal and quiet modes. At low I/O rates, 10
and 25 I/O’s per second, the response time increased slightly.
In these cases, when running in normal mode, the disk is in
fact idle in between some I/O operations. In quiet mode, the
seeks take longer, and the disk has less or no idle time. In
this case, we exchange wasted disk idle time, when power is
also consumed, with a longer and slower seek. Running at
50 I/O’s per second results in little or no idle time, even in
normal mode. The I/O requests are generated at the same rate
both in normal and quiet modes. However, in quiet mode, the
disk serves these requests at a slower rate, which may cause
a longer queue of I/O’s to form based on the fact that the
response time doubles.
There are examples of workloads for which the use of
quiet mode leads to an increase in the overall (total) energy
consumption. We generated and executed a trace of 30, 000
random-read I/O’s using 1, 2, and 4 concurrent I/O threads
in both normal and quiet modes. Each thread executed the
I/O’s synchronously without delay. We measured the power
consumption and computed the energy consumption of each
execution. When using less than 4 concurrent threads, the
energy consumption is notably higher in quiet mode due to
longer seek times. Longer seek times, in turn, lead to a longer
run time. When the number of I/O threads increased to 4
we achieved a reduction in total energy. Using 4 concurrent
threads we achieved an energy savings of over 2%, but when
using 1 or 2 concurrent threads the energy consumption
increased by nearly 6%.
4.3 Application Performance
We analyzed the impact of acoustic modes on application
performance. Runing an online-generated SPC-1-like work-
load in both normal and quiet modes shows that in quiet mode
we are able to achieve only up to 55 I/O’s per second, while in
normal mode we can reach more than 70 I/O’s per second. At
I/O rates up to 20 I/O’s per second the response time in quiet
mode is only slightly higher than in normal mode. However,
beyond 20 I/O’s per second the response time in quiet mode
increases significantly and reaches, at 55 I/O’s per second,
almost double the response time as in normal mode.
5 CONCLUDING REMARKS
Power modeling and estimation. Our power modeling and
estimation methods are based purely on performance infor-
mation. Therefore, any inaccuracy in the performance data
leads to an estimation inaccuracy as well. We have encoun-
tered cases where the controller failed to correctly identify
the workload pattern. For example, incorrectly reporting a
sequential stream as a random stream introduces errors to the
estimations. Another possible source of inaccuracy is lack of
information regarding background tasks (e.g., bit scrubbing,
battery maintenance); better reporting of background activity
will lead to improved accuracy.
Our power modeling can be used in a power-aware capacity
planning tool predicting the power consumption based on the
given configuration and workloads. Our modeling can also
provide online power estimations, per disk array and disk
volume, for storage systems.
Power and energy management using acoustic modes. We
have explored the effects of acoustic management on perfor-
mance and power consumption. While acoustic management
can in some cases be applicable for energy savings, it is always
effective for power capping (or budgeting).
Quiet acoustic modes change the way disks perform seek
operations, so there is no power reduction when no seeks
are performed, for example, during idle time or during se-
quential access. Since only seeks are affected, the power for
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4the electronics remains the same. This limits the ability of
acoustic modes to save power. For random-read workloads the
power reduction is at most 23%, depending on the actual I/O
workload.
Quiet mode causes an increase in response time. This
prevents the use of quiet mode for mission-critical applica-
tions that are sensitive to I/O response time. Single-threaded
applications that require high throughput will suffer a 25%
reduction in I/O throughput. Moreover, they will consume
more energy in quiet mode than in normal mode, but will
benefit from a lower peak power consumption. Multi-threaded
applications with a mixed workload of read and write oper-
ations, both random and sequential, will be able to sustain
the same I/O throughput, but with longer response time. Such
applications may need to use a larger number of threads while
using quiet mode, in order to sustain the same I/O throughput
as in normal mode.
We have found that in some cases, seek operations consume
more overall energy in quiet mode than in normal mode,
though they consume less instantaneous power. We have also
encountered workloads for which quiet mode leads to energy
savings. The SPC-1 workload tests clearly demonstrate that
OLTP applications are good candidates for energy savings,
when they can tolerate a degradation in response time.
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ABSTRACT
As the notion of Green Computing becomes more popular
in the IT world, new power saving features start to appear
in both computer hardware and software. The difficulty of
leveraging existing means of power management and con-
trol increases with the scale of operations, making a net-
worked approach to the problem a necessity. In this paper
we present the SMOA Devices architecture, a distributed
solution for monitoring and management of power consump-
tion in computer systems. We discuss its features and char-
acteristics, and explain what makes it suitable for a broad
range of power saving and management applications.
General Terms
MANAGEMENT, MEASUREMENT
Keywords
power management, XMPP, power consumption, energy ef-
ficiency, distributed systems
1. INTRODUCTION
The rising energy prices and the increasing environmen-
tal awareness of the general public are playing an ever-
increasing role in the world of IT and computational science.
After years of constructing computer systems solely for their
sheer performance, power consumption became one of the
main criteria for evaluating a computer system and metrics,
such as performance-per-watt [13], are receiving increasing
attention.
The push for increased energy-efficiency is also present in
the field of desktop computing and even home appliances.
All major modern operating systems feature sophisticated
power management capabilities based on open industry stan-
dards [9]. While these features can reduce the power con-
sumption of a running machine, they do not address the
problem of idling computers, which consume vast amounts
of power without any gain in productivity. The issue can be
mitigated by suspending or shutting down idling machines,
although such solution entails the problem of waking the
machines up afterwards.
Even the smallest power consumption reduction, achieved
using the techniques already available in modern computer
hardware and software, can cause enormous net-savings on
company or cluster scales. However, introducing a power
saving policy on a larger scale requires a sophisticated dis-
tributed mechanism of management and control, as well as
a metering solution to evaluate its impact.
In this paper, we present an easily extensible, flexible and
standards-based distributed management and control sys-
tem for energy consumption. The paper is organized as
follows. Section 2 deals with our proposed solution, while
section 3 is a short description of its possible application sce-
narios. Section 4 discusses related work and section 5 deals
with future work related to the system. In the final section,
we conclude the description of our proposal.
2. SMOA DEVICES
This section describes our power consumption monitoring
and control architecture, the SMOA Devices platform. The
main motivation for its creation was to combine various
power management related tools, solutions and monitor-
ing equipment using a standardized, easy-to-deploy network
protocol.
2.1 Usage of XMPP
The eXtensible Message and Presence Protocol (XMPP)[17]
is best known for its application as the protocol backbone
for the Jabber [6] and Google Talk [3] instant messaging
services. However, because of its characteristics, it is well
suited for areas other than chatting. The main feature of
this protocol is that it is based upon a persistent client-
server connection, making it ideal for application in heavily
firewalled environments where opening local network ports is
impossible. Moreover, XMPP heavily relies on XML[12] for
all communications, eventually turning the client-server con-
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Figure 1: SMOA Devices Architecture
nection into two continuous XML document streams, one for
each communication side. This feature makes XMPP easily-
extensible and well-suited for transportation of other XML
formats. Since XMPP was first created as an IM protocol, it
also provides authentication and authorization capabilities
based on SASL [15], which coupled with SSL/TLS encryp-
tion of the client-server connection, can be used to establish
trust relations among nodes connected to the network.
2.2 RESTful XMPP
Since the architecture of Representational State Transfer
(REST) was first introduced in the doctoral dissertation of
Roy Fielding [14], resource-oriented approach to construct-
ing web services is on the rise. Because such approach is nat-
ural for representing measurement data and device states, it
became the data-access paradigm employed in the SMOA
Devices architecture.
With HTTP being the predominant protocol for implemen-
tation of REST services, it seemed reasonable to mimic its
behavior in XMPP with a protocol that is a mapping of
HTTP logic to XML data structures. This approach has
also an additional advantage of SMOA Devices elements be-
ing easily extensible to incorporate a HTTP transport in the
future.
2.3 Architecture overview
The SMOA Devices architecture (Figure 1) integrates vari-
ous tools and solutions across different levels ranging from
integrated measuring devices to OS power management poli-
cies. Each of them is represented in the SMOA Devices plat-
form as a separate Node having its own JID (Jabber ID) in
the XMPP network. Every Node plays one of three roles:
Device (machine) node, Waker node or Meter node. The
first one is responsible for interacting with the machine’s
operating system, providing information about CPU load,
memory consumption, power management policies, and pro-
viding means for safe shutdown/suspend of the system. The
Waker node is responsible for bringing up normal nodes af-
ter their shutdown by the means of Wake-on-LAN [16] or
IPMI [5]. Meter nodes are interfaces between the SMOA
Devices platform and the power measurement/control hard-
ware, providing mappings between JIDs and outlets the ma-
chines are connected to. Both the waker and meter nodes
are responsible for handling groups of nodes, for example
wake up of all nodes in one network segment. The SMOA
Devices Service is the central point of the architecture in-
tegrating the capabilities provided by Nodes, Wakers and
Meters, so that the management functions and information
about a physical machine are provided in a coherent way,
regardless of their source.
2.4 The software
The software components of the SMOA Devices architec-
ture need to be highly portable and easy-to-extend, thus
Python was chosen as the language of implementation. The
Node code is available for all major platforms (Windows,
Linux and Mac OS X), providing the same core functional-
ity regardless of the OS involved. All components are highly
modular, with each featuring the concept of a handler. Each
handler provides some dedicated functionality, e.g. supply-
ing information about CPU load or sending Wake-on-LAN
requests. Handlers can be easily added or swapped-out to
adapt the platform to specific scenarios. For example, in
server environment one might want to write a handler to
provideWaker andMeter capabilities using vendor-supplied
solutions, such as IBM BladeCenter Advanced Management
Module.
The platform’s software also features a simple notification
mechanism similar to a push-pull model, allowing software
components or users to subscribe to various information
sources. The information in these sources can be provided
either periodically (e.g. power consumption statistics) or
event-based (e.g. alarms). In both cases, XMPP provides
the perfect protocol for such uses. For end-user interaction
SMOA Devices packages contain a dedicated Pidgin [7] plu-
gin (Figure 2). The aim of the plugin is to blur the gap
between management tools and end-user applications, thus
all managed machines are visible as“buddies”on the contact
list. Since each machine has a dedicated JID, its “on-line”
state represents its power state. The contact’s status mes-
sage contains the hostname for easier identification. The
plugin also allows the user to change the powerstate of the
machines via right-click menu items. While its functionality
is currently limited to power-cycling machines and display-
ing state, the plugin will be enhanced to bring the manage-
ment functionality closer to the desktop.
2.5 The hardware
Since the ideals of Green IT had only recently gained the
interest of the computer hardware market, most of current
computers lack any form of power consumption monitoring
components. Although some blade-based solutions or smart
server chassis provide such functionality, they are still rare.
This is unfortunate because the ability to measure the sav-
ings provided by a power management policy is crucial to
the evaluation of its viability.
One way of solving the problem is by using intelligent power
strip solutions available on the market nowadays. These de-
vices provide at least 8 separately and remotely managed
power outlets. While the low-end models only measure to-
tal power consumption, more expensive units are equipped
with per-outlet watt-meters. By USB, serial or Ethernet
connectivity these devices can be interfaced byMeter nodes
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Figure 2: SMOA Devices Pidgin plugin in action
to provide power monitoring and control functionality for
machines managed by the SMOA Devices platform.
An alternative is to use a dedicated solution developed for
the SMOA Devices called e-Sockets. e-Sockets are small
embedded devices containing a power outlet management
chip, with watt-meter and on/off capabilities, and a low-
power ZigBee [18] wireless component for communication.
The e-Sockets are connected in a mesh, self-healing network
with permitted node spacing of up to 15m. Of course, such a
network of e-Sockets need to be controlled and interfaced by
a control device. An ARM-powered [11] embedded computer
with a ZigBee and Ethernet adapters is suitable for such a
task. Thanks to the portability of Python, the Meter node
can be run on the device itself, providing the SMOA Devices
platform with access to up to 1000 e-Sockets.
3. APPLICATION SCENARIOS
While there is a significant effort to reduce the power con-
sumption of individual components of computer systems [10],
the most savings can be achieved by powering off comput-
ers altogether. As far as economy is concerned, an idling
computer consumes quite a lot of power (above 100W for
a standard PC) without producing much value. Even com-
puters (or other appliances) that are turned off, but still
connected to mains, draw a certain amount of power that
may be significant in deployments of a larger scale. This
chapter will show how SMOA Devices can be used in differ-
ent environments and scenarios to counter these problems.
3.1 HPC environment
HPC environments consist of high-end computer equipment
consuming vast amounts of power. The computing capac-
ity provided by such deployments is usually managed by
job schedulers, while system administrators manage the ma-
chines themselves. Though some effort has already been
taken to address the problem, rarely are job schedulers aware
of the power consumption impact of the jobs they launch.
This often leads to situations when some machines are not
being utilized to their full capacity or are even completely
idling. SMOA Devices can be used by job schedulers to
automatically bring up or down machines based on current
computational needs and make advanced scheduling deci-
sions by taking into account performance per watt metrics,
thanks to live power consumption metering.
Thanks to its extensibility, our platform can take advantage
of existing out-of-band management solutions provided by
vendors for cluster environments. SMOA Devices can inte-
grate their power-cycling and, if available, power-metering
capabilities. Supplemented by the deployment of intelligent
power strips, our platform can provide a coherent and uni-
form solution for power management and monitoring of clus-
ter machines. By providing event notifications and an intu-
itive interface, SMOA Devices can bring management func-
tionality closer to cluster administrators’ desktops, making
their task of managing the system easier.
3.2 Managing desktop machines in office en-
vironments
Computers became a commodity in modern business en-
vironment, with HPC being only one of their specialized
applications. Much more common are desktop computers,
present in virtually every company office, ranging from small
businesses to large corporations. Since they are used as office
tools for regular employees, and not execution environments
for batched processing, their performance capabilities are
rarely exploited to their full extent. This gives room for im-
provements in power consumption by fine-tuning OS power
management settings. Taking into account the number of
desktop computers in modern offices, this can yield a signif-
icant net power consumption reduction. SMOA Devices, be-
ing portable across all major desktop platforms, can provide
a unified interface to control power management policies in
an office environment.
IT staff can also take advantage of our platform’s computer
power-cycling capabilities to reduce power consumption by
suspending machines which are left on by employees during
off-office hours. Thanks to an innovative application of the
popular Wake-on-LAN, this functionality of SMOA Devices
can be used with little regard of the available network con-
figuration. Given the general habits of office workers and the
big difference in power consumption of an idling computer as
compared to a suspended one, this can greatly influence the
company’s power bill. The solution can be further extended
to gracefully shut down the unused machines and cut them
off, along with their peripherals, completely from the mains
thanks to functionality of e-Sockets. By doing so, the power
draw related to sleep modes of all computer devices can be
eliminated. While this amount of saving can be irrelevant
for a single machine, it may be significant at the office or
office building scale.
3.3 Domestic use
The SMOA Devices architecture can also be applicable to
domestic power management and monitoring. In this sce-
nario, a home owner could be interested in automated con-
trol of his/her appliances and reducing his/her power con-
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sumption and bills. The provider of the power management
and monitoring service would be a business interested in
gathering fine-grained information about power consump-
tion in given municipal area or among given type of users.
It could be either the power distribution company, inter-
ested in spreading power consumption equally through the
day to avoid peaks, or a company interested in statistics for
marketing reasons.
By using e-Sockets, key energy consuming devices of the
household can be monitored and controlled. Since the e-
well Sockets require a dedicated control and data gather-
ing device, a small ARM-equipped computer fitted with a
SMOA Devices Node daemon would be provided to home
owners. The devices can be connected to the home owner’s
Internet connection, in which case the client-server nature
of the XMPP protocol would play a key role. These devices
can come with a pre-programmed JID account set up by the
provider’s XMPP server and a complementary JID would
be provided to the home owner. This way, the home owner
could use his/her standard Instant Messaging client (Pid-
gin) to control and monitor the devices in his/her house and
schedule their power cycles, e.g. turn off the home theater
system in the middle of the night to avoid sleep mode power
consumption. The home owner’s JID could also be used as a
communications channel for technical support or tips about
reducing the power consumption and power costs.
4. RELATEDWORK
In recent years, with the increasing environmental aware-
ness of the society, there has been many initiatives aiming
to reduce power consumption in different scenarios. To the
best of our knowledge, none of these attempts were as flex-
ible and extensible as SMOA Devices in covering so many
different application scenarios.
Google PowerMeter [2] is aiming to bring the power moni-
toring information to the Web. It is meant to display the
information from their utility smart-meters and in-home en-
ergy management system on the user’s start page, and facil-
itate services for comparing and sharing information about
one’s power consumption.
The AlertMe [1] product range is a set of power consumption
sensors similar to our e-Sockets communicating wirelessly
via ZigBee to a hub connected to the home owner’s Internet
connection. The hub submits information to the AlertMe
servers, via which a service of monitoring and scheduling is
provided.
The Green-NET [4] explores the design of energy-aware soft-
ware frameworks dedicated for large-scale distributed sys-
tems. The project aims to provide a framework which would
collect energy usage information and provide them to other
applications, such as resource managers or job schedulers.
The Oxford University’s monitoring and wake on LAN ser-
vices [8] is a project targeting the problem of idling computer
nodes mainly during off-office hours. The system is intended
as a monitoring infrastructure measuring the number of on-
line nodes in each department or college, coupled with a
service for remote wake-up using Wake-on-LAN.
5. FUTURE PLANS
SMOA Devices has already been deployed on a limited scale
for testing purposes. Though the framework currently sup-
ports its basic functionality (power management, remote
wake-up), in the near future features such as IPMI inte-
gration, Node group management and HTTP/WWW inter-
faces will be introduced. To be able to assess the power
saving impact of the framework, larger scale deployments
are planned in both office and HPC environments. For fu-
ture production deployments, plans to enhance scalability
and fault-tolerance of the system are made. These include
Nodes being associated to more than one Service, increasing
scalability by spreading the system load over many XMPP
servers and increasing reliability due to XMPP server repli-
cation.
6. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have presented the SMOA Devices archi-
tecture, a flexible and extensible distributed power monitor-
ing and control solution. SMOA Devices platform faces the
challenge of integrating methods and tools available on dif-
ferent abstraction levels ranging from power outlet control,
through operating system calls, to networked remote wake-
up. This kind of vertical integration is a novelty, which com-
bined with easily-deployable communication protocol and
wide-ranging monitoring and control capabilities, make SMOA
Devices a well-suited solution for many application scenerios
in the upcoming years of increased environmental awareness
and the green computing revolution.
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 ! 
I. INTRODUCTION 
HARACTIERIZATION of energy consumption and energy 
efficiency are the main priorities of the Working Group 2 
included into the IC0804 Cost Action. This Working Group 
proposes to find appropriate definitions for energy efficiency 
and to investigate the energy consumption and efficiency for 
system components (like routers, PCs, clusters, servers) to the 
whole distributed systems (taking into account the potential 
influence of one part to another). The relationship between 
resources sharing and energy consumption are evaluated 
establishing the corresponding cost models (including euro-
costs), introducing a measurable metric to establish adaptive 
solutions. 
 
One of the first results of the collaboration of different 
involved laboratories is the identification of key terms and 
keywords related to the different areas covered by the concept 
of energy efficiency and their relationships within the four 
 
 
main priorities above. The Fig.1 shows how the different 
terms may be associated with more than one of the main lines 
of action. It is also true that we only have taken into account 
the more obvious relationships, since in most cases a single 
term can be used in any of the lines by simply changing the 
context of its application. 
 
During our previous Cost action meetings, involved 
laboratories made a presentation of their main characteristics, 
about their researching side, including their most important 
current researches. From a closer study of the different 
contributions, we identify four broad areas of study directly 
related to the research and keywords currently considered: 
1. Networking: It is easily divided into two actual biggest 
worlds, wireless environments and wired one.  
2. Architectures: It is a very generalist subject because it 
includes several differentiated issues depending of the 
network application. It includes subjects related with 
applications (e.g. virtualization, content distribution), 
and communications (e.g. P2P & DataCenter policies) 
Characterization of energy consumption and 
energy efficiency 
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Fig. 1.  Energy efficiency in large scale distributed systems: Keywords and main terms 
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 3. Middleware/data management: These terms are more 
related with solutions that could be applied into the 
architectures and/or networking implementations, but 
they could be independently solved  
4. Applications: These studies could be directly related to 
previous because they have to consider one or several 
associated environmental conditions. Energy 
awareness and efficient consumption are the main keys 
of the studies, including both mobile and wired 
environments 
 
These four broad areas are independent but their 
interrelationship could be considered, with common areas of 
research, showed in Fig. 2. 
 
The following documents are some of the most 
representative examples of work currently being developed 
within the COST action in relation to research issues 
associated with WG2. These studies represent the spearhead 
of the efforts being made by different laboratories during the 
first year of action. The joint work are starting to get results 
and new initiatives are leading to proposals for collaboration 
with other laboratories, companies and international projects 
within and outside the COST. 
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Fig. 2.  Main areas of study inside the WG2 
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1A Distributed Architecture for Energy-Efficient
Data Mining over Mobile Devices
Carmela Comito, Domenico Talia, and Paolo Trunfio
Abstract—The dissemination and increasing power of wireless
devices is opening the way to support analysis and mining of
data in a mobile context. Enabling mobile data mining is a
significant added value for nomadic users and organizations
that need to perform analysis of data generated either from a
mobile device (e.g., sensor readings) or from remote sources. A
key aspect to be addressed to enable effective and reliable data
mining over mobile devices is ensuring energy efficiency, as most
mobile devices are battery-power operated. This paper proposes
a general architecture for pervasive data mining over mobile
devices focusing on energy efficiency. In such an architecture,
a mobile device can play the role of data producer, data
analyzer, client of remote data miners, or a combination of them.
Stationary nodes provide the necessary support to enable mobile
nodes to organize themselves into local groups to perform mobile-
to-mobile data mining (M2M-DM) computations.
Index Terms—Energy efficiency, distributed computing,
mobile-to-mobile data mining.
I. INTRODUCTION
AN increasing number of cell-phone and PDA-based dataintensive applications are starting to appear. Examples
include cell-phone-based systems for body-health monitoring,
vehicle monitoring, and wireless security systems. Monitoring
data in small embedded devices for smart appliances, on-
board monitoring using nano-scale devices are examples of
such applications that we may see in the near future. Support
for advanced data analysis and mining is necessary for such
applications.
Data mining from such mobile/embedded devices faces
various challenges because of several reasons such as (1) low-
bandwidth networks, (2) relatively small storage space, (3)
limited availability of battery power, (4) slower processors,
and (5) small displays to visualize the results. We need to
design algorithms and systems that can perform data analysis
by optimally utilizing the limited resources.
A key aspect to be addressed to enable effective and reliable
data mining over mobile devices is ensuring energy efficiency,
as most mobile devices are battery-power operated and lack a
constant source of power. Most commercially available mobile
computing devices like PDAs and mobile phones have battery
power which would last for only a few hours. Therefore, the
next generation of data mining applications for such embedded
and mobile devices must be designed to minimize the energy
consumption. Software power utilization and minimization
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have been studied in various contexts [1], [2], [3], [4], [5] but,
to the best of our knowledge, only very few studies have been
devoted on energy requirements for data mining algorithms
[6].
This paper proposes a general architecture for pervasive data
mining over mobile devices focusing on energy efficiency. In
such an architecture, a mobile device can play the role of data
producer, data analyzer, client of remote data miners, or a
combination of them. As such, we envision an architecture
in which there are several distributed mobile devices and
stationary servers where the mobile devices can run some
steps of the data mining task, or some lightweight data mining
algorithms.
The mobile devices cooperate in a peer-to-peer style to
perform a data mining process tackling the problem of energy
capacity and processing power limitations. Whenever a re-
source limited computing device (client) in such a cooperative
environment has a set of tasks (or subtasks) to be executed
(which may have dependencies and communication require-
ments among themselves), it uses all available resources in
nearby computing devices (servers).
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion II presents the overall architecture of the proposed frame-
work. Section III describes the software components inside
each mobile device. Finally, Section IV concludes the paper.
II. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The system is designed to enable Mobile-to Mobile Data
Mining (M2M Data Mining) applications having energy effi-
ciency as the primary goal. In the following we present the
overall architecture of the system.
A typical M2M data mining scenario includes stationary
nodes (e.g., computer servers) and mobile devices (e.g., mobile
phones, PDAs). Stationary nodes can act as server nodes
for executing the data mining tasks submitted by mobile
clients. On the other hand, the possibility of performing data
mining over a mobile device may include several application
scenarios in which a mobile device can play the role of data
producer, data analyzer, client of remote data miners, sever
or a combination of them. More specifically, we can envision
five basic scenarios for mobile data mining.
1) The mobile device is used as a terminal for ubiquitous
access to a remote server that provides some data mining
services. In this scenario, the server analyzes data stored
in a local or a distributed database, and delivers the
results of the data mining task to the mobile device for
its visualization.
2) Data generated in a mobile context are gathered through
a mobile device and sent in a stream to a remote server to
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Fig. 1. The M2M-DM architecture. The arrows denote remote service calls.
be stored into a local database. Data can be periodically
analyzed by using specific data mining algorithms and
the results used for making decisions about a given
purpose.
3) Mobile devices are used to perform data mining anal-
ysis. Due to the limited computing power and mem-
ory/storage space of todays mobile devices, it is not
possible to perform heavyweight data mining tasks on
such devices. However, some steps of a data mining task
(e.g., data selection and preprocessing) or very simple
mining tasks on small data sets can be executed on
mobile devices.
4) The mobile device acts as a data mining server for other
mobile clients. As stated earlier, data analysis provided
by a mobile device may include either lightweight data
mining algorithms or some steps of the whole process.
5) A mobile device acts as as a gateway for other mobile
devices. In this case, even if the mobile gateway itself
does not provide processing, it plays the fundamental
role of linking poorly connected devices to a remote
processing node.
The system architecture, depicted in Figure 1, has been
designed to allow on-demand collaborations among mobile
nodes. Examples of mobile-to-mobile collaborations regard
several areas such as disaster relief, construction management
and healthcare. In order to promote and easy collaborations
when two or more mobile users meet each other, we let
them grouping into clusters referred to as mobile groups.
Consequently, the M2M-DM architecture includes a number
of stationary nodes and a number of mobile groups.
Cluster formation is an important issue to be addressed.
Clusters may be formed based on many criteria such as
communication range, number and type of mobile devices,
and their geographical location. In particular, we group the
mobile devices on the basis of their transmission range. More
precisely, when two or more co-workers standing within a
given area meet, their mobile devices will discover each other
and create an ad-hoc network in order to form a cluster. Each
cluster has a node referred to as the cluster head, which acts
as the coordinator for the cluster, manages the other nodes
within the cluster, and interacts with the other local groups in
the network.
Figure 1 shows the interactions among the different com-
ponents of the architecture. Stationary nodes are connected
through the Internet and can interact with the other nodes
(including the mobile ones) in order to execute a data mining
task. Mobile nodes within a group interact trough ad-hoc
connections (e.g., wi-fi, bluetooth) that we refer to as M2M
connections, represented as dotted arrows in Figure 1. Inter-
actions among mobile groups (cluster-to-cluster connections)
take place through ad-hoc connections among the cluster-
heads of the groups and are represented as dot-dash arrows.
Mobile groups are connected to stationary nodes through their
cluster head (mobile-to-stationary connections) by exploiting
an Internet connections (e.g, wi-fi, wi-max). All types of
interactions take place whether to ask for a data mining request
or to cooperate in order to collaboratively execute a data
mining task.
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In the M2M-DM architecture, both stationary and mobile
nodes provide a specialized set of services, as detailed below.
Stationary nodes provide three groups of functionalities:
• Knowledge discovery, to execute or support the different
steps of the knowledge discovery process (preprocessing,
data mining, visualization, etc.).
• Data management, allowing to store and retrieve data
(e.g., data generated either by mobile devices or by third-
party data providers).
• Coordination, allowing mobile devices to organize them-
selves into groups and manage computations in a cooper-
ative way (e.g., registration services, discovery services,
etc.).
Mobile devices provide the following group of functionali-
ties:
• M2M knowledge discovery, to execute knowledge dis-
covery tasks that can be executed on limited resources,
such as preprocessing, visualization, or lightweight data
mining processes.
• M2M resource management, allowing to monitor the local
resources (e.g., memory, CPU load, battery status) to
establish whether the device is able to execute a data
mining task.
• M2M coordination, enabling mobile devices to organize
themselves into local groups on a temporary basis for
on-purpose knowledge discovery applications.
• M2M interaction, allowing interactions with nodes inside
or outside the group. The interactions with nodes external
to the group are realized through the cluster head that acts
as a gateway towards the outside of the group.
III. MOBILE DEVICE COMPONENTS
Mobile nodes include a set of software components that
cooperatively perform the functionalities introduced in the pre-
vious section. As shown in Figure 2, each node includes four
software components: Resource Information Service (RIS),
M2M Coordination Service (MCS), Energy-aware Scheduler
(EAS), Knowledge Discovery Service (KDS).
The RIS is responsible to collect information about all the
resources inside a mobile node and the context in which an
application is running in order to adapt its execution. To this
aim, the RIS is composed of two modules implementing the
above cited features:
• Resource Monitoring module. It informs the system about
the mobile device resources measurement such as the
available memory, CPU utilization, battery consumption,
battery level, remaining time to fill memory, network
connectivity performance.
• Resource Evaluator module. This module acts as a re-
source measurement receiver from both local and envi-
ronmental resources. It then takes some actions on the
basis of the received measures, i.e. choosing the most
suitable configuration for the data mining task. Moreover,
the module is responsible for starting the data mining task
with the appropriate parameters.
The MCS is responsible for the coordination among mobile
devices and includes two modules:
• Mobile-to-Mobile Management module. It includes mech-
anisms aiming at the coordination of the nodes within
a group such as cluster formation and maintenance,
joining of a new node to a group, cluster-head election,
cooperative data mining task execution.
• Cluster-to-Cluster Management module. This module
provides mechanisms allowing mobile devices to organize
themselves into clusters, cluster-to-cluster interactions to
the end of a data mining task allocation, coordination to
collaboratively execute a data mining task.
The EAS is the component responsible for task assignment
among local groups. It implements a scheduling strategy aimed
at prolonging network life-time by distributing energy con-
sumption among local groups. In such an approach, whenever
a resource-limited computing device (client) has a set of tasks
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4to be executed, it uses the energy resources in nearby comput-
ing devices (servers) and an efficient task assignment is found
in such a way that the total consumed energy is minimized.
The scheduler interacts with the RIS through its resource-
monitoring and resource-evaluator modules. Moreover, the
scheduler is also tightly related to the KDS component, as it
is actually the scheduler that activates a data mining process.
The EAS includes three modules:
• Cost Estimator module. This module exploits information
about availability, performance and cost of resources
collected by the RIS component. It deals with the actual
calculation of the estimation functions on the basis of the
perceived status of resources w.r.t. time, energy and load
constraints.
• Mapper module. This module schedules the tasks. It
embeds a scheduling algorithm, and a matchmaker that
takes into account resource characteristics, incorporates
interdependencies among resource groups or types, and
computational and I/O cost evaluations to map the avail-
able resource units to newly scheduled tasks according to
a pre-specified mapping objective function.
• Scheduling Process module. This module guides the
scheduling activity. It receives jobs, requests the corre-
sponding schedules to the mapper, and orders the execu-
tion of scheduled tasks.
The KDS is responsible for the execution of a knowledge
discovery task over a mobile device. It includes two modules:
• Data Collection module. This module provides ac-
cess/store mechanisms for data to be processed or gener-
ated as a result of a data mining process. Typically, only a
limited amount of data can be stored on a mobile device.
Therefore, this module will manage the interaction with
a stationary node that will act as a storage node or as a
source for data.
• Lightweight Data Mining module. It is responsible for
managing the execution of a data mining task on the mo-
bile device, if possible. If the mobile resources are not (or
no more) sufficient to carry out the whole computation,
this module can delegate the process to another node(s).
As an example, this may happen when the resource
measures indicate that the device can not achieve the
required accuracy according to the incoming data rate.
In such a case, the node sends a request to a data mining
server (either stationary or mobile) to continue the current
process with the specified accuracy;
IV. CONCLUSION
The development of software framework for running data
mining tasks on cooperating mobile devices will allow to
exploit such devices for novel data analysis applications. Han-
dling the energy efficiency issue is a significant contribution
for making mobile devices effective platforms for supporting
complex applications in nomadic scenarios.
The architecture presented in this paper is a first step
toward the implementation of a framework for energy-efficient
mobile-to-mobile data mining. We are currently working in
three directions:
1) defining a formal energy model for a mobile data mining
scenario;
2) defining a scheduling strategy that takes into account
the energy requirements of algorithms and the energy
capability of the devices;
3) implementing a prototype of the system, starting from
the implementation of the software components devoted
to cluster formation, energy measurements, and schedul-
ing.
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Abstract—High Performance Computing and Architectures
(HPCA) Group is now opening a new research line on energy
saving on high performance computing platforms. Our first work
in this area has been the development of an energy saving module
for the Sun Grid Engine queue system and Rocks Clusters
operating system. By turning on only those nodes that are actually
needed at a given time during the execution of a batch of jobs,
the module yields substantial energy savings. On energy saving
research area, HPCA is interested in the virtualization of specific
resources (such GPU for GPGPU) to minimize the number of
such resources in a specific installation, in the development of
a model of the power requirement of an application running
on a specific platform (assuming a heterogeneous computer
platform), and the impact of selecting an algorithm (from a set of
algorithms that can be used for the same problem) in the energy
consumption.
Index Terms—High performance computing, data centers,
green computing, power consumption, virtualization.
I. INTRODUCTION
A. About HPCA
The High Performance Computing & Architectures (HPCA)
group was created in 2006 at the University Jaume I (Spain)
from the fusion of the Parallel Scientific Computing group
and the Advanced Computer Architecture and Reconfigurable
Computing group of this university.
The HPCA group pursues the optimization of numerical
algorithms for general purpose processors (superscalar and
VLIW) as well as specific hardware (GPUs and FPGAs), and
their parallelization on both message-passing parallel systems
(mainly clusters) and shared-memory multiprocessors (SMPs,
This research was supported by projects CICYT TIN2008-06570-C04 and
FEDER, and P1B-2009-35 of the Fundacio´n Caixa-Castello´n/Bancaixa and
UJI. Part of this work is done in collaboration with the Parallel Architecture
Group of the Universitat Polite`cnica de Vale`ncia
CC-NUMA multiprocessors, and multicore processors). The
group is involved in the application of high-performance
parallel computing techniques to the solution of problems
arising in control theory, computational chemistry, electromag-
netics, aeronautic engineering, and scientific and engineering
applications in general. Current interests of the group also
include power-aware computing, hardware-software codesign,
reconfigurable architectures, and high-speed networks and
QoS.
B. People
The HPCA group is composed of 12 researchers, all of them
faculty members of the ”Depto. de Ingenierı´a y Ciencia de
los Computadores” of the University Jaume I (Spain). There
are also four assistant researchers and one Ph.D. student that
currently pursue their Ph.D. in the research lines of the group.
C. Collaborations
The members of the HPCA group have conducted research
on the application of high-performance parallel computing
techniques to scientific and engineering applications. Below
is a list of a few of the challenges that have been confronted:
• Real-time Magnetic Resonance Imaging (Chicago hospi-
tal, 1995).
• Analysis of tensions of airplane components (Boeing
Ltd.,1996).
• Fault-tolerant computing for aerospatial vehicles (Jet
Propulsion Lab & NASA, 2001).
• Evaluation of the gravitational field of Earth (Dept. of
Aerospace Engineering & Engineering Mechanics - The
University of Texas at Austin, 2003).
• Model reduction for VLSI design and simulation (Philips
Research Labs., 2004-).
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2• Analysis of tensions of ceramic materials (Instituto de
Tecnologı´a Cera´mica - Universidad Jaume I de Castello´n,
2006-).
Some of these activities have been carried out in collab-
oration with several national (Spanish) and foreign research
groups. Currently, we cooperate with researchers from the
following centers:
• Barcelona Supercomputing Center (Spain).
• Chemnitz University of Technology (Germany).
• ETH Zurich (Switzerland).
• IBM T. J. Watson Research Center (USA).
• Intel GmbH (Germany).
• Technical University Carolo-Wilhelmina at Brunswick
(Germany).
• Technical University of Denmark (Denmark).
• Texas Advanced Computing Center (USA).
• The University of Texas at Austin (USA).
• Ume University (Sweden).
• University of California at Berkeley (USA).
II. RESEARCH LINE ON POWER-AWARE COMPUTING
A. Introduction
The High Performance Computing and Architecture Re-
search Group of the ”Jaume I” University of Castelln has been
working on the development of high performance algorithms
for engineering problems since its creation on 1991. We have
acquired an in deep knowledge in this area. In the last two
years we have open a new research line on energy saving
for high performance HPC clusters. Our goal is to apply our
experience in the development, maintenance and use of high
performance clusters. We are working in the development of
tools and new algorithms taking into account not only the
performance from the view point of instructions per second
but also from the view point of energy efficiency. We have
two complementary lines of work:
• The development of algorithms and libraries that can be
run with the less possible use of energy with the less
possible impact on the performance.
• The study and development of strategies for manag-
ing datacenters, balancing the requirements of perfor-
mance/throughput and energy efficiency.
B. Energy efficency in datacenters
There exists a lot of references in the last years about the en-
ergy consumption and the need of putting the energy efficiency
as one of the requirements in the design, implementation
and managing of datacenters. The term Green-Computing is
becoming familiar for most of the computer scientists and
there are several initiatives in USA and EU in this field. All
studies show that energy consumption in datacenters is mainly
due to the non-IT part of it. In fact the cooling subsystem is the
responsible of more than the 50% of the energy consumption,
but it is known too that the cooling requirements are due to:
• The building design and construction.
• The IT infrastructure.
We focus our attention in the IT infrastructure: design,
deployment and managing. If the energy consumption is a key
goal in the design, deployment and managing of the datacenter
IT infrastructure it is possible to reduce the cooling requisites
and then having a better relation between the energy used
on the IT infrastructure and the overall energy used in the
datacenter. First we have to adopt a measure of the efficiency
of the energy used, PUE and PUEi have been defined and
are a good start point. There are two complementary paths to
minimize the energy usage. One is at code level, by the design
of codes that use in an energy efficient form all the hardware of
the system from the execution units to the memory hierarchy.
The second one is to have middleware tools that yield to an
energy efficient use of the overall system. We focus on two
types of middleware.
One of them to schedule and balance work on the nodes to
get the best use of the cooling system. High Performance Com-
puting (HPC) clusters have been widely adopted by companies
and research institutions for their data processing centers
because of their parallel performance, high scalability, and
low acquisition cost. On the other hand, further deployment
of HPC clusters is limited due to their high maintenance costs
in terms of energy consumption, required both by the system
hardware and the air cooling equipment. In particular, some
large-scale data processing centers consume the same energy
power as 40,000 homes. Studies by the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency show that, in 2007, the power consumption
of data centers in the United States was around 70 billion
KWatt-hour, representing 5,000 million euros and the emission
of 50 million tones of CO2. Since the benefits of HPC clusters
are clear, scientists and technicians are currently showing
special interest in all types of solutions and ideas to minimize
energy costs in data processing centers.
Energy-awareness has spread among researchers from or-
ganizations like IEEE, which have analyzed HPC clusters,
concluding that a significant part of the energy consumed by
these systems is due to the interconnection of its components
(switches, network cards, links, etc.); following this result,
energy-aware algorithms have been developed which can dis-
able idle interconnections in the cluster. Microsoft inspects the
problem from a different viewpoint and one solution proposed
is to share highly efficient power supplies among several nodes
of the system, achieving significant energy savings.
In this context one of the most well-known energy man-
agement techniques is DVFS (Dynamic Voltage and Fre-
quency Scaling). DVFS entails reducing the system energy
consumption by reducing the CPU supply voltage and the
clock frequency (CPU speed) simultaneously. This technique
has a great impact on the development of work aimed at
reducing consumption in this research context.
Alternative strategies to limit power consumption and re-
quired cooling of HPC clusters are based on switching on
and shutting down the nodes, according to the needs of
the users’ applications. We have developed a tool, named
EnergySaving [6], [7], that allows the definition of different
conditions to activate and deactivate nodes for a full adaption
to the requirements of the system administrator and/or the end
user. A simulation of the module under real conditions will
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3show that its use combined with a reasonable policy deliver
considerable energy savings compared with a conventional
cluster in which all nodes are permanently active. This tool
will be described in Section 3.
The other one is based on remote access and virtualiza-
tion techniques to provide services of high energy demand
hardware with the best relation between energy consumption
and performance. One of this high energy demand hardware
with an increasing use in today’s HPC datacenters are the
GPU’s. The increasing computing requirements for GPUs
(Graphics Processing Units) have favored the design and
marketing of commodity devices that can nowadays also be
used to accelerate general purpose computing. Therefore, high
performance clusters intended for HPC (High Performance
Computing) may include such devices. However, high-end
GPU-based accelerators used in HPC feature a considerable
energy consumption, so that attaching a GPU to every node
of a cluster will have a strong impact on its overall power
consumption.
Virtualization techniques may provide significant energy
savings, as they enable a larger resource usage by sharing
a given hardware among several users, thus reducing the
required amount of instances of that particular device. As
a result, virtualization is being increasingly adopted in data
centers. In this way, virtualizing GPUs may report power and
cost benefits. We have developed an initial rCUDA framework.
This framework enables the concurrent usage of CUDA-
compatible GPUs remotely. To enable a remote GPU-based
acceleration, our framework offers remote access to virtualized
CUDA-compatible devices from any node in the cluster. Thus,
all of the nodes are able to concurrently access the whole set
of CUDA accelerators installed in the cluster, independently of
which nodes the GPUs are physically attached to. In another
words, our solution aims at offering a noticeable reduction
in execution time to computationally-intensive applications
running in an HPC cluster equipped with only a few CUDA-
compatible accelerators, enabling remote hardware accelera-
tion. As far as we know, this is the first solution to enable
CUDA remote acceleration in HPC clusters. Our experiments
demonstrate that rCUDA leads to a reduction of the number
of GPUs required in the system, thus attaining considerable
energy savings.
III. RGPU. VIRTUALIZING THE ACCESS TO GPU
ACCELERATORS
In the last years hardware virtualization has become a way
to reduce acquisition, administration, maintenance, space, and
energy costs of high performance computing (HPC) clusters
and data processing centers The idea behind this technique is
to avoid attaching a given device to each of the nodes of a
cluster by virtualizing those installed in a smaller number of
nodes, that become servers that provide the virtualized device
services to the rest of the cluster.
GPU virtualization is of particular relevance for HPC ap-
plications, which frequently make use of the GPU as a code
accelerator, so that computationally intensive tasks are off-
loaded there. Remarkable speed-ups have been attained using
Fig. 1: Cluster configuration with only a few nodes equipped
with a GPU-based code accelerator.
the NVIDIA CUDA framework in many research fields, such
as computational fluid dynamics, image analysis or computa-
tional algebra, to name only a few.
Virtualizing GPUs provides several benefits. First, adding
an accelerator to every node in an HPC cluster is not efficient
neither from the performance point of view nor from the power
consumption perspective.Second, in a configuration where all
the nodes of a cluster are equipped with a GPU, it is unlikely
that all GPU accelerators will be fully loaded all the time, and
therefore it is reasonable to set up a system with a number
of nodes larger than the amount of accelerators. Hence, by
hopefully reducing only slightly the performance of GPU-
accelerated applications, it is possible to reduce acquisition
costs.
A number of upcoming commercial solutions allow that
multiple servers in a rack share a few GPUs —such as
NextIO’s N2800-ICAby PCI-Express (PCIe) virtualization—
,enabling a cluster configuration where only a few of its
nodes have an attached GPU, like in the scheme depicted
in Figure 1. However, they do not allow multiple nodes to
concurrently access the same GPU, as GPUs need to be
assigned to a specific node at each time. Moreover, these
proprietary hardware-supported solutions are non-standard and
often substantially expensive.
Many efforts to virtualize GPUs have been conducted in the
field of virtual machines and graphics, or CUDA. However,
when GPUs are used as accelerators, and therefore there is no
need to take care of visual output or virtual machine-related
issues, the specifics of virtualizing GPUs change drastically.
Therefore, this new target environment led us to adopt a
different approach. To overcome the constraints of the previous
work we adopted a software front-end GPU virtualization
by API (Application Programming Interface) remoting, which
avoids the need of hardware support.
Our proposal, is based on the use of a client at the local
machine requesting GPU services that forwards the requests
to the server owning the GPU and latter receives the results
and delivers them to the original application. In our solution,
the bandwidth between the main memory of the computer
requesting acceleration services and the memory of the remote
GPU is limited by the network interconnect, since the band-
width of PCIe is in general higher than that of the network.
Fortunately, GPU codes are frequently compute-intensive and
I/O communication is usually not the bottleneck.
The most important publications of the HPCA group related
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Fig. 2: Diagram of the energy saving module.
to virtualization techniques are [1], [2], [3], [4] and [5].
IV. ENERGYSAVING TOOL
A. Introduction
In this context a well-known energy management technique
is DVFS (Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling). DVFS
entails reducing the system energy consumption by simul-
taneously decreasing the CPU supply voltage and the clock
frequency (CPU speed). Complementary strategies to limit
power consumption and required cooling of HPC clusters
are based on switching on and shutting down the nodes,
according to the needs of the users’ applications. PowerSaving
is a prototype example of this strategy which provide little
functionality or are still under development. This tool allows
the definition of different conditions to activate and deactivate
the nodes for a full adaption to the requirements of the system
administrator and/or the end user. The tool has been designed
and implemented as a module (Roll) for Rocks R©and employs
the Sun R© Grid Engine (SGE). The target hardware platform
used in this work is an HPC cluster equipped with a front-
end node that is responsible of the queue system and the new
energy saving module (Roll).
B. Implementation of the Energy Saving Roll
In this section, we describe the energy saving module in
detail; see Figure 2. The module includes the following major
components:
• Three daemons in charge of managing the database,
collecting statistics, and executing the commands that
power on and shutdown the nodes. These daemons are
implemented in Phyton.
• The website interface to configure and administer users’
groups as well as set the threshold triggers that define the
power saving policy.
1) Daemons:
a) Daemon for epilogue requests: The epilogue daemon
employs the information provided by the epilogue script of
SGE queuing system to perform a series of updates in the
energy saving module database.
b) Daemon for the queues, users and nodes: This dae-
mon is responsible for ensuring that all information on users,
nodes and queues that are actually in operation in the SGE
queue system is correctly reflected by the database.
c) Daemon for the activation/deactivation actions and
statistics: This daemon, the most important of the module,
activates and deactivates the nodes according to the users’
requests. Specifically, a node can be turned on if a lack of
resources for a particular job is detected, the average waiting
time of the jobs is greater than a threshold, or the number
of enqueued jobs exceeds a threshold. On the other hand, a
node can be turned off if the idle time exceeds a threshold,
the waiting time of enqueued jobs is lower than a threshold,
or the current jobs can be served using a smaller number of
nodes. In addition, there are also options to select candidate
nodes to be powered on and strict levels which can produce
different behaviors and energy savings. Node activation is done
via WakeOnLAN while deactivation is performed with the
shutdown command through ssh session on target nodes.
2) Website interface: The module has an interface that
eases the administration of the energy saving module. Some
possible operations using this website include:
• Check and modify configuration parameters of the energy
saving system.
• Monitor the operation of the cluster through a series of
diagrams which illustrate the active/inactive node times,
the average waiting time and execution time of jobs, etc.
• Monitor the energy savings in terms of power consump-
tion and economic cost.
Moreover, this interface seamlessly integrates with Rocks R©,
and facilitates remote access and administration.
3) Experimental Results: To evaluate the benefits of the
system we have developed a flexible simulator that provides
information on the system behavior for various platform con-
figurations and under realistic workloads. Among many other
statistics, the simulator reports the percentage of the time that
each node in the cluster will be turned on/off and, therefore,
offers an estimation of the energy consumption. We have
configured this simulator to emulate the system of queues of
the HPC computing facility service at the Universitat Jaume I
(UJI). This facility is composed by 65 nodes with different
architectures. On the other hand, the job benchmark, obtained
from the real queue system logs of the same computing
facility, is composed by 10,415 jobs corresponding to the
load submitted during three full months. After evaluating the
system with different policies, we have achieved significant
energy savings.
The policy without the energy saving module, where all
the nodes are powered on all the time, yields an average
response time (latency) per job over 339 h, and consumes
65.37 MWh to execute all the jobs. With the application of
our system, the job latency roughly increases to 461 h, but
now the percentage of time that nodes are powered on is only
42.9%, and the power consumption is reduced to 29.51 MWh.
The nodes were down a considerable period of time (roughly
1,856 h) for this particular workload. This high value indicates
that nodes have been deactivated for long periods of time and,
therefore, the decision of keeping them down is feasible. The
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5result also demonstrates that, for this particular workload, it
is more convenient to turn nodes off than to keep them active
using, e.g., DVFS, as the time needed to reactivate a node
is negligible compared with the period of time it remains
inactive.
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    Abstract - Broadcast is an essential building block of any 
MANET, however, it requires substantial routing and re-
transmissions that results in extra energy consumption.  In this 
paper, we have studied several MANETs broadcast protocols and 
compared them with respect to the number of redundant 
transmissions. Simulations have been conducted, and based upon 
the analysis; we have prioritized the protocols with respect to 
energy effectiveness.  
Key words - MANETS, broadcast protocols, energy efficient.  
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
   The Mobile Ad Hock Networks (MANETs) are 
communication networks formed on the fly by radio-equipped 
mobile nodes without a fixed infrastructure. The broadcasting 
in MANETs is an important function e.g. for cooperative 
operations, group discussions, and common announcements. 
The core problem in multi-hop broadcasting is how to 
minimize the number of redundantly received messages in 
order to save transmission energy while, at the same time,  
maintaining good latency and reachability since rebroadcasting 
causes tradeoff between reachability and efficiency under 
different host densities. Therefore, the selection of relay nodes 
and their transmission power is a major design consideration in 
routing and broadcasting algorithms. Several broadcasting 
protocols (simply written as protocols, hereafter) for 
information dissemination have been proposed for MANETs 
[1, 3, 4, 5]. 
The energy efficiency problem in broadcast wireless 
network design has received significant attention in the past 
few years. Unlike the wired networks, in which the energy 
consumption is not a major concern, energy efficiency in 
wireless networks is very important e.g. in military networks or 
wide area voice and data networks. In such networks, the 
mobile hosts are powered by batteries; therefore the limited 
battery life time imposes constraints on the network 
performance [10]. Hence, in order to maximize the network 
lifetime, the traffic should be routed in such a way that the 
energy consumption is minimized [11].  
In this paper, we will first classify the protocols used in 
MANETs for broadcasting purpose, a short description of each 
protocol will be provided in next section followed by their 
comparative discussion in section 3. Our main point of interest  
 
will be on energy efficiency in term of reduced number of re-
transmissions. 
II. PROTOCOLS CLASSIFICATION 
We have classified each protocol into two main categories: 
Statistical or geometric based and Network topology based 
protocols. The former protocols category depends upon certain 
threshold (e.g. distance, redundant message counts, or 
broadcast probability) values to estimate the network density 
while protocols in later category use sophisticated structures or 
neighborhood information to construct the broadcast schedule. 
Figure 1 depicts the whole classification. 
 
 
Figure 1. The classification of broadcasting protocols used in MANETs. 
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 A. Statistical or Geometric Based Protocols 
 
The statistical or geometric based protocols are also 
subdivided into: parameter based and area based. Parameter 
based protocols use certain parameters like broadcast 
probability, hope counters etc to reduce the number of 
redundantly received packets. The area based broadcasting 
techniques exploits the geographical location of the node to 
calculate the additional coverage area of the sender. 
 
A.1. Parameter Based Protocols 
 
The parameter based protocols basically extend the flooding 
technique, in which the source node disseminates a message to 
all its neighbors only if this message is seen first time. The 
classical flooding algorithm has several drawbacks; first it is 
rather costly in terms of air interface usage, secondly, it is not 
reliable since most of the nodes are expected to broadcast the 
message at the same time, thus collusions are likely to occur, 
thirdly, it causes broadcast storm problem [3] that severely 
affect the energy consumption due to redundant message re-
broadcast. Therefore, flooding has been modified into 
following techniques.  
 
A.1.1. Counter Based 
 
In counter based broadcasting, a message will be rebroadcasted 
only if the number of received copies at a host is less than a 
threshold after RDT (Random Delay Time, which is randomly 
chosen between 0 and Tmax seconds) [7]. In [8], authors have 
modified the counter based protocol and named the new 
protocol as Hop Count Ad hoc Broadcasting (HCAB) protocol. 
In HCAB, upon receiving a broadcast message for the first 
time, the node initiates a flag R = true and records initial hop 
count value HC0 of this message. Meanwhile, this node sets a 
RDT value between 0 and Tmax. During the RDT, the node 
compares the hop count of redundantly received message HCx 
with HC0 and flag  R is set to false if HCx  > HC0. When the 
random delay expires, the node will relay this message if R is 
true. Otherwise, it just drops this message. The counter based 
techniques rely only on fixed counter and also the message 
delay at each hop is increased due to RDT and counter 
comparison. 
 
A.1.2. Probabilistic Based 
 
In probabilistic scheme, mobile hosts rebroadcast messages 
according to certain probability that is defined at the initial 
stage. The major drawback of this technique is that setting the 
probability dynamically in different traffic situations is not an 
easy task. In [2], authors have introduced a scheme for 
dynamic probabilistic broadcasting in MANETs. The fixed 
probabilistic approach reasonably reduces the number of 
redundant re-broadcasts; however, its performance suffers in 
less dense networks and need high probability to achieve good 
reachability.  
 
A.2. Area Based 
 
Area based information broadcasting schemes take advantage 
of the geo-graphical location of the nodes [6]. Two main 
approaches used in this category are discussed as follows. 
 
A.2.1.  Distance based  
 
The distance based approach only the neighbor far away from 
the current node rebroadcasts the message i.e. a distance 
threshold value is defined. Upon reception of a previously 
unseen message, a RDT is initiated and redundant messages are 
cached. When the RDT is expired, all source node locations are 
examined to see if the node is closer than a threshold distance 
value. If true, the node doesn’t rebroadcast. 
 
A.2.2. Location based  
 
The location based scheme uses a more precise estimation of 
expected additional coverage area in the decision to 
rebroadcast. In this method, the source node also appends its 
geographical position information with the message. The 
receiving node then calculates the additional broadcast 
coverage area with the help of positioning data sent by the 
source node. If the additional area is less than a threshold 
value, the node will not rebroadcast, and all future receptions 
of the same message will be ignored. Otherwise, a node assigns 
a RDT before delivery. If the node receives a redundant 
message during a RDT, it recalculates the additional coverage 
area and compares it with the threshold. This process is 
continued until the message is rebroadcasted or finally 
dropped. The major drawback of this scheme is that it assumes 
the node in a network should be equipped with a GPS device. 
 
Moreover, area based methods also presume that visibility can 
be estimated merely from the position of the nodes i.e. it 
mainly depends upon the distance of the nodes. This is realistic 
only if there are no shading objects, e.g., users are in a plain 
field. Finally, the distance calculation also increases broadcast 
latency and computational overhead that ultimately cause 
energy in-efficiency. 
 
B. Network Topology Based Protocols 
 
The network topology based protocols are further categorized 
into structured and unstructured protocols. Structured protocols 
use geometrical shapes or data structure to make an 
information dissemination plan whereas unstructured protocols 
use neighborhood information to calculate the additional 
number of recipient nodes. 
 
B.1. Structured Protocols 
B.1.1. Cluster based 
 
Despite its many applications, the cluster based approach is 
also used for broadcasting in which mobile hosts form clusters. 
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Within one cluster, each host is treated as a member, and there 
is one cluster head and one gateway node responsible to relay 
messages. However, maintaining such structure is too costly or 
even impossible especially when the nodes mobility is very 
high. Furthermore, in a clustered MANET, each node 
periodically sends ‘Hello’ message to advertise its presence 
which consume extra transmission energy. 
  
B.1.2. Spanning tree based 
 
In [9], authors have described a spanning tree based algorithm 
for broadcasting in ad hoc networks. The whole broadcasting 
mechanism is divided into two parts: (i) the maintenance of the 
broadcast tree, and (ii) the broadcast process itself using the 
tree. The spanning tree based broadcast scheme is considered 
to be inappropriate for ad hoc networks, being too difficult and 
resource consuming  and being too sensitive to the link failures. 
 
B.2. Unstructured Protocols 
 
Unstructured protocols use neighbor nodes knowledge to make 
broadcast decision. Following two schemes are used for this 
purpose.  
 
B.2.1. Self pruning 
 
In self-pruning, each node maintains the knowledge of its 
neighbors by periodically exchanging the “Hello” messages. 
The receiving node first compares its neighbors list to that of 
sender’s list, and rebroadcast the message only if the receiving 
node can cover additional nodes. The neighbor knowledge 
attached with the identity of the node from which the packet is 
received allows a receiving node to decide if it would reach 
additional nodes by rebroadcasting.  
 
B.2.2. Scalable broadcasting  
 
The scalable broadcasting further enhances the self-pruning 
scheme by gathering neighbors’ information up to two hop 
distance. Thus, each node has a two hop topology information.   
 
It is worth noting that neighbor knowledge based algorithms 
also consume extra transmission energy since they require 
substantial communication between the nodes to exchange the 
topological and geographical structure of the network. 
 
III. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 
In this study we have used a realistic mobility scenario using 
MOVE (MObility model generator for Vehicular networks) 
[12] and TRaNS (Traffic and Network Simulation 
Environment) [13].  A node mobility pattern defines its 
motions within the network area during a simulation time. The 
scenario generated by using these tools is a grid topology of 
800x800 square meters with a block size of 200mx200m as 
depicted in Figure 2. 
 
Figure 2. Map of the simulated scenario. 
 
A simulation time of 100s is used, which is long enough to 
evaluate the broadcasting protocols by varying nodes speed and 
densities. Each node use IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol to send 
and receive messages. We used two-ray ground model for radio 
propagation [14]. Other simulation parameters are described in 
Table 1. 
 
Table 1. Simulation parameters. 
Simulation Parameter Value 
Network range 800 square meters 
Transmission range 200 meters 
Number of nodes 25-100 
Nodes speed 1-25 meters/second  
Bandwidth 2Mbps 
Message size 1000 bytes 
Simulation time 100 seconds 
Number of trials 10 
 
A. Simulation results 
 
We measured the performance of some distinguished 
broadcasting protocols (Probabilistic, Flooding, Counter Based, 
HCAB, and Distance Based) under different nodes’ speed, 
network topologies, and host densities. Different threshold 
values for the protocols under investigation are defined as 
follows: for Probabilistic, the relay probability is set to 0.5, for 
Counter Based, the counter threshold is set to 3, and for 
Distance Based, the distance threshold is set to 150 m (0.75× 
transmission range).  
 
The key performance metric that we are interested to measure 
is the Saved ReBroadcast (SRB) which is the ratio between the 
number of host receiving the message and the number of hosts 
actually rebroadcasting the message. Since our goal is to 
measure the transmission energy consumption against each 
protocol, the number of SRB is inversely proportional to the 
transmission energy. So the greater number of SRB will 
represent the lesser transmission energy consumed during the 
broadcasting. We performed ten simulation trials for each 
scenario and calculated the average number of SRB against 
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each protocol. In the following subsections we will analyze the 
obtained results in terms of both nodes speed and density 
within the network. 
 
A.1. Speed effect 
 
Figures 3 plot SRB of five schemes as function of nodes speed. 
We analyzed the effect of nodes speed under both sparse and 
dense networks. In Figure 3 (a), when nodes speed are very 
low (< 5 m/s), the Probabilistic and Distance Based schemes 
reveal gradual down in SRB value (although still high from 
other protocols), however, SRB value of Distance Based 
improves when nodes speed is above 5m/s but the SRB for 
Probabilistic still goes downwards and starts improving when 
nodes speed exceed the threshold of 15 m/s. HCAB gradually 
improves SRB as nodes speed is increased. 
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Figure 3.  SRB vs. nodes speed: (a) sparse network, (b) dense network. 
 
In Figure 3(b), due to greater nodes density, Distance Based 
outperforms the other protocols. HCAB (although not efficient 
as Probabilistic and Distance Based) also shows consistent 
increase in SRB. Unlike sparse network, the amount of saving 
SRB in Probabilistic decreases when nodes speed is increased 
while the performance of Counter Based protocol gradually 
improves. However, Flooding shows the worst behavior in both 
sparse and dense network.  In conclusion, under different nodes 
speed, the Distance Based scheme works more efficiently, both 
in sparse and dense networks, in term of SRB as compared to 
other broadcasting schemes.     
 
A.2. Density effect 
 
In this sub-section, we will investigate the effect of nodes 
density within the range from 25 to 100 nodes where nodes 
speed is fixed to 15 m/s. Figure 4 depicts the number of SRB 
associated with number of nodes in the network. We can see 
that, Distance Based exhibited better performance when 
compared with other schemes and number of SRB increases 
proportionally with the increase in number of nodes proving 
once again that Distance Based scheme is the best candidate in 
the dense network situation.  
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Figure 4. Number of SRB v/s number of nodes. 
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
MANETs differ from traditional wired and infrastructure-based 
wireless networks, due to their envisioned applicability and 
increased dynamics due to nodes motion. In addition, most of 
the times; MANETs nodes have limited battery charging 
capacity that requires energy efficient protocols especially for 
broadcast purpose since broadcast operation require subsequent 
routing and re-transmissions in order to disseminate the 
information among all network nodes.  
 
In this paper, we first surveyed the most common broadcast 
protocols that are used in MANETs. Since our main objective 
was to find the most efficient protocol with respect to energy 
consumption. We selected 5 potential protocols to measure 
their performance in term of communication over-head i.e. the 
number of re-transmissions during the broadcast operation.  
We observed that, Distance Based scheme is the most efficient 
with respect to SRB both in term of network density and nodes 
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mobility except that its performance slightly degrades in sparse 
network. HCAB is the second best option, while Probabilistic 
protocol remains at third. In sparse network, when nodes speed 
are greater than 20 m/s, Probabilistic protocol shows significant 
improvement. The performance of Counter Based protocol is 
slightly lower than Probabilistic, however, this outperforms the 
Probabilistic when network become more dense (i.e. number of 
nodes > 80) or when nodes move at higher speed (i.e. speed > 
20 m/s). Flooding remains the worst in all situations due to its 
static behavior. From these results, we conclude that no single 
protocol is able to give optimal broadcast solution with respect 
to energy efficiency.  
 
Future activities involve the design of an efficient and adaptive 
broadcast protocol for MANETs that will provide the near-
optimal solution in term of minimum energy consumption 
while maintaining good latency and reachability.  
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Abstract—Energy awareness can be improved in two ways for
IT systems, in a static or in a dynamic way. First by building
energy efficient systems, that will run fast and consume only a
few watts. The second consist to react to instantaneous energy
consumption, and then by taking decision that will reduce this
consumption.
In order to take decision, it is necessary to have a precise
view of the energy consumption of each element of an IT system.
Nowadays, it is only possible to measure energy at the outlet level.
Thus, when several applications are run it is difficult to evaluate
each application consumption.
This work aims at evaluating energy consumption of each
application using indirect measurements. In this paper, we
describe the methodology of data acquisition and firsts models
based on those measurements. We evaluate that using a naive
model we obtain already a precise model of energy consumption
in function of indirect measurements1.
I. INTRODUCTION
Energy awareness can be improved in two ways for IT
systems, in a static or in a dynamic way. First by building
energy efficient systems, that will run fast and consume only a
few watts. The second consist to react to instantaneous energy
consumption, and then by taking decision that will reduce this
consumption.
Those two approaches are complementary, and we mainly
address the second one, using autonomous systems. Currently
our system reacts to several events, one of them being energy
consumption of hosts. Current hardware technology allow only
to measure energy consumption of a whole node. As we
manipulate Virtual Machines, we are interested in the energy
consumption of each application or VM inside the node.
To address this problem it is necessary to create a software
captor able to extract the energy consumption of each appli-
cation.
Several techniques are currently used, but they either focus
on a particular subsystem (such as processor[1], memory[2],
GPU[3]) or are not precise enough (in [4] a comparison of
several model leads to an average error of 10%).
Generally some process related values are monitored, and
based on those values we can then create a mathematical
1This work was done during a short term Scientific Mission (Cost action
0804) of Georges Da Costa (IRIT, Toulouse, France) to the University of
Vienna (Austria) from 8, January to 12, February 2010
model linking those data to the energy consumption of an
application.
In the following we will explain the current methodology
used to acquire data, then we will present a naive model and
conclude.
II. METHODOLOGY
The global methodology is the following :
• We run several applications and synthetic benchmarks
• We log several measurements during the run (including
energy consumption)
• We use the logged values to derive a mathematical model
linking measurements and energy consumption
To achieve application energy measurement, we use indirect
measurements such as performance counters, process related
information (using pidstat) and host related information using
(collectd). The two first information type are related to one
process, and are to be the base of the produced model.
Information based on collectd are machine-wide and thus not
related to a particular process. But some measure (such as
network) are currently difficult to obtain in a process-related
way.
In order to reduce the bias, we did not choose the value
to be monitored. Thus a part of the mathematical modeling
will be to evaluate the impact of each value on the energy
consumption. Values range from number of instruction per
second to Core number on which the process is running.
The current implemented framework use two elements, a
monitoring part and a synthetic workload one.
A. Monitoring
The monitoring part is split on two computers in order to
reduce the impact of measures on the experiment. A first com-
puter runs the application to be measured and make the process
and machine related measurements. A second computer is
linked to a wattmeter and logs the energy consumption. At
start the two computers clocks are synchronized.
The current limit of the framework is that it cannot follow
at the same time a process and its children. So it can currently
only be used for applications that do not fork. As most
benchmarks actually fork, we had to develop new ones to
create the large datasets on which to deduce the models.
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Fig. 1. Graph of the 165 measured values in function of energy consumption for an synthetic disk benchmark.
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Fig. 2. Example of synthetic workload. Shows the memory bandwidth really
used in function of the percentage requested.
B. Synthetic workload
We created several benchmark linked to synthetic work-
loads: Memory, CPU, network, Disk, Idle General behavior
of each of them is always the same: They start at 100% of
a particular resource and go down to 0% by step of 1%.
Each step is 20s. Each second we measure around 200 captors
(using pidstat, perfcounters, collectd and a wattmeter) so one
experiment produce after data treatment around 2MB of data.
Starting at 100% and going down to 0% allows to reduce
the impact of allocating resources as advised by SpecPower.
Figure 1 shows an synthetic workload example. It shows
the memory bandwidth used by the memory benchmark as
a function of the requested percentage of memory bus. This
benchmark stresses memory bus and memory banks. It is
linear, and the other produced benchmarks follow the same
principle. It is important to be remarked that the framework
does only require that the benchmarks span the whole space,
not necessarily in a linear way.
III. EXPERIMENTS
We finally created some tools to treat the data and to have
a fast overview of the possible relationships between energy
consumption and measured values.
As values come from different tools, we first developed tools
to aggregate those data in a large csv file. Then we created
some tools to have a fast overview of the possible correlation
between energy and each measured value. For this, we plotted
a graph of each of those values in function of energy. Figure 2
shows these graphs for the Read synthetic benchmark. In this
Figure it is clear that some measurements are correlated with
energy and that some are not. We use this tool only to have
some insight on the possible correlation, but the final choice
will be done using only statistical evaluation.
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By instance, using a simple model using only the number
of instructions per second (using performance counters) and
read and write bandwidth on the disk we obtain (using the
formula 70.74 + cp*2.252e-02 + rd*8.602e-05 + wr*8.140e-
05) a standard error of less than 3 (ie around 5%) on our
experiments. From an other point of view, it means that the
total energy consumed is precise at around a few joules per
second on a computer that consumes between 70 to 130W
depending on the load). More precise models are currently
worked on, taking into account more values, such as network
or memory usage.
IV. CONCLUSION
We put in place a measurement platform at the University
of Vienna, we created the software for it, developed several
synthetic benchmarks and provided first example of simple
models. The first models are already as precise as state of
the art models. Future works include choosing the best values
to measure in order to reduce the impact of measurement on
the system. A second future work will take care of spawn
processes in order to be able to work on a larger number of
applications.
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Abstract—In recent years, the use of the Internet has 
experienced tremendous growth, both on behalf of users, 
such as data size and complexity of calculations. Thus, one 
consequence is the excessive energy consumption caused by 
data centers, which contain thousands of servers. We 
propose a comprehensive study of energy consumption in 
relation to web server performance. We also propose the 
creation of new methods of assessment and monitoring of 
performance and consumption of Web servers, because 
existing tools are incomplete or propietary. With them, we 
would create smart algorithms improving the adaptability 
to Web systems for any types of loading conditions to self 
adjust its energy consumption to achieve, under the loading 
pattern detected, the maximum performance per watt. 
 
Index Terms—energy efficiency, web performance 
engineering, green IT, web benchmarks 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
In last 15 years the number of Internet users has grown 
very rapidly. Evidence of this is that in 1995 the IDC had 
16 million Internet users, however, last year there were 
about 1.596 million users. Looking at only the last 10 
years this growth was also significant because since 2000 
the number of users has grown exponentially. However, 
the number of users with Internet is not the only growth 
factor. More and more Web applications are used, in turn, 
they are increasingly complex. Also is increasing the 
bandwidth available to users and service providers, have 
markedly improved wireless connections, both at home 
and in cellular phones, making it possible to offer Web 
services that require more intensive use or move a greater 
volume of data over the network. One consequence of 
this is that users increasingly opt to replace most desktop 
applications for fully integrated applications on the Web, 
requiring services of cloud computing. It is this term 
(cloud computing) that has gained strength during the two 
or three years, proposing a return to a more centralized 
organization web servers. This aspect requires the 
creation of an infrastructure and several services online 
where size is determined by the needs of end users. With 
this schema, user data reside ”in the cloud”, and therefore 
increase the number of visits to these services every time 
they need to be consulted. However, not only cloud 
computing applications are growing. The traditional Web 
applications that use client-server paradigm have also 
experienced a large increase in recent years. Lately, 
corporate application servers were located very close to 
the end users, quite decentralized. But the need for 
quality control of these applications, some synergy costs, 
growth of the economies of scale and accelerated 
centralization of Internet infrastructure cause centralizing 
these services go back into what is known as large server 
farms, which have increased in size through use in the 
cloud of the applications that the user had downloaded 
before. 
Far from reducing the energy consumption of these 
particular data centers and across the Internet in general, 
these have been growing at a fast pace as energy 
consumption [1]. This consumption has grown so much 
that can be likened to that of the Czech Republic to 
complete [2]. Data requirements will not stop growing 
and to build data centers are increasing all the ecological 
impact that this entails. 
To reduce this consumption is necessary to study the 
energy efficiency of data centers, however, this is very 
difficult given the diversity and complexity of their 
infrastructures. There are five industry segments that 
affect the energy consumption of a data center: (1) 
servers and storage systems, (2) power conditioning 
equipment, (3) cooling and humidification systems, (4) 
network equipment, and (5) physical security lighting. 
Therefore, in the creation of a sustainable data center can 
act from mechanical engineers to software engineers, as 
well as through electrical engineers, which divide the 
challenge into multiple layers and disciplines [3]. 
This position paper describes how to improve the 
energy efficiency of Web servers and their study and 
procedure for such improvements. The work aims to 
improve overall energy efficiency coating application 
servers. 
A.  State of Art 
Energy use has implications for density, reliability and 
reliability of server data center. As data centers house 
more servers and consume more energy, more heat is 
generated, which consumes a lot of energy in 
refrigeration systems and, due to temperature increase, 
the reliability of all components decreases. 
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These problems represent large problems that cause 
data centers are designed near hydroelectric plants to 
waste as little energy during transportation and take 
advantage of the cooling water that a river can provide, in 
addition to be located in places with a temperature half 
low enough throughout the year [4]. Of course, all these 
concerns are reflected in the upgrading of the cooling 
infrastructure and efficiency of servers [5]. 
To help improving these servers, so that energy 
efficiency is concerned, some institutions have created 
benchmarks that focus on energy efficiency of a server 
[6], to establish common metrics to assess progress 
reducing the energy consumption. 
While there have been great advances in energy 
efficiency of systems in general, it is notable that the I/O 
subsystems has been very little emphasis [7]. As 
demonstrated by a benchmark of great recognition as the 
SPECWEB'09 only incorporate a I/O simulator backend 
of a web server that provides simulated delays, taking 
into account only the performance of these subsystems, 
rather than incorporating the actual measurement of their 
energy consumption, since in reality these subsystems 
represent a large potential demand for high workloads. 
At server level, is necessary to understand the 
relationship between resource use and consumption by 
power systems, i.e., to maximize the energy efficiency of 
a set of web servers, it is imperative to keep off as many 
servers as possible while ensuring a minimum quality of 
service [8][9][10], because the current hardware is very 
inefficient at low utilization [11]. 
One of the improvements that are being extended at the 
server level is to add a layer of virtualization. In this way 
a set of physical machines can host a much larger set of 
virtual machines that can be added or removed very 
easily, keeping the same physical infrastructure. This 
allows greater utilization of physical servers, because the 
insertion of multiple virtual servers with a lower average 
utilization in a single physical server causes the hardware 
is used in a greater degree of utilization, which promotes 
energy efficiency. 
At the level of implementation, however, must be 
made aware of the impact energy of the applications with 
the following objective: to build applications that 
consider real-time energy measurements and energy 
policies on the server set to dynamically auto-adjust their 
productivity and power consumption [12]. 
Use of data mining techniques can be very useful 
energy, for example, make classifications energy states or 
to identify usage patterns so as to establish a policy or 
other energy consumption according to the pattern 
detected. At this level has more on the power consumed 
in relation to productivity granted, allowing more 
aggressive adjustments in certain states of the system 
load. For example, an application can "decide" their 
energy consumption dynamically [13], temporarily 
disabling low-level device if it determines that at certain 
moment are unnecessary. Of course, it is essential that all 
such decisions always take consider quality of service as 
this will be very fragile these adjustments energy. 
II. METODOLOGY 
To improve the efficiency of a Web server we propose 
the use of adaptive algorithms sensitive to the energy 
state of a system. These algorithms are designed after a 
previous study of energy consumption of a Web server, 
detailed in the following subsections. 
A.  Determine patterns of energy consumption and 
performance of Web applications by modeling. 
The different types of Web systems, their architecture 
and implementation can be very heterogeneous. It is 
therefore necessary to conduct a study where they get 
models that show the energy efficiency of Web servers 
with respect to its performance. For these preliminary 
studies are normally used benchmarks, monitors and 
other tools available today. From these studies one can 
infer the model performance and energy consumption 
together. For example, regression models can infer how 
energy consumption varies as the performance offered by 
the system. It is also possible to build simulation models, 
which although they are not as accurate as to emulate 
more complex situations typical of web servers through 
benchmarking and monitoring techniques. 
B.  Define and build the tools necessary for better 
assessment of energy efficiency. 
Following the pattern of the preceding paragraph, it 
should be possible to design and to establish the 
requirements for evaluation and monitoring of energy 
efficiency that are not covered in the benchmarks and 
current monitors. Thus, it is essential to build or adapt the 
tools for a more advanced level of customization and 
cover all the existing needs that, for example, 
SPECWEB'09 not covers in the case of the benchmarks. 
This last benchmark cannot be customized since it has 
only three methods of evaluation for specific load 
scenarios. Therefore, it could be difficult to adapt it to the 
needs of a particular data center, or cover all aspects of a 
Web system, for example, including the storage system 
which it is responsible of high energy consumption. 
Therefore, it is necessary to define how to customize a 
web benchmark that can adapt to most existing systems 
and web applications in data centers for energy and 
performance measurement.  
C.  Designing a Web planning tool that allows the server 
to ensure performance and energy consumption both. 
After obtaining some assessment tools adaptable to 
different needs, and once the models that have been 
obtained allow us to know what situations are present 
when a lower energy efficiency is produced and what 
more, how we can proceed to design a web-oriented 
planning tool for energy efficiency. 
This tool should complement the study of the capacity 
that has traditionally been done and will try to predict 
how users access and Web applications are using the 
information from the data center. 
The study of capacity planning has always considered 
the maximum number of users or tasks that can 
simultaneously access the system, however, designing a 
data center in this way is detrimental to the interests of 
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"Green IT" where, as already mentioned, the ideal case is 
to have just the machines (on) that are strictly necessary 
to service users connected at any given time. Therefore it 
is essential to combine a green policy with the 
performance, dependability and other issues so that you 
can design and plan the way in which, for example, 
physical resources can be turned off during periods of 
low activity. 
To all these factors it may be added the concept of 
server virtualization, particularly in web systems with 
heterogeneous services offered. This can be used to 
reduce the number of physical servers to provide different 
services to end users that you can combine into different 
virtual servers within the same machine. The price to be 
paid in virtualization will be the resulting software 
overhead managing high server utilization situations.  
D.  Build a prototype application that can autoconfigure 
awarded based on performance and energy consumption. 
It is important to study the feasibility and benefits of 
improving the adaptation of performance or workload in 
terms of energy consumption or energy efficiency. 
Portable computers and mobile phones can adjust its 
operation depending on the load at any time. It was first 
developed in such devices, as this adaptability is crucial 
to the life of the battery.  
However, currently these schemes are being 
implemented also in the large-scale servers. We propose 
to apply such settings from the application layer, as 
mentioned, is where they are known more accurately, the 
data given in reference to performance and energy use. 
This layer can identify patterns of use of the Web 
application, is expected on current consumption, the 
performance offered, and the level of charge. For 
example, today's processors incorporate technologies that 
allow a system to adjust its frequency and voltage 
[15][16]. It would be desirable for hardware devices to 
adjust their output and consumption exactly according to 
the performance needs of the moment, using exactly the 
needed energy. However, this adaptation, i.e. in the CPU, 
is usually not accurate and therefore is wasting energy. 
There are applications that adjust consumption and CPU 
performance according to performance needs [14] but, as 
mentioned, it is necessary to know as much detail as 
possible the actual system and Web application to decide 
how it can be adjusted the performance of hardware 
devices (not only the processor), for example inserting 
modules in Web applications themselves. 
One way to adjust the maximum workload in a given 
time with the resources available would be the delay of 
requests in situations of intermediate load or low load to 
resolve later. That is, the treatment in "batch" of requests 
that exceed the current capabilities of the server 
depending on configuration, may be delayed for what, by 
increasing the resources available to the server, these are 
used on the largest possible. For example, if a server is 
set to operate at a level of 60% yield and energy, and has 
peaks at certain times, instead of increasing its capacity to 
serve the remaining requests would be slightly delayed, 
obviously until it exceeds a certain pending requests 
threshold, at which time it will be increased system 
capacity. 
III. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
Efforts in the area of server hardware to reduce energy 
consumption and to improve energy efficiency have been 
extensively and intensively researched in recent years. 
These efforts have been made in different layers from the 
server level up throughout a data center, as well as 
through the middleware layer. 
However, it is also necessary to create intelligent 
applications that self-regulate their energy consumption 
based on performance requirements that have to bear at 
any time. That is why the web servers in particular must 
adapt to this kind of solutions to minimize the energy to 
be consumed. 
For this reason we first focus our efforts in learning 
and modelling the performance of these systems together 
with their consumption. Only when we know how these 
systems behave, we may design tools to plan the energy 
consumption of a Web server depending on its workload. 
Without new assessment methods and energy 
performance tools, adaptable to any type of solution, it is 
also impossible to make reliable energy studies, so that, 
our priority is to design a customized benchmark, taking 
into account all aspects that influence today both the 
performance and consumption of a Web system, 
including the storage subsystems.  
A future goal to research is the creation of log modules 
concerning the status of a Web system to auto adjusts its 
energy state according to the needs of the moment, 
offering the optimal ratio of performance per watt.  
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1 COST IC804 Working Group 3
The question of energy savings has been a matter of con-
cern since a long time in the mobile distributed systems and
battery-constrained systems. However, for large-scale non-
mobile distributed systems, which nowadays reach impres-
sive sizes, the energy dimension (electrical consumption)
just starts to be taken into account.
The Working Group 3 on the European IC804 COST ac-
tion (chaired by Laurent Lefe`vre and Hermann de Meer)
is exploring some possible actions that can be taken when
energy cost is known, at the middleware, network and ap-
plications levels. The efficiency of the different actions to
be undertaken will be evaluated thanks to the cost models
introduced by WG2 when these become available.
This Working Group is creating several Focus Groups
investigating in parallel several approaches at the differ-
ent levels of a distributed system infrastructure. Two fo-
cus groups have been created : Green Wired Networks, and
GPU and energy efficiency.
2 Workshop Proceedings
The following articles will show those current researches
that were presented in Toulouse and Passau during the first
year of the IC804 COST Action in the activities of the
Working Group 3. These papers are organized in different
groups :
• adaptive actions for targeted infrastructures : Clus-
ters [6], Grids [7], Clouds[10] and Networks [11];
• energy awareness in allocation strategies [9, 4];
• energy aware resource management systems [12, 8];
• energy efficiency with Service Level Agreements [5,
1];
• targeted functionnalities [2] and scenario [3].
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1Optimizing computing and energy performances on
GPU clusters: experimentation on a PDE solver
S. Contassot-Vivier S. Vialle and T. Jost
Abstract—We present an experimental comparison be-
tween a synchronous and an asynchronous version of a same
PDE solver on a GPU-cluster. In the context of our exper-
iments, the GPU-cluster can be heterogeneous (different
CPUs and GPUs). The comparison is done both on perfor-
mance and energetic aspects.
I. Motivations and objectives
Distributed architectures, like PC clusters, are a cur-
rent and extensible solution to implement and to execute
large and distributed algorithms and applications. How-
ever, modern PC clusters cumulate several computing ar-
chitectures in each node. A PC cluster node has several
CPU cores, each core supplies SSE units (small vector com-
puting units sharing the CPU memory), and it is easy to
install one or several GPU cards in each node (large vector
computing units with their own memory). So, different
kinds of computing kernels can be developed to achieve
computations on each node. CPU cores, SSE units and
GPUs have different computing and energy performances,
and the optimal solution depends on the particular hard-
ware features, on the algorithm and on the data size.
According to the algorithm used and to the chosen im-
plementation, communications and computations of the
distributed application can overlap or can be serialized.
Overlapping communications and computations is a strat-
egy that is not adapted to every parallel algorithm nor to
every hardware, but it is a well-known strategy that can
sometimes lead to serious performance improvements.
Moreover, although a bit more restrictive conditions ap-
ply on asynchronous parallel algorithms, a wide family of
scientific problems support them. Asynchronous schemes
present the great advantage on their synchronous coun-
terparts to perform an implicit overlapping of communi-
cations by computations, leading to a better robustness
to the interconnection network performances fluctuations
and, in some contexts, to better performances [1].
So, some problems can be solved on current distributed
architectures using different computing kernels (to exploit
the different available computing hardware), with syn-
chronous or asynchronous management of the distributed
computations, and with overlapped or serialized computa-
tions and communications. These different solutions lead
to various computing and energy performances according
to the hardware, the cluster size and the data size. The
optimal solution can change with these parameters, and
applications users should not have to deal with these par-
allel computing issues.
LORIA, University Henri Poincare´, Nancy, France
IMS SUPELEC group, and AlGorille INRIA project team, France
AlGorille INRIA project team, France
Our long term objective is to develop auto-adaptive
multi-algorithms and multi-kernels applications, in order
to achieve optimal runs according to a user defined crite-
rion (minimize the execution time, the energy consump-
tion, or minimize the energy delay product...). However,
the development of this kind of auto-adaptive solutions re-
mains a challenge. The first step of our approach is to
develop and experiment different versions of some classical
HPC applications. Then, we will attempt to identify per-
tinent benchmarks, performance models and generic opti-
mization rules. They will be the foundations of an auto-
adaptive strategy for multi-algorithms and multi-kernels
applications. The SPRAT framework [5] investigates this
approach to dynamically choose CPU or GPU kernels at
runtime, but considers only one computing node. We
aim at being able to dynamically choose between CPU or
GPU kernels and between synchronous or asynchronous
distributed algorithms, according to the nodes used in an
heterogeneous CPU+GPU cluster.
This article focuses on the development and experiment
of a PDE solver on a heterogeneous GPU cluster, using
synchronous or asynchronous distributed algorithms. We
have already shown in [6] that the use of GPUs for the in-
ner linear solver provides substantial gains. In this paper,
we aim at finding the best communication scheme (sync
or async) and implementation solution (CPU or GPU) ac-
cording to a given context of GPU cluster (number of ma-
chines and homogeneity or heterogeneity). Both comput-
ing performances and energy consumption have been mea-
sured and analyzed in function of the cluster size and the
cluster heterogeneity. Finally, different optimal solutions
have been identified in this multi-parameter space: GPU
cluster always appears more efficient up to 16 nodes and
probably up to 33 nodes (see section A), but more experi-
ments are required to validate this hypothesis. Moreover,
depending on the respective numbers of fast nodes and
slow nodes used, the most efficient solution will be either
synchronous or asynchronous (see section B).
Section II introduces the synchronous and asynchronous
algorithms of our distributed PDE solver, then sections III
and IV introduce the heterogeneous GPU cluster we used
and the experimental performance we measured. Section
V summarizes our results and suggests the next steps of
this research project.
II. Distributed PDE solver algorithm
Our benchmark application performs the resolution of
PDEs using the multisplitting-Newton algorithm and an
efficient linear solver. It is applied to a 3D transport model,
described in [3], which simulates chemical species in shal-
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2low waters. To achieve this, the PDE system representing
the model is linearized, discretized and its Jacobian ma-
trix is computed (on the CPU). The Euler equations are
used to approximate the derivatives. Since the size of the
simulation domain can be huge, the domain is distributed
among several nodes of a cluster. Each node solves a part of
the resulting linear system and sends the relevant updated
data to the nodes that need them. The general scheme is
as follows:
• Rewriting of the problem under a fixed point problem
formulation:
x = T (x), x ∈ R where T (x) = x− F ′(x)−1F (x)
⇒ We get F ′ ×∆X = −F with F ′ a sparse matrix
• F is distributed over the available nodes
• Each node computes a different part of ∆X using the
Newton algorithm over its sub-domain
• F is updated with the entire X vector
• X is itself updated via messages exchanges between
the nodes
In this process, most of the time is spent in the linear
solver required for the computation of ∆X. So, it was
implemented on GPU, using the biconjugate gradient al-
gorithm. This algorithm was chosen because it performs
well on non-symmetric matrices (on both convergence time
and numerical accuracy), it has a low memory footprint,
and it is relatively easy to implement.
A. GPU implementation of the linear solver
As GPUs have currently a limited amount of memory,
the data representation is a crucial factor which requires
very special care. Thus, our sparse matrices are stored
in a compact way. Moreover, the memory accesses are
treated carefully. To get coalesced memory accesses, our
data structures are padded so that every line of a matrix
starts on a multiple of 16 elements. When coalesced reads
cannot be achieved in a vector, 1D texture cache is used
to hide latencies as much as possible. We also use shared
memory as a cache memory whenever it is possible in order
to avoid costly slower reads to the device global memory.
The different kernels used in the solver are divided to reuse
as much data as possible at each call, hence minimizing
transfers between the global memory and the registers.
B. Synchronous and asynchronous aspects
The asynchronism is inserted in the process depicted
above at the level of the data exchanges of the X vector
between the inner iterations performed within each time-
step of the simulation. One synchronization is still required
between each time step, as illustrated in Fig. 1. At this
moment, the Jacobian matrix is locally updated for the
computation of the next time-step.
The communications management is a bit more com-
plex than in the synchronous version as it must enable
sending and receiving operations at any time during the
algorithm. Although the use of non-blocking communi-
cations seems appropriate, it is not sufficient, especially
concerning receptions. This is why it is necessary to use
several threads. The principle is to use separated threads
Simulation
Time
Processor 1
Processor 2
Time step Time step
Simulation
Fig. 1. Asynchronous iterations inside each time step of the compu-
tation
to perform the communications, while the computations
are continuously done in the main thread without any in-
terruption, until convergence detection. In our version,
we used non-blocking sendings in the main thread and an
additional thread to manage the receptions. It must be
noted that in order to be as reactive as possible, some
communications may be initiated by the receiving thread
(for example to send back the local state of the unit).
Subsequently to the multi-threading, the use of mutex
is necessary to protect the accesses to data and some vari-
ables in order to avoid concurrency and potentially inco-
herent modifications.
Another difficulty brought by the asynchronism comes
from the global convergence detection. Some specific mech-
anisms must replace the simple global reduction of local
states of the units to ensure the validity of the detection [2].
The most general scheme may be too expensive in some
simple contexts such as local clusters. So, when some
information about the system are available (for example
bounded communication delay), it is often more pertinent
to use a simplified mechanism whose efficiency is better and
whose validity is still ensured in that context. Although
both general and simplified schemes have been developed
for this study, the performances presented in the following
section are related to the simplified scheme which gave the
best results.
III. Testbed introduction
The platform used to conduct our experiments is a set of
two clusters hosted by SUPELEC in Metz. The first one is
composed of 15 machines with Intel Core2 Duo CPUs run-
ning at 2.66GHz, 4GB of RAM and one Nvidia GeForce
8800GT GPU with 512MB per machine. The operating
system is Linux Fedora with CUDA 2.3. The second cluster
is composed of 17 machines with Intel Nehalem CPUs (4
cores + hyperthreading) running at 2.67GHz, 6GB RAM
and one Nvidia GeForce GTX 285 with 1GB per ma-
chine. The OS is the same as the previous cluster. As
the 8800GTs do not support double precision arithmetic,
our program has been compiled with the sm 11 flag for all
the experiments.
Concerning the interconnection network, both clusters
use a Gigabit Ethernet network. Moreover, they are con-
nected to each other and can be used as a single heteroge-
neous cluster via the OAR management system.
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Fig. 2. Execution time of our PDE solver benchmark (synchronous version) on the multicore CPU cluster and on the GPU cluster (left),
and speedup and energetic gain of the GPU cluster compared to the multicore CPU cluster (right)
Fig. 3. Execution time of our PDE solver on a 100 × 100 × 100 problem, on the heterogeneous GPU cluster, with synchronous (left) and
asynchronous (right) schemes
Fig. 4. Energy consumption of our PDE solver on a 100× 100× 100 problem, on the heterogeneous GPU cluster, with synchronous (left)
and asynchronous (right) schemes
IV. Experiments
A. GPU cluster vs CPU cluster
Figure 2 (left) shows the execution times of our PDE
solver benchmark (in synchronous mode) using either the
multicore CPUs of the cluster (all the CPU cores on each
node) or using the GPUs of the cluster (one CPU core and
one GPU per node). We used only the most recent nodes of
our cluster, composed of Intel Nehalem CPUs and Nvidia
GeForce GTX 285 GPUs, appeared on the market approx-
imately at the same date. Our benchmark runs faster with
the GPUs, scaling up to 16 nodes, and consumes less en-
ergy (not shown on Fig. 2).
However, Fig. 2 (right) shows the performance and ener-
getic gains of the GPU cluster vs the multicore CPU clus-
ter. It can be seen that substantial gains are achieved with
the use of GPUs instead of CPUs. But, a slight decrease
appears when the number of processors increases. This
is due to the fact that computation times are smaller on
GPUs whereas the inter-node communication times remain
unchanged and an additional overhead is induced by the
data exchanges between GPUs and CPUs. Thus, the ratio
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4Fig. 5. Speedup of our PDE solver on a 100×100×100 problem, on the heterogeneous GPU cluster, with synchronous (left) and asynchronous
(right) schemes, compared to the sequential version
of communications over computations is larger on the GPU
cluster. This results in a regular decrease of the speedup
and energetic gain of the GPU cluster compared to the
CPU cluster: GPU cluster supremacy decreases when the
number of nodes increases.
B. Synchronous vs asynchronous run on heterogeneous
GPU cluster
The first aspect addressed in our experiments is the evo-
lution of the execution times according to the number of
machines taken from the two available GPU clusters. As
can be seen in Fig. 3, both surfaces are quite similar at
first sight. However, there are some differences which are
emphasized by the speedup distribution according to the
sequential version, presented in Fig. 5. There clearly ap-
pears that the asynchronous version provides a more reg-
ular evolution of the speedup than the synchronous one.
This comes from the fact that the asynchronous algorithm
is more robust to the degradations of the communications
performances. Such degradations appear when the num-
ber of processors increases, implying a larger number of
messages transiting over the interconnection network and
then a more important congestion. Thus, as in the pre-
vious comparison between GPU and CPU versions, the
asynchronism puts back the performance decrease due to
slower communications in the context of a heterogeneous
GPU cluster.
In order to precisely identify the contexts of use in which
the asynchronism brings that robustness, we have plotted
in Fig. 6 (left), the speedup of the asynchronous GPU al-
gorithm according to its synchronous counterpart.
First of all, it can be seen that asynchronism does not
always brings a gain. This is not actually a surprise be-
cause when the ratio of communications time over compu-
tations time is negligible, the impact of communications
over the overall performances is small. So, on one hand
the implicit overlapping of communications by computa-
tions performed in the asynchronous version provides a
very small gain. On the other hand, the asynchronous
version generally requires more iterations, and thus more
computations, to reach the convergence of the system. Fi-
nally, the computation time of the extra iterations done in
the asynchronous version is larger in this context than the
gain obtained on the communications side. That context
is clearly visible on the left part of the speedup surface,
corresponding to a large pool of slow processors and just a
few fast processors.
As soon as the communication-times to computation-
times ratio becomes sensible, which is the case either when
adding processors or taking faster ones, the gain provided
by the asynchronism over the communications becomes
more important than the iterations overhead, and the asyn-
chronous version becomes faster. Unfortunately, it can be
observed on Fig. 6 (left) that the separation between those
two contexts is not strictly regular and studying the rela-
tive speedup map would be necessary in order to deduce a
general rule to apply on this kind of PDE solver.
C. Energetic aspects
Concerning the energetic aspect, the first point concerns
the gains obtained by the use of GPUs in place of CPUs,
given in Fig. 2 (right). It can be seen that those gains
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Fig. 6. Speedup (left) and energy gain (right) of asynchronous version vs synchronous version, on our heterogeneous GPU cluster
closely follow those of the speedup, with a nearly constant
factor. That similarity of the two curves is quite obvious as
the energy spent directly depends on the time of use. How-
ever, the vertical offset between the curves is a bit more
surprising. This comes from the fact that the GPU and
the CPU have different energy consumptions and compu-
tational powers at full load. Although the current GPUs
have generally a larger consumption than the CPUs, they
also have a larger computational power, and that last ratio
is greater than the first one (EGPUECPU <
CGPU
CCPU
) at full load.
Moreover, the total amount of energy used by one node is
not fully spent in computations. In fact, two parts can be
identified: the one actually used for the computations and
another one for the system (minimal energy at idle time).
So, the relative ratio of the system part over the compu-
tation part is lower when using a GPU than when using
a CPU. Those two factors explain why the GPU version
obtains a better energetic efficiency than the CPU one.
In order to get the complete energetic behavior of the
couple algorithmic scheme - cluster, we have measured the
energy consumption in function of the number of nodes
and the algorithmic scheme used. The results are pre-
sented in Fig. 4. The first interesting point is that the
energy consumption does not follow the performance be-
havior. This is explained by the performance speedup
which follows a sub-linear trajectory when adding nodes in
the system (see Fig. 5). Thus, multiplying the number of
nodes by two does not reduce the computation time by two
and the global energetic efficiency of the cluster decreases
when the number of nodes increases. The second interest-
ing point is the comparison between the synchronous and
asynchronous energetic surfaces. As for the performances,
asynchronism tends to be more robust as the surface is
smoother and globally lower. However, here again there is
no simple separation between the synchronous and asyn-
chronous gains, as illustrated in Fig. 6 (right).
So, as for the performances, the study of such ener-
getic gain maps will be necessary to design an optimization
strategy for this kind of computing problem.
V. Conclusion and perspectives
A complete experimental study of a parallel PDE solver
on a heterogeneous GPU cluster has been presented. The
results show that GPUs are interesting both in terms of
performance and energy consumption when the number
of processors is not too high. Also, our experiments have
pointed out that asynchronous algorithmic tends to bring a
better scalability in such heterogeneous contexts of multi-
level parallel systems, on the energetic side as well as on
the performance one.
Finally, that study has also pointed out that the opti-
mal choice of algorithmic scheme and hardware to use is
not simple and requires a deeper study of the performance
and energetic maps. Those results are a first step towards
the design of performance and energetic models of paral-
lel iterative algorithms on GPU clusters. In order to help
this task of optimal choice, we also plan to study the En-
ergy Delay Product [4] that allows to track a compromise
between computational and energy efficiency.
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Abstract—Growing public environmental awareness and rising
energy prices led to significant interest in energy saving methods
for distributed computing systems. Nevertheless, studies of impact
of distributed computing on energy consumption require a large
effort and are difficult to perform in real environments, especially
for large-scale infrastructures. To overcome these issues we
introduce the Grid Scheduling Simulator (GSSIM) - a simulation
framework for automated experiments with various scheduling
algorithms and distributed architectures. In this paper we present
the GSSIM extension that provides a comprehensive support
for energy-aware scheduling experiments including: definition
of energy consumption models for resources, implementation
of energy profiles that model impact of resource utilization
and application performance models on energy consumption,
providing power management operations, and visualization of
results.
I. INTRODUCTION
The growing importance of energy saving concept in infor-
mation and communication technologies should be taken into
account by the scheduling algorithms. Energy usage optimiza-
tion is a subject of intensive research over last few years. The
results of this research find an application in modern hardware
design and software implementation of energy management
policies. The existence of new hardware and software func-
tionality and new resource interfaces which allow changing
resource energy state (on/of/sleep/stand by) or dynamic voltage
scaling (DVS) [1][2] in modern processors can be exploited
by energy-aware scheduling algorithms. Due to difficult access
to such large scale computing environments and to avoid
hardware and software administration problems, we would like
to introduce the simulation environment - GSSIM enabling
simulations with advanced energy consumption model.
Grid Scheduling Simulator (GSSIM) is a comprehensive
and advanced Grid simulation tool [3]. It is designed as a
framework which enables easy-to-use experimental studies of
various scheduling algorithms. The main advantage of GSSIM
is a support for creating and managing multilevel schedulers.
Both grid and local brokers are using functional, easy to im-
plement and replace plug-ins, defining task allocation policies.
Configuration of the simulation environment includes de-
tailed computing resource and network description. It is possi-
ble to define a number of parameters which characterize each
resource such as a number of available processors, network
link bandwidth, and resource energy consumption profile.
Two standard SWF[4] and GWF[5] formats are supported
for the workload description. Additionally, GSSIM supports
an extended xml job description, which may contain further
details such as time execution constraints, not available in
standard workload archives. GSSIM provides also a workload
generator tool. Synthetic workload parameters are directly
defined and their value distribution is strictly controlled.
In this paper we introduce the extension of GSSIM that
allows researchers to take into account energy consumption in
distributed computing simulations. In particular, GSSIM pro-
vides a functionality to define energy efficiency of resources,
dependency of energy consumption on resource load and
specific applications, and manage power modes of resources.
II. ARCHITECTURE
The main GSSIM goal is to enable researchers to effectively
perform experiments that contain simulations of Grid environ-
ments. Therefore, it assumes a distributed infrastructure with
multiple administrative domains (called also sites in this paper)
and scheduling entities. GSSIM models two generic types
of scheduling entities: Grid resource brokers and resource
providers.
1) Grid broker: Grid resource broker, or Grid scheduler,
is responsible for scheduling jobs to resources that belong to
different administrative domains. To this end, it must interact
with multiple sites including retrieving information about re-
sources, submitting jobs, or creating reservations depending on
specific settings and a type of considered scheduling problem.
2) Resource provider: A resource provider is responsible
for managing resources within a single administrative domain
(site). It retrieves tasks and reservation requests from Grid
schedulers. Each resource provider has its local scheduler that
schedules tasks to local resources. Therefore, we also use the
”local scheduler” term instead of ”resource provider” in this
paper. The most common example of a site is a computing
cluster under control of one of popular queueing systems, such
as PBS, LSF, SGE, etc.
Having these two generic entities, GSSIM can be configured
to model a large scope of architectural patterns. To this
end, users may define for each Grid scheduler to which
local schedulers or other Grid schedulers it can submit tasks
and/or reservation requests. To define a fully decentralized
architecture a user must, since local schedulers cannot interact
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with each other, define couples of assigned Grid and local
schedulers. Each Grid scheduler can submit tasks to one local
scheduler only and to all other Grid schedulers.
Multiple scheduling strategies may be plugged into both
levels. In addition to scheduling algorithms users can also
define application performance models as execution time es-
timation plugins. Input data can be read from real traces or
generated using the generator module. Results of experiments
are collected, aggregated, and visualized using a statistics
tool. GSSIM has a modular and plug-able architecture that
enables adapting it to specific scheduling problems and users
requirements.
The key elements of the presented architecture are plugins.
They allow a researcher to configure and adapt the simulation
framework to his/her experiment starting from modeling job
performance, through scheduling policies of local schedulers,
up to implementation of Grid scheduling algorithms. Informa-
tion about the use of particular plugins is defined in configu-
ration files and description of resources (since each resource
provider may apply different local scheduling policies). Each
plugin can be implemented independently and plugged into
a specific experiment. Plugins access all required information
and functionality of other components through well defined
interfaces that model an abstraction of the external world.
Each interface is responsible for providing some specific and
dedicated functionality. In the context of energy-aware simula-
tions and scheduling the new energy management interface is
defined. It provides methods to determine detailed information
about each resource and its components energy state and
allows to change its current energy state. This interface is
accessible from scheduling plugins, therefore energy manage-
ment may be admitted as a part of whole scheduling process.
III. ENERGY MANAGEMENT CONCEPT
The main aim of introducing energy management into
GSSIM is to give a researcher an overview about how
much energy is required to perform his/her computation.
The scheduling framework in GSSIM, realized in form of
easy to exchange plugins, provides an interface to obtain
current resource energy state. Two available mechanisms
(i) information about the way energy is consumed by the
resource during simulation process and (ii) the resource
administration interface allow to implement advanced energy
management policies. By adoption of these mechanisms in
task scheduling policies new plugins enable practical studies
on energy-aware scheduling and development of energy
saving strategies.
Energy management concept in GSSIM consists of the four
basic elements:
A. Resource configuration
Resource configuration, provided in a simple and clear
xml format, is a part of the experiment configuration input.
Detailed description of the resource contains a number of
properties such as CPU count, memory, CPU speed, and
Fig. 1. Estimation of energy consumption with the energy profile
others, which are parts of the resource characteristics. Enabling
energy management requires further information about energy
states which are supported by the resource and its parts (such
as CPUs), amounts of energy consumed in these states, as well
as general energy profiles that provide means to calculate the
total energy consumed by the resource during runtime. The
above parameter categories may be defined for each element
of a computing resource system as well as for the whole
computing resource.
1) Energy states are defined separately for each component
of the computing resource system such as processor,
memory, disk, power adapter, etc. By default, similar to
processor C-States[6], on/off/sleep/stand by basic states
are supported. However user can define any number of
new, resource specific, states. For the processor it is also
possible to define frequency levels, so called P-States[9],
in which processor can operate with specific power
usage levels. Changing energy state of each computing
resource component is part of the energy management
policy and, due to further energy consumption definition,
affects overall energy used by the computing resource.
2) Energy consumption is directly connected with energy
state and describes average power usage by the resource
working in current state. For the processors which can
operate on more than one frequency level, such descrip-
tion must be provided separately for each level.
3) Energy profile definition of the amount of energy used
used by the resource working in one of the predefined
energy states is static and does not take resource uti-
lization into the consideration. Resource energy pro-
file, accomplished as an implementation of predefined
interface, should perform calculations which estimate
direct and close to real amount of used energy. Basic
implementation will only sum up energy used by all
components of the computing resource system according
to their current state and adequate energy consumption
definition. However, detail analysis of currently running
tasks allows to determine exactly which components
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of the computing system are used and in what way.
Involving resource utilization in energy consumption
calculations allows to highlight differences in amount of
energy required to execute various types of tasks, e.g.
CPU intensive and data intensive.
Relation between above elements is illustrated in Figure
1. Energy profile estimates energy consumption based on in-
formation about resource energy consumption levels, resource
utilization, and application performance model.
B. Resource management
Information provided by the resource configuration, both
static resource description and values calculated by the re-
source energy profile, can be used to perform advanced
resource management. GSSIM provides specialized interfaces
on global (grid) and local (resource) scheduling level, which
allows to gain detail information about computing resource
components and change their energy states. Accordingly, two
types of methods are available: getResourceComponent() - to
obtain information and changeResourceComponentState(State)
to manipulate current state of the resource component. For
the processors it is also possible to dynamically change the
frequency level of single processor. The activities performed
with this interface finds a reflection in total amount of energy
consumed by the resource during simulation. Availability
of these interfaces in global and local schedulers allows
to implement different strategies such as centralized energy
management, self-management of computing resources and
mixed models.
C. Energy aware scheduling
Presence of detailed resource usage information, current
resource energy state description and functional energy man-
agement interface enables an implementation of energy-aware
scheduling algorithms. Resource energy consumption become
in this context an additional criterion in scheduling process.
There are various approaches to decrease energy consumption
and they usually apply the following technics:
• minimize number of used computing resources
• move tasks between resources to reach full load on one
resource and zero load on the other or to balance the load
• turn off unused resources
• turn off unused processors
• slow down processors, by cutting down their frequency
D. Analysis of results
It is expected, that energy management process and effi-
ciency of used policies will be subject to further analysis
after experiment is performed by GSSIM. Therefore detailed
data about each resource component state and the energy
consumed by it is collected. To ensure appropriate level of
details each change of the resource component energy state
is logged along with time stamp. Additionally, each value
returned by the resource energy profile is also logged. Based
on the collected data, GSSIM calculates minimum, maximum
and basic aggregates like average amount of energy consumed
Fig. 2. Energy consumption chart
by the resource. The results are also visualized in the form
of timeline graph, which allows to observe variability of the
resource energy consumption. Example of energy consumption
analysis is illustrated in Figure 2. It shows power usage in
time so the whole area under the plot reflects a total energy
consumption.
IV. ENERGY CONSUMPTION MODELS
Energy consumption models allow to introduce the energy
consumption, a significant aspect of the high performance real-
life processing, to the GSSIM simulation environment. The
main aim of the models is to emulate the behavior of the
real computing resource and the way it consumes energy. Due
to reach functionality and flexible environment description,
GSSIM can be used:
• to develop new energy consumption models. This is
particularly useful to verify theoretical assumptions. Pos-
sibility of repeating the experiment in the same conditions
unlimited number of times gives a researcher ability to
find and test the best model and compare received results
to simulation experiment.
• to develop energy management strategies - which, based
on the existing models, trying to reduce overall energy
consumed by the computing resources.
Energy consumption models provided by default in GSSIM,
can be divided because of its accuracy, generality and com-
plexity into following groups:
A. Constant
Constant model calculates total amount of energy con-
sumed by the computing resource system as a sum of energy
consumed by all its components (processors, disks, power
adapters, etc.). This model does not take resource (component)
utilization into consideration, however it follows resources
energy states changes and respects amounts of energy defined
for each state. The greatest value of the constant model is its
simplicity, therefore it may be used as a base line, kind of
reference for other utilization based models.
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B. CPU utilization
CPU utilization model relies on assumption, that total
amount of energy consumed by the computing resource is a
function of energy used by its processors. This model ignores
parameters and usage of other resource components (like disk,
memory). In particular case, it may assume, that processors are
the most significant energy consumption element and therefore
skip existence of other parts of the computing system.
This model is also the first, which uses resource utilization
as a base of its calculations. Unlike previous constant model,
CPU utilization expands static energy state description and
includes realtime usage of the processor. This allows to
distinguish amount of energy used by the processor which
is turned on, but doing nothing and the one which is turned
on and full loaded.
C. Application specific
Application specific model is a generalization of CPU
utilization model to all computing resource components. It
removes the greatest drawback of the previous model, which
is hidden and quite hard to follow and understand method
of expressing all resource components usage as a function
of processor usage. Application specific model considers all
defined system elements (processors, memory, disk, etc.) as
significant in total energy balance. It also assumes that each
of these components can be stressed in different way during
the experiment, thus have different impact in total energy con-
sumption. The information about how resource will be used by
task must be derived from the task description, therefore basic
task processing is required. Because of availability of task
characteristics and current resource components utilization, the
application specific model can express differences in amount
of energy required for executing various types of task, e.g.
differences between CPU intensive and data intensive tasks.
V. SUMMARY
GSSIM allows researcher to effectively perform unlimited
number of experiments, providing equal conditions for each
experiment execution. Until now many valuable experiments
following GSSIM scheduling concept and architecture have
been performed. Introducing energy management expands
possible applications of GSSIM by allowing to track amounts
of energy used to perform virtual computation. The greatest
advantage of GSSIM energy management architecture are
however resource energy consumption models. Easy to im-
plement, replace and reuse, enable researcher to look for the
models which suits best and perfectly reflects real computing
resource behavior. On the other hand, existing models may
be used to perform energy-aware scheduling and in this way
make a significant contribution in saving energy.
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Abstract
The question of energy savings has been a matter of con-
cern since a long time in the mobile distributed systems and
battery-constrained systems. However, for large-scale non-
mobile distributed systems, which nowadays reach impres-
sive sizes, the energy dimension (electrical consumption)
just starts to be taken into account.
In this paper, we present Energy-Aware Reservation In-
frastructure (EARI) which is a Grid framework that man-
ages the Grid resources in an energy-efficient way. Then,
new technologies are studied such as virtualization and live-
migration of virtual machines in terms of power consump-
tion. This study leads us to propose an energy-efficient
Cloud framework: Green Open Cloud (GOC) and to val-
idate it through experimentations with different scenarios.
Keywords: Energy efficiency, large-scale distributed sys-
tems, Grids, Clouds, live migration of virtual machines,
green computing, energy-awareness.
1 Introduction
The question of energy savings has been a matter of con-
cern since a long time in the mobile distributed systems and
battery-constrained systems. However, for large-scale non-
mobile distributed systems, which nowadays reach impres-
sive sizes, the energy dimension (electrical consumption)
just starts to be taken into account.
Energy consumption of data centers worldwide doubled
between 2000 and 2006 [5]. Incremental US demand for
data center energy between 2008 and 2010 is the equivalent
of 10 new power plants [5]. These alarming figures lead
to think about new technologies and infrastructures in order
to increase the energy efficiency of large-scale distributed
systems such as Grids and Clouds.
Section 2 presents our Energy-Aware Reservation Infras-
tructure (EARI) for Grids. In Section 3, we study the cost
of virtual machines while executing basic operations (boot,
run, halt) and live migration. This analysis leads us to pro-
pose the Green Open Cloud (GOC) framework in Section 4.
An experimental validationn of GOC is conducted in Sec-
tion 5, before concluding in Section 6.
2 Adapting a Grid Energy-Aware Reserva-
tion Infrastructure (EARI) to Clouds re-
quirements
This work was part of the INRIA ARC Green-Net initia-
tive1 [1].
The main leverage to make large-scale distributed infras-
tructures more energy-efficient is to reduce energy wastage.
Indeed, resources are always fully powered on even when
they are not used. So, Grids require energy-aware frame-
works capable of switching of unused resources without im-
pacting user applications in terms of both performance and
usage. That’s why, we propose the Energy-Aware Reserva-
tion Infrastructure (EARI) [8, 7, 3].
The main features of EARI are to:
• Switch off the unused computing resources;
• Predict the next use;
• Aggregate the reservations by giving green advice to
the users.
EARI is devoted to Grid infrastructures that support in-
advance reservations: the users submit reservation requests.
They specify the duration they want, the number of re-
sources and the wished start time. When a reservation is
accepted, the scheduler inscribes it on its agenda and can-
not move it after.
1Green-Net initiative (http://www.ens-lyon.fr/LIP/RESO/
Projects/GREEN-NET/) lasted from 2008 to 2009 and involved four
partners: INRIA RESO project-team in Lyon (France), INRIA Mescal
project-team in Grenoble (France), IRIT in Toulouse (France) and Virginia
Tech (USA).
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To aggregate the reservations, the idea is to propose sev-
eral possibilities to the user instead of just accepting or re-
fusing their request. EARI proposes to the user to put its
reservation after or before a reservation which is already in
the agenda. If the user accepts, he/she will avoid on/off cy-
cles and thus save the corresponding energy.
Figure 1 presents the architecture of EARI. It is com-
posed of a classical Grid infrastructure: users, a portal, a
scheduler and resource manager, and the Grid resources.
However, it is also composed of energy-aware components:
a set of energy sensors plugged to the resources and an
energy-aware manager which is responsible for applying
the green policies of EARI.
Figure 1. Architecture of EARI
In order to increase the energy-efficiency, EARI em-
beds also some prediction algorithms. They are used at
the end of each reservation to know if the freed resources
will be used soon (and so should remain on) or not (and so
should be switched off). These prediction algorithms are
presented and evaluated in [8]. The global EARI is eval-
uated in [7] by simulating a replay of one year of logs of
Grid’5000, a french experimental platform. On the Lyon
site of Grid’5000 (150 nodes), we have deployed energy
sensors that fully monitor the site [2]. This provides an ex-
perimental testbed where we can test our frameworks with
real energy measurements.
Among Cloud’s most famous features are: virtualization,
accounting, scalability, reliability and security. The Re-
sources as a Service (RaaS) philosophy leads to a more flex-
ible management of the physical nodes: Clouds provides a
strong isolation that allows users to share the same physical
resources. Thus, this strong virtual machine (VM) isolation
can also leads to energy savings. Indeed, physical resources
can be more exploited by doing workload consolidation.
So, we would like to adapt EARI to Clouds environments
in order to benefit from Cloud’s features. Yet, some dif-
ferences between Grids and Clouds have to be taken into
account:
• agenda (no reservations in advance in current Cloud
infrastructures),
• virtualization,
• possibility to use live migration,
• usage and thus predictions,
• resource management.
Cloud computing seems to be a promising solution to the
increasing demand of com- puting power needed by more
and more complex applications. However, the studies often
lack real values for the electric consumption of virtualized
infrastructures.
3 Energy cost of virtual machines
Our experimental Cloud consists of HP Proliant 85
G2 Servers (2.2 GHz, 2 dual core CPUs per node) with
XenServer 5.02 installed on them. Each Cloud node is
linked to an external wattmeter that logs the power con-
sumption of the node each second. These energy logs are
sent to an energy data collector which stores them. The en-
ergy data collector is linked to the Cloud portal, so users can
access these logs. The measurement precision of our experi-
mental platform is 0.125 watts, and the maximum frequency
is one measure per second, which is precise enough to have
a good idea about the consumption of virtual machines.
Figure 2 shows the energy profile of a typical virtual ma-
chine usage: at t = 10, the VM is started and is booting
until t = 30, then a cpuburn3 is running on the VM from
t = 40 to t = 100, and finally, the VM is shutting down
from t = 110 to t = 122.
One can notice that the average power consumption from
t = 30 to t = 40 is equal to the idle consumption (Pidle)
which is the consumption of the node when it does noth-
ing. So, an idle VM (with nothing running on it) does not
consume energy. Furthermore, the boot and the shutdown
consume really less energy than a cpuburn.
In Figure 3,six cpuburn on six different VMs on Cloud
node 1 are launched one by one. The first starts at t = 10,
the consumption increases to 209 watts. Then the second
starts and the consumption reaches 230 watts. The third
starts, and the node consumes 242 watts. The fourth leads
to 253 watts. The apparition of the fifth and the sixth jobs
does not increase the consumption. Indeed, as the jobs are
CPU intensive (cpuburn uses 100% of a CPU capacity) and
as there are only four cores on the node (2 dual core CPUs),
they are fully used with the first four VMs. The fifth VM
appears as free in terms of energy cost because it shares
already fully used resources. Obviously, these energy-free
VMs have a cost in terms of performances.
2XenServer is a cloud-proven virtualization platform that deliv-
ers the critical features of live migration and centralized multi-server
management (http://citrix.com/English/ps2/products/
product.asp?contentID=683148).
3cpuburn is a software designed to apply a high load to the processor
(http://pages.sbcglobal.net/redelm/).
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Figure 2. Power consumption of boot, cpub-
urn and halt of a VM
Each cpuburn job lasts 300 seconds (Fig. 3). At t = 110,
the migration of the 6 VMs from Cloud node 1 to Cloud
node 2 is launched. The migration requires sustained atten-
tion from the hypervisor that should copy the memory pages
and send them to the new host node. So, each cpuburn ends
5 seconds late due to the VM’s migration.
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Figure 3. Power consumption during a live-
migration
These analyses lead us to propose the Green Open Cloud
(GOC) framework to manage Cloud resources in an energy-
efficient way. Among the components of a Cloud architec-
ture, we have decided to focus on virtualization, which ap-
pears as the main technology used in these architectures.
We also use migration to dynamically unbalance the load
between the Cloud nodes in order to shut down some nodes,
and thus to save energy.
4 Green Open Cloud
As EARI, GOC supports the ”do the same for less” ap-
proach, and deals with energy efficient on/off models com-
bined with prediction solutions [6, 4].
The main features of GOC are to:
• switch off unused resources,
• predict usage,
• aggregate reservations,
• green policies for the users,
• network presence proxy.
GOC’s framework embeds a network presence proxy
to deal with the Cloud resource monitoring tools: a node
which has been switched off to save energy should not be
considered as dead. So, the network presence proxy embeds
the basic services of the switched off resource and answers
instead of it to the resource manager. The node is switched
on again when it is required.
GOC’s architecture is presented by Figure 4
Figure 4. Architecture of GOC
When a user frees some virtual machines, a consolida-
tion algorithm is used to aggregate the remaining VMs on
the smaller number of nodes. This consolidation process
is launched in coordination with predictions algorithms in
order to avoid to switch off physical resources that will be
required just after. GOC provides also green advices to the
users as EARI in order to aggregate the reservations in time.
This double aggregation in time and space is the core func-
tionality of GOC.
The resource manager is a key component in a Cloud
infrastructure. To be compatible with the broader range of
resource management system, GOC’s resource manager is
built as an overlay of existing Cloud’s resource manager.
The components of GOC’s resource manager are the green
boxes on Figure 5. The yellow ones are the usual Cloud’s
resource manager ones.
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Figure 5. Architecture of GOC’s resource
manager
5 Experimental validation
Our Cloud platform consists of HP Proliant 85 G2
Servers (2.2 GHz, 2 dual core CPUs per node). XenServer
5.0 is installed on each node.
Figure 6. Comparison between the scenarios
We have tested two different schedulings: round-robin
and unbalanced to show the adaptability of GOC to any
kind of Cloud resource manager. Four scenarios are used
to compare GOC with other classical resource management
systems:
• basic: nothing is changed.
• balancing: migration is used to balance the load be-
tween the Cloud nodes.
• on/off : the unused nodes are switched off.
• green: the unused nodes are switched off and mi-
gration is used to unbalance the load between Cloud
nodes. This allow to aggregate the load on some nodes
and switch off the other ones. This is the scenario that
corresponds to GOC.
Each scenario is launched on a Cloud job arrival exam-
ple for each scheduling. All the results are provided in [4].
Figure 6 presents the average consumption for these 8 ex-
periments.
As expected, the green scenario is the less consuming.
With the unbalanced scheduling, it consumes 25% less en-
ergy than the basic scenario.
6 Conclusion and perspectives
After proposing EARI for an energy efficient manage-
ment of Grid resources, we have proposed the first analy-
sis of energy usage of VM in Cloud context. This analysis
leads us to propose GOC: an energy-aware Cloud frame-
work. Real tests have been launched and show that 25% of
energy is saved with GOC on a basic Cloud usage example.
This proves that significant energy savings are achievable.
GOC can be integrated in current and future Cloud infras-
tructures (with reservations, accounting, etc.).
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Abstract— Information and Communication Technology 
currently accounts for about 4% of the world’s energy 
consumption. With greater Internet uptake forecast, this demand 
is expected to increase. Perhaps influenced by socio-economic 
and political pressures Operators are now exploring means of 
using their networks more efficiently.  
It is readily observed that traffic load varies significantly over 
a daily cycle; this gives considerable opportunity for savings by 
better matching energy consumption with the immediate 
information transfer demands of end-users. This paper reviews 
the motivation for saving energy in wired communication 
networks and introduces a potential framework that could be 
used to support dynamic energy management.  
 
Index Terms—Energy Efficient Networking, Reducing Power 
Consumption, Sleep Modes. 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
CT is directly responsible for about 3-4% of the carbon 
emissions to-date. Changing political, environmental and 
economic circumstances are inducing commercial 
organisations to consider operating their equipment in a more 
energy-efficient manner. This is already the case with data 
centres where environmental stabilization costs and power 
supply limitations pose particular challenges. For example, 
50% of energy consumed by data-centres is devoted to power 
and cooling infrastructure [1]. 
In terms of the networking equipment itself, manufacturers 
like Juniper propose that networking equipment should be 
subjected to an energy rating similar to that used for domestic 
“white goods”, in the guise of the Energy Consumption Rating 
Initiative. Another example is the Alliance for 
Telecommunications Industry Solutions (ATIS) who 
introduce the Telecommunications Energy Efficiency Ratio 
(TEER) for measuring the network-element efficiency of 
telecommunication equipment. Indeed, manufacturers are 
already considering measures that would enable their 
equipment to operate more efficiently, by altering the speed of 
cooling fans, selectively powering down layers of the internal 
switch fabric and so forth. Indeed around a 60% reduction in 
energy consumption is achievable via sleeping and rate- 
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adaptation for lightly utilized networks (10-20%) provided the 
equipment is capable of millisecond changes [2] by exploiting 
traffic variability [3]. As well as the environmental benefits, 
reducing energy consumption saves money. Japan uses over 
50TWh each year on Telecoms [4] as shown in Fig 1. 
 
Figure 1: Energy Trends for Information and Communication 
 
Exploring energy efficiency measures in wireless networks 
and data centres has received considerably more attention than 
the wired communications infrastructure.  Nevertheless, as an 
example, with BT’s network assuming a 22Tb/s traffic load, 
moving to all-optical network is estimated to translate into 
OPEX savings of up to 93% [5], although this figure includes 
factors such as rack space and labour in addition to power 
consumption costs. Replacing an electronic switching fabric 
and buffering with photonic-based equivalents may only 
reduce energy consumption by a modest 9% [6]. 
Despite these potential savings it must be borne in mind 
that commercial telecommunications providers operate very 
conservative regimes in the sense that they are risk averse. 
Thus, whatever energy-saving schemes are proposed, to be 
adopted in a business context, they must do nothing to 
degrade Quality of Service, availability and other Service 
Level Agreement metrics. Balancing these caveats are an 
awareness that it is “good to be green” both in terms of the 
perceived company profile as well as the economic benefits. 
Energy Saving in Wired Communications 
Networks: How and Why 
Chris Phillips, Lars Dittmann and Martin Collier 
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II. BACKGROUND 
From a technological perspective a number of researchers 
have considered the energy consumption benefits of 
exploiting features of optical networks. For instance, power-
aware Routing and Wavelength Assignment (RWA) in optical 
networks can make large savings compared with normal load-
spreading techniques [7] though this may raise issues of 
increased connection blocking. More radical examples include 
contributions like the CANARIE proposal of a next 
generation Internet to reduce global warming where a dense 
optical network connects massively distributed virtual routers 
[8]. The FP7 BONE project is also exploring how optical 
technologies can improve the energy efficiency of networks 
[9]. Using an IP over optical layered network architecture, 
efficient multilayer traffic engineering has been estimated to 
save about 10% energy [10]. 
Other work has focused on adapting existing architectures, 
by adding functionality to equipment to better exploit the 
natural variation that exists in the traffic load characteristics. 
[11] show that over a 20% energy saving can be potentially 
achieved when nodes and links in the core network are turned 
off during off-peak periods, though they only consider highly 
connected synthetic topologies. Certainly, power aware 
protocols can be used for routing, by putting components to 
sleep, adjusting rates. By doing so, substantial savings are 
obtainable [12]. However, if we just control the infrastructure 
and let the routing protocol respond to the resulting topology 
changes this could lead to unacceptable disruption. [13] [14] 
look at avoiding transient loops during the convergence of 
link-state routing protocols. 
A different approach has been taken by other researchers. 
Since the access network and the devices attached to it 
constitute a major source of energy consumption, it can be 
argued that activities to reduce the energy consumption should 
focus on access networks first [15]. Clearly these approaches 
capitalise on the appreciable accumulated gains obtained when 
large numbers of devices are considered. However, they raise 
an interesting paradox that the savings would not necessarily 
reward the network operator as the Customer Premises 
Equipment (CPE) power supply is provided and financed by 
the customer. 
Rather than focussing on the CPE device hardware alone 
researchers have also considered possible energy savings at 
the application layer, e.g. sleep/wake-up protocols for peer-to-
peer file sharing, too [16]. Rather than continuously streaming 
packets across a network, a more energy efficient approach 
might be to bulk traffic into bursts and allow the IT 
infrastructure to sleep between these discrete burst 
transmission events. 
 
III. ENERGY MANAGEMENT ARCHITECTURE 
Studies of the core network energy savings typically focus 
on individual equipment. However this is unlikely to produce 
the best possible cost savings. It is well understood that 
globally optimal configurations do not necessarily arise if 
local devices seek to optimise their own situation. In fact, to 
achieve globally optimal network configurations in terms of 
reduced energy consumption is likely to require some devices 
to be burdened to a greater degree in order to permit other 
devices to be “switched off”. This is particular true as the 
energy consumption of a lightly loaded interface is little 
different from one that is heavily loaded. Appreciable savings 
only tend to materialise if link interfaces or entire nodes can 
be deactivated. 
Traffic flowing across a network varies across multiple 
timescales, including generally regular, daily variations. The 
extent of these fluctuations is influenced by the location of the 
links within the topology and the traffic demand matrix. For 
certain “trunk” links the extent of the variation may be 
marginal. Closer to the CPE the variation tends to be more 
pronounced. However, for commercial networks there is little 
public-domain data available regarding the per-link daily load 
variations, or even the topologies themselves. This 
information is regarded as too sensitive. Nevertheless data 
pertaining to specific links or averaged over multiple links is 
available and suggests that the daily variation in load may be 
considerably in excess of 20%. 
Dynamic power-consumption regulation mechanisms may 
be devised that can capitalise on these fluctuations, to permit 
equipment to be configured in an energy-efficient way, whilst 
delivering appropriate service. However, superimposed on this 
roughly sinusoidal daily load characteristic, significant 
fluctuations are observed, even over intervals of a few 
milliseconds. This poses a particular challenge to a 
coordinated energy management scheme. For example, a 
centralised approach, co-locating the energy-regulation 
controller with an operator’s Network Management Station 
(NMS) may appear desirable; however, this increases 
signalling latency that may limit actions to responses to larger 
timescale traffic variations. It suggests that fine-grain energy 
management would need to be decentralised. 
By coordinating power management decisions and by better 
tracking actual traffic demand, energy consumption may be 
significantly reduced since it is no longer tied to the peak 
capacity of hardware. The resulting architecture could feature 
some or all of the following: 
! A mechanism to collect the metrics and an overall 
control algorithm to orchestrate responses 
! Mechanisms for changing network configuration by 
interacting with existing systems for management. For 
example, tools already allow an operator to switch 
individual devices on and off (i.e. SNMP for 
configuration) 
! Interaction with, or enhancement of, existing interior 
routing protocols to include energy conservation as a 
routing constraint 
! Adaptation mechanisms that permit end-user 
equipment to interact with network elements 
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With such an architecture in place the goals would be to: 
! Examine how line rate scaling, switch fabric changes 
etc affect the device throughput and the corresponding 
energy savings 
! Explore how actual / predicted traffic information can 
be exploited by power-aware routing / configuration 
! Identify the risks and quantify the benefits. 
An example architecture is presented in Fig 2. In this case 
energy management is considered as operating across several 
geographical regions. Within the smallest scope intra-device 
energy management would be used to respond to transient 
fluctuations in load using “sleep” states. These decisions 
would be carried out in a localised manner and buffering 
should be sufficient to accommodate any reconfiguration 
delay. Across the scope of an AS domain, energy management 
is shown as acting as an adjunct to SNMP with a centralised 
unit being co-located with the NMS. This Power Management 
(PMGT) entity would possess global awareness and use an 
algorithm to determine a suitable overall configuration so as to 
save a (near) optimal amount of energy. However, using 
SNMP to implement these configuration changes, such as by 
disabling interfaces, and relying on an existing routing interior 
gateway routing protocol to redistribute the traffic is unlikely 
to be acceptable. During reconvergence service disruption 
would likely be unacceptable. The means by which dynamic 
reconfiguration is implemented and under what circumstances, 
requires further investigation. 
The final scope would be to explore schemes that operate 
end-to-end. However, given the lack of trust between 
Operators and the financial models they use, it is unlikely that 
they would cooperate to provide inter-AS energy 
management. Nevertheless, it is feasible that end-system 
applications could be modified so the traffic they inject into 
the network is influenced explicitly or implicitly by the 
network status. This becomes a more realistic option when it 
is considered that a growing proportion of terminal 
equipment, such as set-top boxes are leased to the end-user by 
service providers and so remain under their control. 
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In this scenario, power management operates as an adjunct to 
SNMP, situated alongside the NMS. It employs get and set request
messages to explicitly alter the functioning of individual equipment 
within the operator’s AS domain. Where appropriate, this will be 
“observed” by the interior routing protocol leading to reconvergence 
in response to status changes. This approach could transparently
coexist with end-to-end power management measures.  
Figure 2: Example Scenario: PMGT Adjunct to SNMP 
 
IV. THE “REAL WORLD” 
Two cautionary factors should be considered when devising 
schemes for dynamic energy management. Firstly, traffic 
usage patterns on the Internet are changing. Set-top boxes for 
media services operate “around the clock” – along with 
ambient intelligence devices. This means that the extent of the 
anticipated daily variations in load may not be present to the 
same extent in future years. However, recent published link 
utilisation figures suggest that appreciable variations currently 
persist. The second factor is the behaviour of Operators. 
Operators are EXTREMELY resistant to introducing 
mechanisms that may jeopardise customer (perceived) SLAs. 
Disruption due to reconfiguration must be avoided. 
Furthermore the cost-savings in response to demand 
fluctuations must be sufficient to warrant any change. One 
approach would be to confine changes to transparent ones. 
These involve per-device modifications that do not impact on 
their performance within the overall system. Examples 
include: variable fan speeds, idle modes – backplane fabric 
adjustments. These avoid the need for systematic migration 
and are regarded as low-risk as the energy saving 
mechanism(s) they employ do not impact on their 
surroundings. However, they suffer from omitting the gains 
that might be achievable by employing a coordinated energy 
management strategy. Of course, co-ordination implies 
signalling, which in turn adds to the complexity of the system 
and the potential sources of failure. In addition, new 
functionality must not interfere with existing coordinated 
activities such as fault diagnosis and resilience. 
 
V. RELEVANCE TO COST IC0804 
COST IC0804 is tasked with exploring means to reduce 
energy consumption of distributed systems from data centres, 
processing clusters to networking and home environments. 
Although the wired communication infrastructure is a 
minority energy consuming component with the overall ICT 
sector, it does represent an appreciable target for improved 
efficiency. Putting aside the environmental motivation, there 
remains a strong commercial case for “greening” network 
devices. Given the limited attention that this topic has 
received to-date, it is important that this COST Action explore 
possibilities for topology and service adaptation whilst 
guaranteeing quality of service. To do so, it is necessary to 
examine mechanisms that are available at the device-level, 
across an Autonomous System and even end-to-end. 
Furthermore, the combination of short and long-term 
variations in load imply a single mechanism will fall 
somewhat short of the achievable savings. It is likely that a 
coordinated management of long-term variations should be 
used in concert with schemes that can locally react to transient 
fluctuations. However, whatever approach is taken, it is 
essential that appropriate service delivery is not jeopardised. 
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Abstract—A server farm is considered, where a number of
servers are used to offer a service to paying customers. Every
completed request generates a certain amount of profit, while
running servers consume electricity for power and cooling. A
dynamic allocation policy aiming at satisfying the conflicting
goals of maximizing the users experience while minimizing
the cost for the provider is introduced. The results of some
experiments are described, showing that the proposed scheme
performs well.
I. INTRODUCTION
A lot of of data centers, purpose-built facilities composed
of thousands of servers and providing storage and computing
services within and across organizational boundaries, have
been built in the last few years. These massive architectures
provide advantages for both users and service providers, as
their size makes it possible to achieve substantial economies
of scale that are simply not possible for enterprise data centers.
Unfortunately, high electricity consumption associated with
running a data center not only increases greenhouse gas
emissions, but also increases the costs of running the server
farm itself. Therefore, it becomes obvious to think about
solutions towards the next generation of server farms, i.e., data
centers that are energy efficient. Unfortunately, because of the
increasing use of the Internet as a provider of services and a
major information media have changed significantly, the ex-
pectations in terms of performance and responsiveness. Hence,
service providers face the problem of reducing operating costs
while delivering an acceptable level of performance.
Most researchers are focusing on optimizing the energy
efficiency at the hardware level. However, despite considerable
interest in designing servers whose power consumption is
proportional to their utilization [1], the reality is that the
amount of power consumed by an idle server is about 65% of
its peak consumption [2]. Thus, the only way to significantly
reduce data centers’ power consumption is to improve the
server farm’s utilization, e.g., by tearing down servers in
excess whenever that can be justified by demand conditions,
as existing hardware components offer only limited controls
for trading power for performance [3].
In this paper we propose and evaluate techniques aiming at
turning on and off servers on demand in order to ensure stable
operation, e.g., meeting performance requirements, while min-
imizing the number of running servers and thus maximizing
the revenues of service providers.
It is assumed that the reader is familiar with the queueing
theory terminology. The interested reader is referred to [4]
and [5] for a discussion of the basic concepts and terminology.
II. SYSTEM MODEL FOR THE CLOUD
The provider has a cluster of S identical processors/cores
(servers, from now on), n running and (S − n) switched off.
The provider offers each server for a lease, and a customer
who rents a server (e.g., by running a virtual machine on it)
is essentially creating a job whose size is unknown to the
provider (the size of the job is the length of the lease). Servers
are not shared, so each server can handle at maximum one job
at any given time (since the power drained by each CPU is a
linear function of the load [6], this approach can be applied
to a scenario where multiple virtual machines are running on
a physical CPU). If, once a server has finished processing a
request, no other jobs enter the system, the server begins to
idle (i.e., it consumes energy without generating any revenue).
The contract that regulates the provisioning contract states,
among the other clauses, that for each job a user pays a
charge which is proportional to the job size, while the cost
the provider charges for renting a server is c $ per unit time.
Determining the amount of the charge is outside the scope of
this paper, and it could also include the costs related to the
use of storage space or network bandwidth. Finally, an arrival
finding all n servers busy is blocked and lost, without affecting
future arrivals, see Figure 1, while running servers consume
energy, which costs r $ per kWh.
Off
On
µ
Processor 
available?
!
µ
#{On} = n
#{Off} = S - n
No
Lost traffic
Incoming
traffic
End of 
service
Yes
Fig. 1. System model for cloud providers. Jobs enter the system with rate λ
and have an average service time of 1/µ. Incoming traffic is lost if no server
is available.
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Within the control of the provider is the ‘resource allocation’
policy, which decides how many servers to run in order to
optimize the provider’s profit. Because of the random nature
of user demand, static policies would under-perform. Hence
the provider should be able to dynamically change the number
of running servers in response to changes in user demand. The
problem is how to do that in a sensible manner.
During the intervals between consecutive policy invocations,
or ‘configuration intervals’, the number of running servers
remains constant. Those intervals are used by the controlling
software to collect traffic statistics and obtain current estimates
of the average arrival rate (λ) and service time (1/µ) as well
as the squared coefficients of variation (the variance divided
by the square of the mean) of the above values . These values
are used by the allocation policy at the next decision epoch.
While different metrics can be used to measure the perfor-
mance of a computing system, as far as the service provider
is concerned the performance of the server farm is measured
by the average revenue, R, earned per unit time. That value
can be estimated as
R =
c
µ
T − rP , (1)
where c/µ is the average charge paid by a customer for having
his/her job run, T is the system’s throughput and P is the
amount of energy consumed per unit time by the data center.
How to estimate T is described later, while P can be easily
computed by assuming a linear relationship between power
consumption and CPU utilization [6]
P = ne1 +m(e2 − e1), (2)
where e1 is the energy consumed per unit time by idle servers,
e2 is the energy drawn by each busy server, and m is the
occupancy of the system (m ≤ n)
m =
⌈
T
µ
⌉
. (3)
For the following it will be convenient to indicate explic-
itly the dependency of Equation (1) on the parameter n by
introducing the notation
R = r(n), (4)
where r(n) stands for the right-hand side of (1).
It is perhaps worth nothing that, although no assumption
regarding the relative magnitudes of charges and costs param-
eters is made, the most interesting case is when they are close
to each other. If the charge for executing a job is much higher
than the cost paid by the provider to run a server, one could
guarantee a positive (but not optimal) revenue by switching
on all servers, regardless of the load. On the other hand, if
the charge is smaller than the cost, than it would be better to
switch all servers off.
In order to effectively control the energy consumption it is
necessary to have a quantitative model of user demand and
service provision. Suppose than n servers have been allocated
to serve user demand. If jobs enter the system according
to an independent Poisson process, than the average number
of jobs inside the system can be modeled as an Erlang-B
system (see [4] for more details) with n trunks and traffic
intensity ρ = λ/µ, augmented with the economic parameters
described above. Therefore, the blocking probability, pn, i.e.,
the probability that all servers are busy and thus further
requests are lost, can be computed efficiently and quickly [7].
If the arrival process is not Poisson, then the model becomes
sensitive to the distribution of job sizes. Hence, the most
appropriate model would be the G/GI/n/n queueing model,
for which there is no exact solution. However, a reasonable ap-
proximation for the blocking probability exists (see Whitt, [8]).
This enables us to estimate the blocking probability, and
thus the number of jobs entering the system (and completing
service) per unit time
T = λ(1− pn), (5)
with (1−pn) being the probability that an incoming job finds
an idle server. Hence, using Equations (1), (2) and (5) it is
possible to compute the average revenue, R, efficiently and
quickly.
The numerical experiment reported Figure 2 examines how
the number of running servers affects R under different
loading conditions. The data center consists of 100,000 severs,
the settings for the energy consumption under different usage
patters are those reported in [6], and the potential offered load
ranges between 30% and 90% by varying the arrival rate.
The figure illustrates that (i) in each case there is an optimal
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Fig. 2. Revenue as function of the running servers.
number of servers that should be switched on; (ii) the heavier
is the load, the higher is the optimal number of servers as well
as the maximum achievable revenue; and (iii) when n > nopt,
the system under-performs because the cost of running idle
servers erodes revenues, while when n < nopt, the system
under-performs because it misses potential revenues.
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III. SERVER ALLOCATION FOR INTERNET SERVICES
Next, we consider the case where the server farm is
used used to offer a service to impatient customers. Every
completed request generates a certain amount of profit. For
example, it can be a profit coming from advertisements or
from sales (in case of online merchants, such as Amazon).
As before, running servers consume electricity for power
and cooling, but now jobs finding all the servers busy are not
lost. Instead, they are parked into an external first-in-first-out
(FIFO) queue whose size is assumed to be infinite. However,
waiting customers might leave the system before receiving
service if they experience excessive delays, see Figure 3. If,
once a server has finished processing a request, the queue is
empty, the server begins to idle. Otherwise, it removes the
leading job from the waiting queue and starts processing it.
Off
On
µ
!
µ
#{On} = n
#{Off} = S - n
!
Lost traffic
Incoming
traffic
End of 
service
Fig. 3. System model. Jobs enter the system with rate λ, have an average
service time of 1/µ, and abandon the system with rate θ while waiting.
The average revenue, R, earned by the service provider per
unit time can now be estimated as
R = cT − rP , (6)
where all the variables are the same as those used in Equa-
tion (1). However, now the revenue generated by completed
jobs does not depend on the job size anymore. In this model,
we assume that jobs enter the system according to an inde-
pendent Poisson process with rate λ, operating servers accept
one job at a time, and the service times are exponentially
distributed with mean 1/µ. One might think that such a
system could be easily modeled as an M/M/n queue [4]
with n trunks and traffic intensity ρ = λ/µ. Unfortunately,
the Erlang-C model does not acknowledge customers abandon-
ment; hence, it either distorts or completely fails to provide
important information. The model discussed in this section
allows customers abandonment by assuming that a time-out
policy is in operation: if a job entering the system does not
acquire a server before its time-out period expires, the job
is terminated and leaves the system without generating any
revenue. This can be used to model HTTP time-outs as well
as impatient customers. The latter is of particular importance,
as [9] reports that 75% of people would not go back to a web
site that took more than 4 seconds to load.
In order to estimate the throughtput, which is needed to find
R, it is necessary to compute the steady state analysis of the
Markov chain associated to the model sketched in Figure 3. A
tractable way to model this system is theM/M/n+M queue,
also known as Erlang-A (where the ‘A’ stands for ‘Abandon-
ment’) [10]. Having computed the stationary distribution of
jobs present
pj =

ρj
j!
p0 if j ≤ n
ρn
n!
p0
[
j∏
k=n+1
λ
nµ+ θ(k − n)
]
if j > n
. (7)
with p0 being the probability that all powered up servers are
idle, it is possible to compute the delay probability, P (W >
0), and the conditional abandonment probability, P (Ab|W >
0). Hence, by means of the Bayes formula the probability of
abandonment, P (Ab), can be expressed as
P (Ab) = P (W > 0)P (Ab|W > 0). (8)
Having computed the abandonment probability for a given
set of parameters (i.e., load and number of available servers)
the average number of requests served per unit time can be
expressed as
T = min(nµ,λ[1− P (Ab)]). (9)
It is perhaps worth noting that as the size of the server farms
grows, the system achieves economies of scale that make it
more robust against traffic variability. Hence, while violating
the Markovian assumptions about the arrival, patience and
service processes affects the average queue length, it does not
substantially change the abandonment rate [11].
IV. ALLOCATION POLICY
Consider now a decision epoch. At that time the state
of the system is defined by the number of servers which
are not powered down and by the potential offered load. If
the allocation does not change, the expected revenue for the
next configuration interval is simply r(n), see Equation (4).
If the number of running servers change, things are more
challenging, as tearing them up/down is not an instantaneous
process. Instead, it takes on average k units time, during which
servers consume energy without generating any revenue. To
make things more complicated, system’s reliability is affected
by state changes, as hardware components tend to degrade
faster with frequent power on/off cycles than with continuous
operation. Therefore, each state change involves the following
cost
Q =
|∆n|
t
(
l∑
i=1
di + kremax), (10)
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where t is the length of the observation windows, |∆n| is the
number of servers that are switched on/off, emax is the power
consumed per unit time during state changes, k is the average
time required to switch a server on/off, di is the cost for a
hardware component’s state change, and l is the number of
hardware components.
The expected change in revenue resulting from a decision
to change the number of running servers can be expressed as
∆r(n′, n) = r(n′)− r(n)−Q, (11)
where r(n) stands for the right-hand side of (6).
When R is computed for different values of n, it becomes
clear that the revenue is a unimodal function of n, i.e., it
has a single maximum. That observation implies that one can
search for the optimal number of servers to run by evaluating
R for consecutive values of n, stopping either when R starts
decreasing or, if that does not happen, when the increase
becomes smaller than some value !. This can be justified
arguing that R is a concave function with respect to n.
Intuitively, the economic benefits of powering more servers on
become less and less significant as n increases, while the loss
of potential revenues gets bigger and bigger as n decreases.
Such a behavior is an indication of concavity. Hence, a fast
algorithm of the binary search variety can be applied to find
the ‘best’ n in O(log2(n)) iterations. Both adaptive (i.e., a
policy which assumes that the load for the next configuration
interval will be the same as that of the last one) and predictive
algorithms (e.g, double exponential smoothing) can be used
in conjunction to this algorithm. For example, in Figure 4 we
report the energy savings produced by the ‘Adaptive’ policy
compared to two versions of the ‘Static’ policy, a policy which
runs always the same amount of servers. The size of the server
farm is now set to 250 servers, configured as reported in [6],
while the load ranges between 10% and 110% (i.e., the system
would be over-saturated without job abandonment) by varying
the arrival rate. The figure clearly shows that the Adaptive
heuristic runs servers only when necessary, thus reducing its
carbon footprint as well as the provider electricity bill.
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Fig. 4. Observed energy consumption for different policies.
V. CONCLUSIONS
This paper discussed an easily implementable policy for
dynamically adaptable Internet services and Cloud provision.
Decisions such as how many servers to run can have a signif-
icant effect on the revenue earned by the provider. Moreover,
those decisions are affected by the contractual obligations
between clients and provider.
The experiments we have carried out have shown that the
proposed polices work well under different traffic conditions
(because of space constraints, just a few of them are described
into this paper), and that the Adaptive heuristic would be a
good candidate for practical implementation. The policy we
have described in Section IV adapts to the changes in user
demand by assuming that the traffic during the next window
will be the same as that of the previous window. If that is
not the case, simple heuristics that try to predict what the
future load will be can be easily embedded into the proposed
framework [6].
Possible directions for future research include taking into
account the trade offs between the number of running servers,
the frequency of the CPUs and the maximum achievable
performance, as well as fault tolerance issues.
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Abstract—This paper deals with the reduction of energy con-
sumption in large scale systems, especially by taking into account
the impact of energy consumption for server consolidation. De-
creasing the number of physical hosts used while ensuring a certain
level of quality of services is the goal of our approach. We introduce
a metric called energetic yield which represents the quality of a
task placement on a subset of machines, while taking into account
quality of service and energy efficiency aspects. It measures the
difference between resources required by a job and what the system
allocates ultimately, while trying to save energy. Our work aims at
minimizing this difference. We propose placement heuristics that
are compared to the optimal solution and to a related system. In
this paper, we present a set of experiments showing the relevance
of this metric in order to reduce significantly energy consumption.
I. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
For several years there as been an increase of power con-
sumption for computational servers and data centers. Recent
studies in the U.S [8], and in Europe [2] showed that power
consumption becomes a matter of concern. Operators of such
centers are investing substantial amounts in order to supply their
infrastructure or to disperse emitted heat .
There are several solutions to reduce the energy bill in both
financial and environmental aspects. The first one is based
on the energy efficiency of the infrastructure itself, promoting
air circulation or alternative cooling of machine rooms. The
second one is to deploy less energy-hungry hardware, where
the flops/watt ratio is better [6]. Major companies continuously
improve their products in this way.
The third solution is algorithmic and tries to optimize pro-
cesses in order to reduce their energy fingerprint. This solu-
tion aggregates numerous approaches, such as network proto-
cols [11], modelling of the consumption [7], task scheduling
predicting idle time [5]. Our work aims at providing an energy-
efficient job placement, while guaranteeing a certain quality of
service, that can lead to turning off hosts.
This approach has been studied before by Stillwell et al. [12]
in a different context. While the approach used by Stillwell et
al. relies on server consolidation to optimize the utilization of a
consistent subset of machines (see section II for details), we go
further by integrating in the approach an electric consumption
consideration so that the global energy impact is reduced. The
idea is here to create a compromise between cost in terms of
energy consumption and quality of service. On the one hand
the use of only one machine, chosen to have the lowest energy
consumption, optimizes the energy consumption but does not
guarantee the task’s quality of service. On the other hand using
the maximum amount of machines fits better the needs of the
jobs, but consumes a large amount of energy. Wasting energy
can be avoided by grouping jobs on the same host. Although,
as shown in this paper, the naïve approach that allows one to
turn off unused machines, even after sorting these by energy
consumption, can be improved by defining more precisely a
metric allowing one to place tasks tending to a compromise.
II. SERVER CONSOLIDATION
The works of Stillwell et al. in [12] consists of a heuristic
addressing the job placement problem in a multi-constrained
context of memory and computational capability. The assump-
tion is made that hardware is fully homogeneous. The works
of Stillwell et al. introduces a user-centric metric, the yield,
defining the quality of a placement. In order to make a good
placement, one will want to maximize this metric.
Yij =
∑H
j=1(
αij
αi
)
αi : fraction of computational capability used by the job i if
alone on a physical host.
αij : fraction of computational capability of host j currently
allocated to the job i.
H : Number of hosts
The Yij notation is used in order to be consistent with the
formula in section III, and to show on which host the job is
actually allocated.
The yield can be thought as a measure of the job’s satisfaction
rate, meaning the yield of a job represents the fraction of
the maximum achievable computing rate that is achieved. For
example, a job that requires 60% of the computational capability
of an host, but is allocated at 30% of it, will achieve a yield
of 3060 =
1
2 . The works of Stillwell et al. are about resource
allocation using multi capacity bin-packing (MCB) [9] over
memory and CPU load. Stillwell et al. uses this metric to
aggregate services over a small (hopefully minimal) subset of
machines, while guaranteeing a good quality of service by
maximizing the minimum yield.
The techinque used in [12] allows to group jobs over a small
number of physical machines, thus turning off those that aren’t
used. However, considering energy consumption is only a by-
product: when by chance a host is left unused, it can be turned
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off in order to save energy.
The performance of this heuristic depends heavily on the
functions used to sort the job lists. In [12], the most efficient
sorting function is MCB8 which consists of sorting in descend-
ing order the maximum of the memory and CPU requirements
(i.e.: max(memory,CPU) in descending order).
III. TAKING ENERGY INTO ACCOUNT
The approach presented by Stillwell et al. focuses on a metric
(the yield) measuring the quality of a placement. The more a
job is allocated close to its requirements, the larger the yield.
The assumption is made that there is a full homogeneity of
the physical hosts. We chose to keep this assumption because
in a cluster context, we often find machines with similar
specifications in a same rack. Furthermore, studies [10] showed
that physical location of the machines induces differences in
their energy consumption.
In order to address the problem of energy efficiency without
having too much of a complex model, we make the following
simplifying assumptions:
(H1) Machines are heterogeneous in terms of energy, but have
the same computational capability.
(H2) A machine constantly consumes Cmin watts while empty
and Cmax watts fully loaded.
(H3) The extra energy consumed by the execution of a job on a
host is a (linear) function f of its computational capability
and the host’s specifications. It means that ∀i ∈ [1..J ], ∀j ∈
[1..H] : δCij = αij × f(j) where δCij is the induced
energy by the job i on the host j. For now, f is assumed
to be f(j) = (Cmaxj − Cminj ).
(H4) As in [12], jobs are assumed to be infinite and being able
to migrate.
A. Energetic yield
It is necessary to change the metric in order to take into
account the energy efficiency with those new assumptions. We
use the following formula to define the energetic yield.
For a job i ∈ [1..J ], allocated on a host j ∈ [1..H], we
have :
Y Eij =
[∑H
j=1(
αij
αi
)
]1−k[
λδCij+(1−λ)(Aj(1−∑Ji′=1,i′ #=i(αi′j)))]k =
(Yij)
1−k
(Eij)k
With 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ k ≤ 1.
This equation is used to conciliate 3 different goals that are:
• aggregating jobs on a reduced number of hosts in order to
shut down unused ones;
• placing jobs on energy efficient hosts;
• taking into consideration the quality of service of the jobs.
The Yij part is the yield and evaluates the quality of the
computational resources allocation to the jobs. The Eij part
takes into account the energy efficiency problematic. k allows
us to make a tradeoff between computational performances and
energy savings. The energy part can be separated in two parts :
Eij = λδCij + (1− λ)×Aj(1−
∑J
i′=1,i′ "=i(αi′j))
• Term δCij represents the job contribution to the energy
consumption of the host j.
• Term Aj(1 −
∑J
i′=1,i′ "=i(αi′j)) allows to group jobs on
attractive hosts. Aj is the attractiveness of the host j and
the smaller the value, the more attractive the machine is.
In the following Aj = Cminj . This part goes smaller (thus
leading to a big energetic yield) as the host is both attractive
and loaded.
The term Aj is used to weight hosts in order to be inclined to
choose energy-efficient machines. λ allows us to weight between
the 2 terms above, so that we can make more important one or
the other. So if it is not possible to turn off machines, we will
set λ to 1. Our approach allows to define the quality of the
placement of a job, without caring of placements to come.
B. Properties
Our metric is bound by the three following properties.
Property 1: The metric’s value will be larger with a host
that consumes less than another when other host’s specifications
are the same. It means that if we have 2 machines with the
same proposed yield and the same computational load, when a
job arrives, the metric will be better for the host in which the
increase of energy consumption is the lowest.
∀i ∈ [1, J ]; ∀j, h ∈ [1, H]; j &= h; k &= 0;λ &= 0 :
(
∑J
i′=1,i′ "=i(αi′j) =
∑J
i′=1,i′ "=i(αi′h)
∧∑Hj=1(αijαi ) =∑Hh=1(αihαi )∧Aj = Ah
∧δCij < δCih)
⇒ Y Eij > Y Eih
Property 2: With the same specifications, the metric
will be inclined to have a larger value with an allocation
of a job on a host that already executes jobs (thus that
can’t be turned off) than on an empty machine. Thereby,
if we have 2 hosts and 2 jobs, we will prefer putting the 2
jobs on only one host rather than allocating one job to each host.
∀i ∈ [1, J ]; ∀j, h ∈ [1, H]; j &= h; k &= 0;λ &= 1 :
(
∑J
i′=1,i′ "=i(αi′j) >
∑J
i′=1,i′ "=i(αi′h)
∧∑Hj=1(αijαi ) =∑Hh=1(αihαi )∧Aj = Ah
∧ δCij = δCih)
⇒ Y Eij > Y Eih
Property 3: It is possible to set the system sensitivity to
energy. Here, the parameter k varies between 0 and 1, such
as if k = 0 only the yield will be taken into account and if
k = 1 only the energy will be taken into account. Thereby, when
k increases, the properties above are step by step extended to
accept a bigger loss of yield.
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Figure 1. Different sorting functions for the hosts, small problems Figure 2. Comparison between energy and yield losses by varying k, small
problems
C. Optimizations
The algorithm proposed in [12] relies on an algorithm of bin-
packing using the yield to properly allocate jobs on hosts. The
paper compares several techniques to sort jobs and thus evaluate
the impact of the sorting function on the quality of the resulting
placement.
One of our contributions is to take into account the energy
heterogeneity of the machines. Indeed, the machines sort that
the bin-packing takes into account has an impact over the
algorithm’s performance. In [3] we compared the following
sorting functions for the hosts :
• TH1 : Cmin, ascending order
• TH2 : Cmax, ascending order
• TH3 : Cmin + Cmax, ascending order
• TH4 : Cmax − Cmin, ascending order
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In order to evaluate our approach, we ran various simulations,
watching the evolution of the yield deterioration with the
reduction of the system energy consumption, while increasing
the parameter k. The system energy is the sum of all energies
consumed by each host with at least one job running on it.
A. Methodology
We have generated a set of problems based on the problem
generation in [12], a problem being a set of hosts and a set of
jobs to be allocated, using the following methodology. We added
a medium sized problem generation, multiplying the number of
hosts and jobs by 6, thus having 24 hosts with 36, 48, 60 and
72 jobs.
In order to highlight the influence of our metric on the system
energy consumption, we search for a near optimal solution with
the different MCB algorithms described in [12], while, for each
generated problems, varying k (the weight of the energy part of
our metric) from 0 to 1 by steps of 0.01. Moreover, these tests
were made with values of λ varying from 0 to 1 by steps of
0.1.
Finally, in order to define the energy consumption of the
hosts, we also assigned to each host a Cmin value between
100 and 200 watts, and a value of Cmax between 200 and 400
watts, both generated using a uniform distribution. For further
details about the existing, it will be necessary to generate those
values using a more realistic model.
Each of those 1440 problems will be the input of a simulator
that we specifically developed for those experiments. This
simulator evaluates accurately the metric using the problem in
input.
B. Results
In order to analyze the results of our simulations, we focused
on the energy consumption of the system and on the average
yield. More detailed experiment results can be found in [3].
Indeed, the system energy will directly be used to evaluate
the impact of our method over the energy reduction, whereas
analyzing the average yield will allow us to see how much the
performances are affected.
As in [12], once the bin-packing is done, we can switch off
machines that have no jobs to execute, once the jobs are grouped
on other machines. We can go further in energy reduction,
going beyond the naïve approach in order to globally take
into account the energy consumption. Thus saving more energy
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Figure 3. Evolution of the average yield while varying k and λ, small
problems
Figure 4. Evolution of the energy while varying k and λ, small problems
by placing jobs on hosts regarding their specifications, while
using those specifications to make a good placement. In fact,
in [12], a homogeneous context is considered. Obviously, it
isn’t the case in a realistic case, because even if the machines
are identical, they won’t necessarily consume the same power
based on where they are physically placed [10]. Figure 1 shows
the significance of taking into account the heterogeneity of the
host’s configuration. We can see that with some simple host
sorting functions, on a small problem such as 4 hosts, we are
already able to save a significant of energy. Without host sorting,
we achieve a lower performance because the host to fill in first
is the first on the host list. Thereby, we can imagine that on
a number of hosts way above the number of jobs, which is
a common use case in grids and clusters when not in burst
periods, we can easily achieve a substantial increase of the
energy efficiency of the system. Figure 2 shows the energy loss
percentage and the average yield loss percentage, while varying
the parameter k. We can see, for example, that with the MCB8
algorithm and with k = 0.6, a loss of yield of 2.5% enables
about 1.5% of energy saving. We can imagine for example in the
case of jobs that are not too much time constrained, this yield
loss is acceptable. Moreover, a loss of 2.5% in average yield
isn’t necessarily lead to an increase of 2.5% of the computation
time, or an increase of 2.5% in energy consumption, because
the major part of the energy consumption is due to Cmin. Of
course, this is only for the small problems, thus only for 4 hosts,
which means that the leeway is relatively restricted. We have
to add that the percentages were generated using the respective
values of the algorithms. In other words for example, losing 2%
of average yield for the MCB8 is larger in value than 2% for
the MCB4 algorithm, because the average yield of the MCB8
is higher than the average yield of the MCB4. For a value of
k = 0.99, which means where the difference between loss of
average yield and energy efficiency profit is maximal, there is
about 6% of energy gain, for a loss of yield of less than 13%.
This case corresponds to the situation where the yield efficiency
is the worst, but it also corresponds to the case where the energy
consumption is the lowest.
Figures 4 and 3 show the evolution of the average yield and
energy when varying both parameters k and λ. As expected,
the energy is the lowest around values k = 1 and λ = 1, and
the average yield is also the lowest around those values. Those
values are corresponding to the case where we take into account
in the energy component only the placement of jobs on good
hosts. Besides, it should be noted that the performances achieved
with λ = 0 probably aren’t what they seems to be, because there
is too little room to regroup jobs on hosts. For such values of
the parameters, we are saving around 40% of energy compared
to the case where we do not take into account energy (k = 0).
We also see deterioration of the average yield of around 45%
. One should note though that simulations ran to achieve those
results were made with the sorting function TH3 (see section
III-C) for hosts, and sorting function MCB8 for jobs.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
In this paper, we presented a theoretical study of jobs
placement over a set of homogeneous machines, while taking
into account parameters reduction of the energy consumption
and job satisfaction in terms of obtaining wanted resources on
chosen sites. The impact of gathering jobs on a reduced number
of machines were also handled, which allows to consider if
machines can be switched off or not. The first simulations that
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we ran in a small problems context have :
• validated the interest considering the energy consumption
parameter as such and not only as a side-effect induced by
a placement tending to load as much as possible a smaller
number of machines.
• showed the impact of the energy saving parameter over job
satisfaction: the more the energy consumption is consid-
ered, the more the yield deteriorates. Thereby an extreme
placement achieves to save 40% of energy, while loosing
45% of the average yield.
• showed the importance of the sorting functions, therefore
the choice of the hosting machine the most energetically
beneficial in order to increase energy savings.
• confirmed that the context of small problems allows too
few room to achieve both a significant energy saving and
a low average yield deterioration.
We hope that from the different cases studied, we will be able
to characterize placement strategies suitable to configurations in
order to obtain the best energy saving achievable. The context of
this study (homogeneous machines, infinite jobs that we manage
only the initial placement, . . . ) has to be extended in order to
be closer to real situations, and to consider aspects such as :
• the heterogeneity of the considered machines.
• the dynamic creation/extinction of jobs and the dynamic
review of the jobs to the hosts, with the corollary migration
of activities[4].
• the consideration of more constrained parameters of quality
of service than obtaining required resources : response
time, deadlines, planning, starvation, . . .
• the overhead generated by the energy management.
At the same time, we are seeking to verify theoretical results
obtained with these simulations by the implementation of an
autonomous system managing the activity placement (virtual
machines [1]) on a given hardware architecture and aiming to
reduce energy consumption while using the triptych Sensors
to observe (resources, activities, . . . ) - Decision (placement,
switching on/off hardware, . . . ) - Actuators to implement the
decisions.
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ABSTRACT 
This paper introduces the work being carried out 
at Barcelona Supercomputing Center in the area 
of Green Computing. We have been working in 
resource management for a long time and 
recently we included the energy parameter in the 
decision process, considering that for a more 
sustainable science, the paradigm will shift from 
“time to solution” to “kWh to the solution”. We 
will present our proposals organized in four 
points that follow the cloud computing stack. For 
each point we will enumerate the latest 
achievements that will be published during 2010 
that are the basics for our future research. To 
conclude the paper we will review our ongoing 
and future research work and an overview of the 
projects where BSC is participating. 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Due to the escalating price of power, energy-
related costs have become a major economic 
factor for ICT infrastructure and its host data 
centres. In addition to improving energy 
efficiency, companies are facing increasing 
pressure to reduce their carbon footprint due to 
EU regulations and campaigns demanding 
greener businesses. Our research community is 
therefore being challenged to rethink ICT 
strategies, adding energy efficiency to a list of 
critical operating parameters that already includes 
service performance or reliability.  
In this paper we will present a brief overview of 
the current work that BSC is doing in the Green 
Computing field.  Until now, our research was 
centered in performance management of 
distributed and parallel system [1]. Recently we 
included the energy parameter in the decision 
process, considering that for a more sustainable 
science, the paradigm will shift from “time to 
solution” to “kWh to the solution”.  
In order to be clearer, we decided to present the 
overview of our work, organizing the content of 
this paper following the well-known cloud 
computing stack based on three layers: 
Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS), Platforms-as-
a-Service (PaaS) and Software-as-a-Service 
(SaaS). 
We are considering that the current workloads 
that we should deal with are heterogeneous, 
including different types of jobs, not only CPU-
intensive jobs, but also streaming, transactional, 
data-intensive, etc.  
Regarding the resources, the current hardware 
that we should consider includes heterogeneous 
clusters of hybrid hardware (with different types 
of chips, accelerators, GPUs, …). 
The research goals that will direct BSC research 
proposals, in addition to the goals that we have 
previously dealt with, like performance, includes 
different aspects: fulfilling the Service Level 
Agreements (SLA), considering the energy 
consumption or taking into account the new wave 
of popular programming models like 
MapReduce, amoung others. 
However, these cloud goals have made the 
resource management a burning issue in today 
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systems. For BSC, Self-management is 
considered the solution to this complexity and a 
way to increase the adaptability of the execution 
environments to the dynamic behavior of Cloud 
Computing.  
This is the BSC approach lead by one of our 
departments, the “Autonomic Systems and 
eBusiness Platforms” that is trying to build a 
“Smart Cloud” that can address the present 
challenges of the Cloud. The aim of this 
department is to research on autonomic resource 
allocation and heterogeneous workload 
management with performance and energy-
efficiency goals for Internet-scale virtualized data 
centers comprising heterogeneous clusters of 
hybrid hardware. 
 
 
 
Fig 1. Cloud computing stack organization and 
summary of points. 
 
As we mentioned previously, we will present our 
proposals under the cloud computing stack 
organization, where we can consider 4 main 
points. One giving solutions at the IaaS level, 
proposing a virtualized infrastructure. Another, 
offering a new proposal at the PaaS level. We 
also consider how the PaaS level functions can 
provide better support to the SaaS layer.  Finally, 
we consider how emerging hardware can be 
exploited in an efficient way to reduce the whole 
energy consumption.  
We are considering a whole control cycle with an 
holistic approach. By that, we mean that each 
level cooperates with the other levels through a 
vertical dialogue. Figure 1 shows a diagram that 
summarizes our proposals. 
The rest of the paper revisits the different 
research points being conducted at the BSC, 
which emphasizes the main lines of work and the 
results obtained so far in each focus that will be 
published during 2010. We conclude the paper 
with the review of the ongoing work and we 
briefly list the projects in which the BSC is 
participating and are related to in this area.  
 
2. VIRTUAL INFRASTRUCTURE  
BSC is contributing the research community with 
the EMOTIVE framework, which allows to 
simplify the development of new middleware 
services for the Cloud. EMOTIVE framework is 
an open-source software infrastructure for 
implementing Cloud computing solutions that 
provides elastic and fully customized virtual 
environments in which to execute Cloud services. 
EMOTIVE abstracts a Cloud architecture using 
different layers and provides users with basic 
primitives for supporting the execution of 
services (features for resource allocation and 
monitoring, data management, live migration, 
and checkpointing, etc.). The core layer wraps 
each virtualized node and monitors its state, 
granting full control to the application of its 
execution environment without any risks to the 
underlying system or the other applications. One 
of the main distinguishing features of EMOTIVE 
framework is their functionalities that ease the 
development of new resource management 
proposals, thus contributing to the innovation in 
this research area. At the moment there are some 
scheduler implementations that take into account 
power-aware parameters. The EMOTIVE 
framework (www.EMOTIVEcloud.net) is build 
in collaboration with the Grid Computing and 
Clusters research group at BSC. 
The latest achievements in this area are 
summarized in 2 contributions [2,3] that will be 
published during 2010. 
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3. DISTRIBUTED MANAGEMENT 
At PaaS level we are working on application 
placement to decide where applications run and 
the allocated resources required. For this 
objective, applications must be modeled to make 
proper placement decisions in order to obtain a 
solution not only considering performance 
parameters, but also energy constrains.  We are 
specially paying attention to MapReduce 
workloads (currently the most prominent 
emerging model for cloud scenario), working on 
the runtimes that allows control and dynamically 
adjusts the execution of these types of 
applications with energy awareness. Finally the 
energy awareness will be addressed at two levels: 
compute infrastructure (data placement and 
resource allocation) and network infrastructures 
(improving data locality and placement to reduce 
network utilization.  
The latest research results in this point are 
summarized in 2 contributions  [4,5] that will be 
published during 2010. 
 
4. HIGH LEVEL MANAGEMENT 
As we previously introduced, we are considering 
extending the Platform-as-a-Service layer 
functions to provide better support to Software-
as-a-Service layer, according to high level 
parameters for resource allocation process. The 
main goal is to propose a new resource 
management aimed to fulfil the Business Level 
Objectives (BLO) of both the provider and its 
customers in a large-scale distributed system. We 
have preliminary results in the way that the 
decision-making is done in relation to several 
factors in a synergistic way depending on 
provider’s interests, including business-level 
parameters such as risk, trust, and energy. 
The most recent developments in this area are 
summarized in 2 contributions  [6,7] that will be 
published during 2010. 
 
5. EXPLOITING EMERGING HARDWARE  
The fourth point deals with the study and 
development of both new hardware architectures 
that deliver best performance/energy ratios, and 
new approaches to exploit such architectures. 
Both lines of research are complementary and 
will aim to improve the efficiency of hardware 
platforms at a low level. 
Preliminary results demonstrate that the energy 
modeling in real time (based on processor 
characterization) will be leveraged to make 
decisions. 
The latest achievements in this point are 
summarized in 2 contributions [8,9] that will be 
published during 2010. 
 
6. ON GOING WORK AND PROJECTS 
Although we are considering a whole control 
cycle with a holistic approach, we will 
summarize our ongoing work by points in order 
to be more clear.  
The major goal of the first focus was to be a 
testbed platform for our research, which is almost 
accomplished. We are currently working in 
extending the framework with plugins for third-
party providers and the federation support for 
simultaneous access to several clouds that can 
take into consideration energy-aware parameters. 
Our ongoing work in the second focus is devoted 
to Energy saving in MapReduce workloads. The 
key element to achieve energy efficiency at this 
level is the cooperation with the underlying 
platform and the dynamic modeling of 
application performance on real time, so that 
dynamic performance adaptation can be 
leveraged to control energy-consumption. The 
energy saving will be achieved by reducing 
network usage, placing DataNodes in low-
consumption nodes or using hybrid data centers 
with suitable consolidation tasks strategy. 
Our ongoing work in the third point, high level 
management, is continuing in the way of adding 
these new parameters (as Risk, Trust, Revenue, 
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Power efficiency, …) in the resource allocation 
process that a PaaS layer offers to  SaaS layer. 
Our work in the fourth focus is to leveraging 
hybrid systems to improve energy-saving. This 
work will address the problem of low-level 
programmability of hybrid systems that can result 
in poor resource utilization and, in turn, poor 
energy efficiency. 
Finally, mentioning that BSC is participating in 
three projects in the area of Green Computing:   
the Spanish NUBA project (2009-2011), the EU 
OPTIMIS project (2010-2013), and the EU 
COST IC804 action (2009-2012).  
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Abstract—The spreading of information and communication
technology has contributed much to the reduction of energy
consumption in many areas of everyday life. Nevertheless the
energy consumption of information and communication tech-
nology itself is rapidly growing and has to be dealt with.
Currently used approaches focus mostly on the reduction of
hardware energy consumption. This paper presents a vision of
a holistic approach for reducing energy consumption in future
communication infrastructures. Beside energy-efficient hardware
as well as protocols that support the energy-efficient operation
of communicating devices, the main focus of this paper is
energy-efficient resource management. According to the Principle
of Economic Efficiency, a limitation of resource provision is
suggested by encapsulating applications in virtual machines with
fixed resource requirements, together with the determination of
an energy-minimal subset of resources on which applications
are consolidated and which is able to fulfill the application
requirements without over-provisioning.
I. INTRODUCTION
The energy consumption of IT and communication infras-
tructures is dramatically increasing. A doubling of energy
consumption from 2000 to 2005 of volume, mid-range, and
high-end servers in the U.S. and worldwide is reported by
Koomey [1]. In the year 2000 the total energy consumption
of servers, routers, and PCs in Germany was about 5 billion
kWh. For the year 2010 an energy consumption of more than
55 billion kWh per year is expected for the information and
communication technology (ICT) in Germany [2].
Nowadays there are several approaches that address energy-
efficient computing and communication. The most common
approach is to develop more efficient hardware that consumes
less energy and offers special energy efficiency features, e.g.
energy saving modes. This effort is fostered by labels like
the US Energy Star1 or the European TCO Certification2 who
rate IT products (mostly monitors) for their environmental
properties. But the development of energy-efficient hardware
alone could not slow down or even stop the trend of increasing
ICT energy consumption. Whereas it is important to develop
hardware with low energy consumption and energy efficiency
features, a holistic approach is needed to make ICT ”green”.
A new energy-aware resource management has to be applied
which considers the quality of service (QoS) requirements of
applications on the one hand but also takes into account the
1http://www.energystar.gov
2http://www.tcodevelopment.com
energy consumption that is needed to perform a certain task
on the other hand. Such a resource management aims at a
resource allocation that is able to provide the QoS that is
required by the applications and at the same time minimizes
the energy that is needed to provide the requested services.
Also energy-efficient application layer and communication
layer protocols are needed, that support the energy-efficient
operation of the hardware and an energy-efficient resource
management by taking into account the energy-saving features
of communicating devices, like power-saving modes. Section
2 gives a brief overview on energy-efficiency features of
hardware, section 3 describes the problems with the currently
used resource management paradigm and presents an alter-
native, energy-efficient way of managing resources. Section
4 describes the vision of an autonomous and energy-efficient
resource management. Section 5 points out the weaknesses of
currently used communication protocols with respect to energy
efficiency and suggests methods to enable an energy-efficient
communication. A conclusion is given in section 6.
II. ENERGY-EFFICIENT HARDWARE AND ITS FEATURES
Computer power can be saved by means of various tech-
niques. First, the processor can be powered down by mech-
anisms like SpeedStep [3], PowerNow3, Cool’n’Quiet4, or
Demand-Based Switching5. These measures enable slowing
down the clock speeds (Clock Gating), or powering off parts
of the chips (Power Gating), if they are idle [4],[5]. By sensing
user-machine interaction, different hardware parts can incre-
mentally be turned off or put in hibernating mode (display,
disk, etc.). The ACPI specification defines four different power
states which an ACPI-compliant computer system can be in.
These states reach from G0-Working to G3-Mechanical-Off.
The states G1 and G2 are subdivided into further states that
describe which components are switched off in the particular
state. For devices and the CPU separate power states (D0-
D3 for devices and C0-C3 for CPUs) are defined which are
similar to the global power states6. Some of the mentioned
techniques are usually applied to mobile devices but can be
3http://www.amd.com/us-en/Processors/ProductInformation/
0,,30 118 10220 10221%5E964,00.html
4http://www.amd.com/us-en/Processors/ProductInformation/
0,,30 118 9485 9487%5E10272,00.html
5http://softwarecommunity.intel.com/articles/eng/1611.htm
6http://www.acpi.info/DOWNLOADS/ACPIspec30.pdf
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used for desktop PCs as well. Energy saving techniques are
also adopted by data centers to reduce power consumption.
The overall power consumption of a data center consists of
two major components: the power consumption of routers,
servers, storage, switches and other devices on the one hand
and the power consumption of the air-conditioning system (for
hardware cooling) on the other hand. The energy efficiency
standards of the hardware which is used in data centers
exceeds the energy efficiency of ordinary PCs and hardware
for personal usage in most cases.
III. THE PRINCIPLE OF ECONOMIC EFFICIENCY - A
RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PARADIGM
The Principle of Economic Efficiency states two paradigms:
The maximization and the minimization principle. The first
aims at maximizing profit by optimizing the amount that
is being produced with a given set of resources. The latter
works in the opposite direction, minimizing the resources
needed to provide a predefined output [6]. By applying the
minimization principle on IT infrastructure, a massive gain in
energy-efficiency can be expected.
A. Resource management using the maximization principle
Current resource management relies on the paradigm of
maximization. This means that at any time, managed resources
will provide a maximum of performance whereas energy
(resource) consumption is in most cases only a minor concern.
The hardware will always deliver the maximum available
performance in order to provide the best service possible and
scales its input power accordingly. Traditionally, application
execution speed is only limited by the hardware capabilities.
Application developers therefore allocate resources in a
conservative way, meaning over-provisioning of resources in
most cases and not taking into account the real requirements
of the applications.
B. Resource management using the minimization principle
By performing the transition to the minimization principle,
a fundamentally new paradigm is created. Managed resources
should not provide maximum performance at any given time,
but instead only deliver the amount of performance that is
really needed by using as few resources as possible. Two key
steps are necessary to implement the minimization principle:
1) Predefinition of the output
Often, especially in times with no or little load, the
performance of components can be reduced without
affecting user experience (e.g. lower connection speed,
lower CPU frequency). In load-balanced environments,
even complete machines may be shut down. By deploy-
ing services inside a VM, it is possible to effectively and
predictably predefine the resource impact of a service.
This predictability enables a resource management sys-
tem to achive high utilizations in data center machines
by deploying VMs in a ”‘best fit”’ way. By carefully
examining the required level of QoS, VM parameters
can be set according to real resource needs.
2) Minimization of the input
Finally, knowledge about the resource requirements of
the applications and capabilities of the underlying hard-
ware are used to find a near energy-minimal subset of
resources. This subset is defined as a set of hardware
resources that provides all requested services (within the
predefined QoS requirements) at a given time, while
consuming the least possible amount of energy in a
defined environment.
Let R be the set of available hardware resources in a
certain environment (e.g., a federation of data centers,
or a cloud computing environment) and let A be the
set of applications (e.g., a mail or web service) with
predefined QoS requirements that have to be provided.
Let energy(A,X), with X ⊆ R be the energy needed
to run A on a subset of hardware resources X . E ⊆ R
is an energy-minimal subset of hardware resources for
A if
a) E can provide the required QoS to A,
b) energy(A,E) ≤ energy(A,F ), where F , (F ⊆
R) is any other subset of hardware resources that
can provide the required QoS to A.
If two subsets of hardware provide the requested services
in an energy-minimal way, the preferred subset is the
set that provides the best QoS. Finding E ⊆ R is an
instance of the multidimensional bin-packing problem
and therefore an NP-hard problem. However, even an
approximation of E ⊆ R could lead to a considerable
reduction of energy consumption since resources that
are not needed can be turned off or set into an energy-
saving mode. Recently, a feature called live migration is
becoming available in an increasing number of VMMs.
This feature enables a nearly seamless migration of
a running service inside a virtual machine from one
physical host to another. Therefore it is possible to
dynamically determine the energy-minimal subset of
resources for a given set of applications and reallocate
resources by consolidation of applications at runtime.
IV. ENERGY-EFFICIENT RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
In this section a vision of an autonomic and energy-efficient
monitoring is presented which realizes a resource management
according to the minimization principle and is based on
energy-related monitoring and energy consumption models.
Figure 1 shows the main components of such a resource
management system.
Main components are energy consumption models of the
managed devices (e.g. servers, routers) that are needed to
compute estimations of the energy consumption of different re-
source allocations. A model describes the energy consumption
of a resource depending on the load of its sub-components.
Therefore the model is devided into static properties and
dynamic properties. Whereas the static properties describe the
characteristics of hardware and usually do not change (e.g.
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Fig. 1. Energy-efficient management of resources based on energy consump-
tion models and energy-related monitoring
number of CPU cores, size of RAM), the dynamic properties
strongly depend on the load on the resource and its compo-
nents (e.g. the load on a server’s CPU, used RAM). To identify
the energy-relevant components and properties of a hardware
resource, detailed measurements have to be performed. In a
first stage, the single components are stress tested and the
influence on the total energy consumption is measured. In a
second stage, the cross-correlation of different components is
analyzed. By combining the results of both stages, a generic
energy consumption model can be derived for the resource
that will have static and dynamic input parameters.
Another main component of the resource management sys-
tem is the energy-related monitoring of resources. Realtime
monitoring has to be applied to provide the dynamic, energy-
relevant monitoring data as input to the energy consumption
models. This includes especially the load of certain resource
components (e.g. CPU, HDD). But also environmental prop-
erties, like the temperature, have to be monitored. This infor-
mation can then be used for the distribution of server load to
avoid hot spots in the equipment and to minimize the energy
consumption of the air conditioning.
A key component of the management system is the optimizer.
Through the encapsulation of applications in virtual machines
it is able to exactly determine the application requirements
(predefined output). The energy consumption models and the
energy-related monitoring allows the optimizer to compute
different potential resource allocations, estimate their power
consumption, and approximate the energy-minimal subset of
resources (minimal input).
V. ENERGY-EFFICIENT COMMUNICATION PROTOCOLS
Another critical area that has to be addressed in order to re-
duce ICT’s energy consumption are communication protocols.
Whereas communicating devices often offer mechanisms to
save energy, communication protocols prevent the application
of certain energy-saving features. Communication protocols
have to be analyzed, concerning the energy-efficient support
of network elements and their features. The protocols have to
be designed in a way that the availability of certain network
services does not assume the permanent accessibility of all
virtual or physical entities. This enables devices to change into
an energy-efficient mode for certain time periods. Protocols
have to support the synchronization of communication, the
delegation of services, on-demand mechanisms, and an energy-
efficient signaling. Not all services do necessarily require
permanent and direct accessibility, for instance.
• Synchronization of communication
Communication between two entities can be synchro-
nized in such a case, to allow the devices to hibernate
between two communication phases without interrupting
the availability of the service. Protocol mechanisms have
to be developed which allow the synchronization of active
communication phases. Devices should hibernate not only
when no communication is taking place but also if they
are lowly utilized (e.g. persistent TPC connections).
• Delegation of services and functions
A network device should be enabled to delegate services
to other devices, if possible (clients should not be aware
of this delegation). Such a delegation would allow the
transfer of a service from an energy inefficient to a rather
energy efficient device or to a device which has to be
always on anyway (e.g. a router). The delegating device
can change to dormant mode or can be turned off. The
delegated device can either provide the services itself or
wake up the delegating device in case of a request. In
order to keep the response time low for the requesting
device in the latter case, the delegated device can take
over first communication steps (e.g. connection establish-
ment) while waiting for the delegating device to change
to active mode. Alternatively, nodes can be activated on
demand, instead of being permanently available.
• Get rid of heart-beats, power on network devices on
demand
Current protocols, like TCP or BGP, rely on keep-
alive messages to determine the reachability of a host.
These keep-alive messages prevent hardware from enter-
ing sleep states while at the same time being available
in the network. The protocol stack has to be modified to
not assume constant reachability of each device. Instead,
device need to be able to enter a new state that allows
them to be marked as available, but on standby. This state
should allow machines to enter a sleep mode and only
be waked up if actual communication with this machine
is attempted. Mechanisms have to be developed that
allow entities in the network to buffer context information
in order to minimize signaling when a sleeping device
changes to active mode.
• Signaling
Currently, signaling and data traffic share the same
physical links, although they have significantly different
key features. While data traffic is likely to need high
bandwidth and occur in bursts, signaling packets are very
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small in size and more evenly spread over time. Using the
same link for both means that in idle periods the capacity
of the link is much larger than needed for signaling. Using
a seperate, low bandwidth link exclusively for signaling
would allow the high performance link to be shut down in
idle periods to save energy. Alernatively, variable speed
connections could be established between the network
devices, allowing a low speed to be negotiated in idle
periods. This lower speed of the link could in turn enable
processors used inside switches and computer NICs to
scale down their frequency.
VI. CONCLUSION
To counter the rapid increase in ICT energy consumption, a
new paradigm has to be introduced. The transition from maxi-
mization to minimization principle is driven by the restriction
of output to the needed levels and minimization of the power
consumption. We implement this principle by using virtual
machines to encapsulate services and consolidate them onto
a near energy-minimal subset of the given physical resources.
To achive an autonomous management of the infrastructure,
energy consumption has to be modeled and predicted using
real-time monitoring data. To achieve a further reduction of
energy consumption, current communication protocols have
to be replaced by energy-aware protocols to allow devices to
use sleep states more effectively.
Future research will include a prototype implementation of the
envisioned management system on the G-Lab testbed.
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Abstract—Nowadays, novel computing paradigms as for exam-
ple Cloud Computing are gaining more and more on importance.
In case of Cloud Computing users pay for the usage of the
computing power provided as a service. Beforehand they can
negotiate specific functional and non-functional requirements
relevant for the application execution. However, providing com-
puting power as a service bears different research challenges. On
one hand dynamic, versatile, and adaptable services are required,
which can cope with system failures and environmental changes.
On the other hand, energy consumption should be minimized. In
this paper we present the first results in establishing adaptable,
versatile, and dynamic services considering negotiation bootstrap-
ping and service mediation achieved in context of the Foundations
of Self-Governing ICT Infrastructures (FoSII) project. We discuss
novel meta-negotiation and SLA mapping solutions for Cloud
services bridging the gap between current QoS models and Cloud
middleware and representing important prerequisites for the
establishment of autonomic Cloud services.
Index Terms—Cloud Computing; SLA management; auto-
nomic computing;
I. INTRODUCTION
Service-oriented Architectures (SOA) represent a promising
approach for implementing ICT systems [1]. Thereby, software
is packaged to services and can be accessed independently
of the used programming languages, protocols, and platforms.
Despite remarkable adoption of SOA as the key concept for the
implementation of ICT systems, the full potential of SOA (e.g.,
dynamism, adaptivity) is still not exploited [3]. SOA approach
and Web service technologies represent large scale abstractions
and a candidate concept for the implementation novel comput-
ing paradigms where sophisticated scientific applications can
be accessed as services over Internet [2] or where massively
scalable computing is made available to end users as a service
as in case of Cloud Computing [4]. In all those approaches
the access to computing power is provided as a service.
The key benefits of providing computing power as a service
are (a) avoidance of expensive computer systems configured
to cope with peak performance, (b) pay-per-use solutions for
computing cycles requested on-demand, and (c) avoidance of
idle computing resources. The development of novel concepts
for dynamic, versatile, and adaptive services represents an
open and challenging research issue [5]. Major goal of this
paper is to facilitate service negotiation in heterogeneous
Clouds. In order to enable service users to find services which
best fit to their needs (considering costs, execution time and
other functional and non-functional properties), service users
should negotiate and communicate with numerous publicly
available services.
Non-functional requirements of a service execution are
termed as Quality of Service (QoS), and are expressed and
negotiated by means of Service Level Agreements (SLAs). SLA
templates represent empty SLA documents with all required
elements like parties, SLA parameters, metrics and objec-
tives, but without QoS values. However, most existing Cloud
frameworks assume that the communication partner knows
about the negotiation protocols before entering the negotiation
and that they have matching SLA templates. In commercially
used Clouds this is an unrealistic assumption since services
are discovered dynamically and on demand. Thus, so-called
meta-negotiations are required to allow two parties to reach
an agreement on what specific negotiation protocols, security
standards, and documents to use before starting the actual
negotiation. The necessity for SLA mappings can be motivated
by differences in terminology for a common attribute such as
price, which may be defined as usage price on one side and
service price on the other, leading to inconsistencies during
the negotiation process.
Thus, we approach the gap between existing QoS methods
and Cloud services by proposing an architecture for Cloud ser-
vice management with components for meta-negotiations and
SLA mappings [9]. Meta-negotiations are defined by means of
a meta-negotiation document where participating parties may
express: the pre-requisites to be satisfied for a negotiation,
for example, requirement for a specific authentication method;
the supported negotiation protocols and document languages
for the specification of SLAs; and conditions for the estab-
lishment of an agreement, for example, a required third-party
arbitrator. SLA mappings are defined by XSLT1 documents
where inconsistent parts of one document are mapped to
another document e.g., from consumer’s template to provider’s
template. Moreover, based on SLA mappings and deployed
taxonomies, we eliminate semantic inconsistencies between
consumer’s and providers SLA template.
II. OVERVIEW
To facilitate dynamic, versatile, and adaptive IT infrastruc-
tures, SOA systems should react to environmental changes,
1XSL Transformations (XSLT) Version 1.0,
http://www.w3.org/TR/xslt.html
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software failures, and other events which may influence the
systems’ behavior. Therefore, adaptive systems exploiting self-
* properties (self-healing, self-controlling, self-managing, etc.)
are needed, where human intervention with the system is min-
imized. We propose models and concepts for adaptive services
building on the approach defined by means of autonomic
computing [6], [7].
We identified the following objectives:
• Negotiation bootstrapping and service mediation. The
first objective is to facilitate communication between
publicly available services. Usually, before service usage,
service consumer and service provider have to establish
an electronic contract defining terms of use [8]. Thus,
they have to negotiate the exact terms of contract (e.g., ex-
act execution time of the service). However, each service
provides a unique negotiation protocol often expressed
using different languages, representing an obstacle within
the SOA architecture. We propose novel concepts for
automatic bootstrapping between different protocols and
contract formats increasing the number of services a
consumer may negotiate with. Consequently, the full
potential of public services could be exploited.
• Service Enforcement Services may fail, established con-
tracts between services may be violated. The second
objective is to develop methods for service enforcement,
where failures and malfunctions are repaired on demand
and where services are adapted to changing environmen-
tal and system conditions. We propose development of
knowledge bases where the directives, policies, and rules
for failure adjustment and repair may be specified and
stored. Furthermore, adequate methods for the condition
specification and condition evaluation are emerging re-
search issues.
• Service adaptivity Service failures or violations of elec-
tronic agreements must be detected in an efficient manner.
Moreover, the reaction to failures should be done in
an adequate way. Thus, the third objective is the de-
velopment of novel methods for modeling of intelligent
logging capabilities at the level of a single service as
well as composite services. Sophisticated concepts for
the measurement of service execution parameters and
Quality of Service (QoS) are needed as well as generic
monitoring capabilities which can be customized on-
demand for different services.
In order to achieve aforementioned goals we utilize the
principles of autonomic computing. Autonomic computing
research methodology can be exemplified using Quality of
Service (QoS) as shown in Figure 1. The management is done
through the following steps: (i) Monitoring: QoS managed
element is monitored using adequate software sensors; (ii)
Analysis: The monitored and measured metrics (e.g., execution
time, reliability, availability, etc.) are analyzed using knowl-
edge base (condition definition, condition evaluation, etc.); (iii)
Planning: Based on the evaluated rules and the results of the
analysis, the planning component delivers necessary changes
on the current setup e.g., renegotiation of services which do not
satisfy the established QoS guarantees; (iv) Execution: Finally,
the planned changes are executed using software actuators and
other tools (e.g., VieSLAF framework [9]), which query for
new services.
A. Negotiation Bootstrapping and Service Mediation
Autonomic computing can be applied for other managed
elements e.g., service negotiation. In the following we explain
the first steps in achieving aforementioned architecture: meta-
negotiations and SLA mappings.
Figure 2 depicts how the principles of autonomic comput-
ing can be applied to negotiation bootstrapping and service
mediation. As a prerequisite of the negotiation bootstrapping
users have to specify a meta-negotiation document describing
the requirements of a negotiation, as for example required ne-
gotiation protocols, required security infrastructure, provided
document specification languages, etc. During the monitorig
phase all candidate services are selected where negotiation
bootstrapping is required. During the analysis phase existing
knowledge base is queried and potential bootstrapping strate-
gies are found. In case of missing bootstrapping strategies
users can define in a semi-automatic way new strategies
(planning phase). Finally, during the execution phase the
negotiation is started by utilizing appropriate bootstrapping
strategies.
The same procedure can be applied to service mediation.
During the service negotiation, inconsistencies in SLA tem-
plates may be discovered (monitoring phase). During the anal-
ysis phase existing SLA mappings are analyzed. During the
planning phase new SLA mappings can be defined, if existing
mappings cannot be applied. Finally, during the execution
phase the newly defined SLA mappings can be applied.
III. META-NEGOTIATIONS
In this section, we present an example scenario for the meta-
negotiation architecture, and describe the document structure
for publishing negotiation details into the meta-negotiation
registry.
A. Meta-Negotiation Scenario
The meta-negotiation infrastructure can be employed in the
following manner: (i) Publishing: A service provider publishes
descriptions and conditions of supported negotiation protocols
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Fig. 2. Negotiation Bootstrapping and Service Mediation as Part of the Autonomic Process
into the registry; (ii) Lookup: Service consumers perform
lookup on the registry database by submitting their own
documents describing the negotiations that they are looking
for. (iii) Matching: The registry discovers service providers
who support the negotiation processes that a consumer is
interested in and returns the documents published by the ser-
vice providers; (iv) Negotiation: Finally, after an appropriate
service provider and a negotiation protocol is selected by a
consumer using his/her private selection strategy, negotiations
between them may start according to the conditions specified
in the provider’s document.
In the following we explain the sample meta-negotiation
document.
B. Meta-Negotiation Document (MND)
The participants publishing into the registry follow a
common document structure that makes it easy to discover
matching documents. This document structure is presented in
Figure 3 and consists of the following main sections.
Each document is enclosed within the
<meta-negotiation> ... </meta-negotiation>
tags. Each meta-negotiation (MN) comprises three
distinguishing parts, namely pre-requisites, negotiation
and agreement as described in the following paragraphs.
a) Pre-requisites: The conditions to be satisfied before a
negotiation starts are defined within the <pre-requisite>
element (see Figure 3, lines 3–10). Pre-requisites define the
role a participating party takes in a negotiation, the security
credentials and the negotiation terms. The <security>
element specifies the authentication and authorization mecha-
nisms that the party wants to apply before starting the nego-
tiation process. The negotiation terms specify QoS attributes
that a party is willing to negotiate and are specified in the
<negotiation-term> element. For example, in Figure 3,
the negotiation terms of the consumer are beginTime and
endTime, and price (line 6).
b) Negotiation: Details about the negotiation process are
defined within the <negotiation> element. Each docu-
ment language is specified within the <document> element.
In Figure 3, WSLA is specified as the supported document
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language. Additional attributes specify the URI to the API
or WSDL for the documents and their versions supported
by the consumer. In Figure 3, AlternateOffers is specified as
the supported negotiation protocol. In addition to the name,
version, and schema attributes, the URI to the WSDL or API of
the negotiation protocols is specified by the location attribute
(line 12).
c) Agreement: Once the negotiation has concluded and
if both parties agree to the terms, then they have to sign
an agreement. This agreement may be verified by a third
party organization or may be logged with another institution
who will also arbitrate in case of a dispute. These modalities
are specified within the <agreement> clause of the meta-
negotiation document as shown in line 14.
IV. SLA MAPPINGS
In the presented approach each SLA template has to be pub-
lished into a registry where negotiation partners i.e., provider
and consumer, can find each other.
A. Management of SLA mappings
Figure IV-A depicts the architecture for the management
of SLA mappings and participating parties. The registry com-
prises different SLA templates whereby each of them represent
a specific application domain, e.g., SLA templates for medical,
telco or life science domain. Thus, each service provider
may assign his/her service to a particular template (see step
1 in Figure IV-A) and afterwards assign SLA mappings if
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1. <meta-negotiation ...>
2. <pre-requisite>
3. <role name="consumer"/>
4. <security> <authentication value="GSI" location="uri"/> </security>
5. <negotiation-terms>
6. <negotiation-term name="beginTime"/> <negotiation-term name="endTime"/>
8. </negotiation-terms>
9. </pre-requisite>
10. <negotiation>
11. <document name="WSLA" value="uri" version="1.0"/>
12. <protocol name="alternateOffers" schema="uri" version="1.0" location="uri"/>
13. </negotiation>
14. <agreement> <confirmation name="arbitrationService" value="uri"/> </agreement>
15.</meta-negotiation>
Fig. 3. Example Meta-negotiation Document
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necessary (see step 2). Each template a may have n services
assigned.
Service consumer may search for the services using meta-
data and search terms (step 3). After finding appropriate
services each service consumer may define mappings to the
appropriate template the selected service is assigned to (step
4). Thereafter, the negotiation between service consumer and
service provider may start as described in the next section.
As already mentioned templates are not defined in a static
way. Based on the assigned SLA mappings and the predefined
rules for the adaptation, SLA templates are updated frequently
trying to reflect the actual SLAs used by service provides and
consumers (step 5).
Currently, SLA mappings are defined on an XML level,
where users define XSL transformations. However, a UML
based GUI for the management of SLA mappings is subject
of ongoing work.
B. Scenario for SLA mappings
Figure 5 depicts a scenario for defining XSL transforma-
tions. For the definition of SLA agreements we use Web
Service Level Agreement (WSLA). WSLA templates are
publicly available and published in a searchable registry.
Each participant may download previously published WSLA
templates and compare them with the local template. This can
be done in an automatic way by using appropriate tools. We
are currently developing a GUI that can help consumers to
find suitable service categories. If there are any inconsistencies
discovered, service consumer may write rules (XSL transfor-
mation) from his/her local template to the remote template.
The rules can also be written by using appropriate visualization
tools. Thereafter, the rules are stored in the database and can be
applied during the runtime to the remote template. During the
negotiation process, the transformations are performed from
the remote WSLA template to the local template and vice
versa.
Figure 5 depicts a service consumer generating a WSLA.
The locally generated WSLA plus the rules defining transfor-
mation from local WSLA to remote WSLA, deliver a WSLA
which is compliant to the remote WSLA. In the second case,
the remote template has to be translated into the local one.
In that case, the remote template plus the rules defining
transformations from the remote to local WSLA deliver a
WSLA which is compliant to the local WSLA. Thus, in this
manner, the negotiation may be done using non-matching
templates.
Even the service provider can define rules for XSL trans-
formations from the publicly published WSLA templates to
the local WSLA templates. Thus, both parties, provider and
consumer, may match on a publicly available WSLA template.
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Abstract! Protecting the environment by saving energy and 
thus reducing carbon dio"#$%& %'#((#)*(& #(& )*%&)+& ,)$-./(&0),,%(,&
and most challenging topics and is of a rapidly growing 
importance in the computing domain. The motivation and reasons 
for optimizing energy consumption from ecological and business 
perspectives are clear . However , the technical realization still is 
way behind expectations. One reason might be that technical 
problems range from pure hardware issues (e.g., low-power 
devices, energy harvesting, etc.) to software to cooling issues. This 
paper discusses recent findings and first ideas regarding policies 
and strategies for energy optimization and the development of a 
generic plug-in for managing  data centers, accompanied by the 
#*,1)$23,#)*&)+& ,0%&3)*3%4,&)+&561%%*&7%18#3%&9%8%:&;<1%%'%*,(&
=679;>?@&A%&$#(32((&,0%&<%*%1-:&structure (generic architecture) 
of the plug-in and sketch some of the embedded policies. I t is also 
to be noted that all results are part of the recently started 
F I T4G reen project, funded by the European Union. 
Index Terms!F I T4G reen, Energy, Optimization, Policies, 
SL A , Data Centre 
I. INTRODUCTION 
ver 500 million host computers, three billion PCs and 
mobile devices consume over a billion kilowatts of 
electricity per year. Following predictions of Greenpeace 
or EUROSTATS ICT consumes an increasing amount of 
energy, and is estimated to consume up to 20% of the global 
energy consumption by 2020. Traditionally, systems and 
network design seeks to minimize network cost and maximize 
quality of service (QoS). Electrical energy is needed for ICT 
both to operate and cool the equipment. This insight led to the 
Green-IT paradigm referring to environmentally sustainable 
computing or IT. Thus ICT can help reducing energy 
expenditure by substituting energy-intensive activities (e.g., E-
Work, E-Commerce, or E-Learning) to optimizations of the 
software itself. 
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The price of such substitution processes to the benefit of the 
environment is partly responsible for the sharp increase in the 
volume of data centre services. A study of the company 
Telecomspricing of November 2009 for instance predicts that 
the data centre revenue across 19 of the EU25 countries will 
increase with an annual growth rate of 25% per annum 
between 2010 and 2015 [1] ! accompanied of course by a 
growing impact of data centers on the carbon footprint of 
mankind  
In summary, ICT offers a way forward for reducing the 
consumption of energy and carbon emission by reducing land 
and air transport. However, this potential reduction is partially 
offset by the power used by data centers and computer 
networks [2]. Network and service providers have electrical 
costs reaching billions of EUR. Even a fraction of energy 
savings in networks could lead to reduced financial costs and 
carbon emissions.  The importance of packet networks on 
"#"$%&' ()#*+,-./)#' /#($"0*"*' 1/.2' .2"' 3()#4"$%"#("' .)' .2"'
5#."$#".' 6$).)()7' 8569:' -0$0;/%,' 12"$"<&' ,)*.' ,);"*' )='
communication, including mobile telephony, are increasingly 
supported by underlying packet networks. Since IP networks 
rely on network nodes and links, the electrical energy used for 
operating and cooling these equipment, creates a crucial need 
for research on energy saving strategies for networks. In order 
to solve these mentioned lacks, recently a great deal of 
research effort has been dedicated, especially to the following 
topics: 
 Energy-efficient hardware 
 Energy-efficient multiprocessor and Grid systems and 
data centers 
 Energy-efficient clusters of servers 
 Energy-efficient wireless and wired networks 
 Energy-efficient cooling. 
In FIT4Green, we aim at the development of a 
comprehensive view for energy efficiency, involving all layers 
ranging from technological to business aspects. The focus 
thereby is on single and federated data-centers supporting 
different computing styles (traditional-, super- and cloud 
computing). On a more technical level the FIT4Green 
strategies and tools includes physical nodes, cooling of nodes, 
networking hardware, communication protocols, the services 
themselves that are running on the nodes, up to business plans 
and service-level agreements (SLAs).  
In detail within the FIT4Green project, a set of energy 
aware scheduling mechanisms and policies will be developed. 
More specifically, in the case of a single site data center, the 
idea is to provide algorithms to multiplex, de-multiplex 
FIT4Green ! Energy aware ICT Optimization 
Policies 
Robert Basmadjian, Christian Bunse, Vasiliki Georgiadou, Giovanni Giuliani, Sonja Klingert, Gergö 
Lovasz and Mikko Majanen 
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workload in order to save energy. This also includes findings 
regarding the trade-off between performance, quality-of-
service (QoS), and energy consumption, In addition to 
scheduling issues the improvements of FIT4Green also 
benefits federated (cloud) environments.  
Beneath this optimization the energy consumption might 
also benefit from software optimizations. Research has shown 
that especially communication is one of the largest cost factors 
with respect to energy. This makes communication an ideal 
!"#$%$"&'( )*+( *,&%-%.%#/( "( 010&'-20( 3,&%-'4( 5#'+/1(
optimization has to be aware of the tradeoffs between 
performance, energy consumption, and QoS. In contrast to 
hardware optimizations, software systems are usually 
optimized at development time by specifying their energy 
characteristics and by adapting the implementation. However, 
this requires individual adaptations of each system variant, and 
often implies a negative impact on the performance or QoS of 
such systems. The FIT4Green challenge is to explore the 
relations among the various components and to understand the 
tradeoffs. This enables the development of systems that 
achieve an optimal balance between performance, QoS, and 
energy consumption by adapting themselves at runtime (i.e., 
dynamic optimization).In conclusion, FIT4Green introduces a 
new paradigm of energy reducing efforts by creating an 
energy-aware plug-in placed on top of  existing  data centre 
automation frameworks. This paradigm will be realized with 
appropriate models and technology and tools that FIT4Green 
will develop, implement and test. The remainder of this paper 
is structured as follows. Section II provides a brief overview 
on the goals of the FIT4Green project and also gives a short 
summary of related work. Section III discusses the technical 
approach for reaching the previously defined goals. Based on 
this, Section IV introduces the generic plug-in architecture, 
and finally Section V provides a short summary and 
conclusions. 
II. PROJECT GOALS 
One goal of the FIT4Green project is to develop energy aware 
optimization policies for data centers, which - once applied - 
would reduce the energy consumption of their ICT 
infrastructure, without compromising compliance with Service 
Level Agreements (SLA) and Quality of Service (QoS) 
metrics. The FIT4Green approach will be potentially 
applicable to any type of data centre with any automation 
framework. Based on the specifics of the data centre and the 
scenario at hand the percentage of the energy reduction 
induced by applying these policies can vary; we envision that 
for a data centre with no previous steps with regard to energy 
optimization, FIT4Green policies and models can provide on 
"6'+"/'( 789( 0"6%#/( %#( $%+'!&( 0'+6'+( "#$( #'&:*+;( $'6%!'02(
energy consumption and induce an additional 30% saving due 
to reduced cooling needs. The first estimate is based on recent 
<="&"(>'#&'+(5#'+/1(?*+'!"0&(@',*+&A(%#(:B%!B(C!!'#&3+'([3] 
%DD30&+"&'$( "( <E&"&'( *)( &B'( C+&A( 'F,D*%&"&%*#( *)( !*#0*D%$"&%*#(
and optimization strategy of IT computing resources inside a 
data centre in Silicon Valley. Additional savings are possible 
via the reduction of cooling energy. This can be concluded 
from a study by HP and the Uptime Institute [4] that shows 
&B"&(<-*0&($"&"(!'#&+e power is spent on cooling IT equipment 
GH'&:''#(I8("#$(J89KA4 
Additionally, the federation of data centres will allow 
 
F igure 1.  Overview of the F I T4G reen technical approach 
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 3 
lowering the overall Green House Gas (GHG) emissions (e.g., 
CO2 emissions) by relocating applications and services to sites 
where lower environmental-impact power-generation may be 
available.  
In addition to the technical goal to prove the energy saving 
potential of FIT4Green policies, the consortium aims at 
creating a lasting impact by supporting the data centre industry 
in the adoption of the FIT4Green policies instantiated in the 
plug-in. One issue in this context is the design of Green-SLAs 
that account for the modifications of the service delivery 
induced by FIT4Green. Another issue is to acknowledge the 
fact that a positive evaluation of the economic ROI is the 
!"#$%&' ()*' +&,-%&,.!' /01.' 2.&' %!3,&.!#%!-/004' -/&5%-%6'
investment decisions. Both issues will have a bearing on the 
design and especially on the exploitation phase of the project.  
III. TECHNICAL APPROACH 
Lately, many ICT players have been proposing focused 
1.0"-,.!1' -.'.7-,#,8%'1,!50%'+.#7.!%!-91'%!%&54'+.!1"#7-,.!'
(low consumption servers, CPU speed scaling, power save 
modes, efficient cooling devices for data centres, etc.). These 
solutions enable the energy footprint reduction of single 
devices, treating them as isolated components and therefore 
lacking any savings obtainable through a holistic approach. 
Consolidation and virtualization techniques lead to energy 
savings through the reduction of the number of active servers; 
however, the current deployment strategies are fairly static and 
not guided by energy saving principles. Also, current SLAs do 
not include any metrics related to the ecological footprint. 
FIT4Green goes beyond this state of the art with the global 
analysis of IT solutions deployment needs and the optimized 
deployment scheme inside a single site data centre as well as a 
federation of data centres with different energy related 
characteristics, considered as a global resource pool. By (re-) 
distributing computation and resources among several data 
centres, FIT4Green is able to capitalize on additional degrees 
of freedom with potential high impacts on the optimization 
strategies at federation level using, for example: 
  Data centres at different geographical latitudes with the 
respective implications on cooling requirements based 
on external temperature, possibility to recycle heat 
through co-generation devices (different latitudes in the 
same hemisphere : capitalizing on temperature range 
variations : or different hemisphere : for seasonal 
changes) 
 Data centres in regions where different sources of power 
generation are available, at different costs and GHG 
emissions 
 Data centres inside different time zones with respect to 
the clients, allowing a different balance or mix of 
computing tasks.  
Taking a global view on IT solutions (rather than a focused 
view on single components) and applying global optimization 
throughout the whole ICT-based process, FIT4Green technical 
approach (see Figure 1) includes the following topics: 
 An optimization layer on top of existing data centre 
automation frameworks : integrated as a modular 
(70"5-,!*' : to guide the allocation decisions based on 
the optimized energy model-based policies. 
 Energy consumption models will be developed, and 
validated with real cases, for all ICT components in an 
IT solution chain, including the effects due to hosting 
data centres in sites with particular energy related 
characteristics, like alternative power availability and 
energy waste/recycle options, etc. 
 Optimizations, based on policy modelling descriptions 
able to capture the variety of deployment that are 
possible for a given application or a set of applications, 
integrated with specific attributes supporting the 
evaluation of energy consumption models, will guide 
the deployments decisions on which/when equipments 
need to stay on, where/when applications should be 
deployed/relocated, also capitalizing on the intrinsic 
non linear behaviours of energy consumption growth 
with respect to the load of ICT components. 
SLAs and business models will be analysed with respect to 
their potential impact on the carbon footprint of ICT. 
Consolidating these findings with implications of a 
deployment of the FIT4Green policies, new Green-SLAs and 
Green business model components will be developed taking 
into account the carbon footprint of data centre services. These 
will be integrated into the FIT4Green exploitation strategy. 
Obviously, by moving applications and services to alternate 
data centres force the network traffic between client and 
servers to follow different paths, which have different impacts 
on the global energy consumption of the full process: both 
networks operated by telecommunication operators and local 
area networks will be considered in the global optimization 
schemes. 
In this context, the typical distribution of clients is very 
significant as well: services with a global scope, e.g. search 
engines or Web 2.0 applications, receive requests from all over 
the world (following some distribution patterns bound to local 
times); on the other hand a local public administration service 
provider will most likely receive requests from a much more 
limited geographical area (and therefore time of day interval). 
The effect of the deployment of such services inside a 
federation of data centres implies a completely different 
parameterization of the model for the computation of the 
energy consumption: long term relocation of the public 
administration services to a data centre in the opposite 
hemisphere will force all users to have a much longer network 
path, while such effects do not show up so strongly if the 
services has an almost homogeneous distribution of clients 
around the globe. The picture changes again if it is possible to 
q",+;04'&%0.+/-%'1%&3,+%1<'2.&',!1-/!+%'=,->'/'(2.00.='->%'1"!*'
pattern; the energy impact of the service relocation (transition) 
needs to be considered in the overall computation for the 
optimal solution. 
In the first phase of the project a set of FIT4Green scenarios 
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was developed: The computing styles traditional, cloud and 
supercomputing are dealt within the context of single site and 
federated site data centres. Each scenario highlights the special 
feature of the particular setting: The traditional computing 
scenarios, for instance, mainly deal with the challenge of 
deploying the FIT4Green energy saving strategies under the 
constraints of the data centre automation framework reacting 
rather slowly to the FIT4Green policies suggested by the plug-
in. The automation framework in the cloud computing 
scenarios is much more flexible; however the plug-in has to 
cope with an unknown variety of applications and 
unforeseeable spikes in demand. There will be one pilot site 
for each computing style. Service/Enterprise Portal, Grid and 
Cloud pilots will support both single site and federated sites 
scenarios: multiple collaborating data centres inside the same 
organization for the Portal pilot; federation of supercomputer 
systems for Grid and open cloud federation of multiple labs for 
the Cloud. 
Each pilot will implement the respective scenarios, measure 
the overall energy consumption and related cost reduction, 
apply the optimizations, evaluate the results and assess the 
expected impacts; this process will be iterated three times to 
allow energy models and optimizations to be refined based on 
the results collected from the real test beds. 
Finally, FIT4Green will investigate on the lessons learnt in 
the development of energy models, optimization policies and 
plug-ins for the various computing styles, and rationalize them 
in a set of guidelines for the development of future IT 
solutions, which will intrinsically consider energy consumption 
and environmental footprint as essential design principles. 
IV. GENERAL ARCHITECTURE 
Traditionally, the development of plug-ins for management & 
control software of data centers has followed the semantics 
defined by control design approach. In this context 
maintainability, fitness-for-change, coupling and cohesion are 
considered to be important structuring criterions. It is easier to 
keep consistency and completeness of information with a 
structured design approach. In the context of the FIT4Green 
project coupling and cohesion criteria as well as a model-
based development process (e.g., using UML) have been 
considered for mapping functional requirements into 
components. 
Moreover, for domain systems (i.e., the data center domain), 
a reference-architecture is needed that represents a domain 
specific way of structuring the control software plug-in 
 
F igure 2. Schematic overview of the F I T4G reen general architecture 
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through decomposing the problems into parts and their 
relationships, and mapping them to software units and their 
interactions. To systematically achieve this structure of the 
plug-in, its functional and non-functional requirements as well 
as architecture styles and patterns are needed. Architecture 
styles denote well-known ways of structuring. Thus, the 
FIT4Green project follows an architecture-based development 
process comprised by the following steps: 
1. Developing subsystems for the requirements: A set of 
subsystems is generated from functional and non-
functional requirements, based on architectural styles 
and patterns. 
2. Determining an actual architecture: These subsystems can 
be seen as components in a larger subsystem. Thus, 
functional view is described and transformed into a 
process view based on the considerations of 
parallelism. 
3. Validating the solution: The architecture solution is 
validated using the quality scenarios, e.g., change 
scenario for modifiability, use scenario for 
performance, etc. 
In the context of this process the systematic, concise and 
precise description of the plug-in structure(s) is of uttermost 
importance. It is the basis for all design activities including 
comprehending, communicating, analyzing, trading-off, as 
well as for modifications, maintenance, and reuse.  
In the context of FIT4Green the architecture specification 
is based on mathematical, textual, and graphical notations. 
In order to manage the plug-!"#$% !"&'('")% *+,-.'/!)0% )&'%
overall, general architecture specification is divided into 
multiple views. 
Figure 2 presents the schematic overview of the 
FIT4Green general architecture. The FIT4Green plug-in is 
placed on the top of the existing data centre automation and 
management frameworks. The plug-in is divided into two 
parts: monitoring and controlling. The monitoring part 
updates the dynamic parameters of the current meta-model 
instance that describes the status of the data centre under 
optimization. The meta-model is initially built up by the 
data centre operator through the FIT4Green model editor. 
The latter offers to the operator a variety of FIT4Green 
components which may be used and linked in order to 
provide a model of both the structure and the features of the 
data centre. The FIT4Green components model various ICT 
components and their energy consumption. 
The controlling part drives the FIT4Green optimization 
engine that finds the optimal deployment actions to reduce 
the energy consumption of the data centre with regard to the 
current status, SLAs and rules set up by the FIT4Green 
plug-in user. The rules consist of SW constraints and 
FIT4Green policies. Both constraints and policies can be 
edited with editors. The optimal deployment actions are 
reported back to the FIT4Green plug-in which invokes the 
appropriate data centre framework to execute them. 
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
Recognizing that human-made greenhouse gas emissions are 
the major reason for global warming (i.e., green-house 
effect) created the urgent need to tackle environmental 
issues by adopting environmentally sound practices. This 
leads quite naturally to environmentally sustainable 
computing or IT, especially in the (large) data-center 
domain. 
Within this paper the FIT4Green approach energy-aware 
computing for single or federated data-centers following 
different computing paradigms was introduced. FIT4Green 
provides energy saving strategies and policies and package 
these into a plug-in that can be used in the context of data-
center control frameworks. Within the paper a generic plug-
in architecture was introduced that outlines the general 
structure and approach. It is important to note that the 
architecture is kept as generic as possible in order to allow 
1+(%2'3$04%!"$)3")!3)!+"%3"5%-+()!"67 
Based on individual assessments of the FIT4Green 
application partners it is currently expected to reach direct 
savings of 10-30% of the energy costs of a site. In addition, 
one can expect to save additional energy by reduced cooling 
needs. As soon as the FIT4Green policies are formally 
specified and implemented these hypotheses will be 
evaluated by several industrial-scale case studies. 
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1An Approach to Reduce the Energy Cost of the
Arbitrary Tree Replication Protocol
Robert Basmadjian and Hermann de Meer
Abstract—Until recently, there have been no efforts of devising
energy-efficient replication protocols for large-scale distributed
systems. In this paper, we introduce an approach that reduces the
energy cost of a particular tree-structured replication protocol.
We show that, by shutting down some replicas and by a simple
logical structural transformation (rearrangement), our approach
achieves comparable characteristics as the original protocol,
yet with much reduced energy cost as well as overall energy
consumption. The logical transformation does not necessitate
the reconfiguration of the protocol whenever energy efficiency
requirements change.
Index Terms—Energy efficiency, quorum systems, replica con-
trol protocols, load, availability, energy cost.
I. INTRODUCTION
REPLICATION involves creating and maintaining dupli-cates of data in order to provide fault tolerance and to
improve the system performance. However, when replication
is used, data becomes susceptible to inconsistency problems.
Therefore, replica control protocols (RCP), are required in
order to maintain data consistency among the replicas.
Basically, such replica control protocols implement two op-
erations; read (query) and write (update). To ensure one-copy
equivalence, a read and write operations to two different copies
of the data should not be allowed to execute concurrently.
Quorum systems1 are used by these protocols which serve as
a basic tool of achieving one-copy equivalence.
Given the importance of the topic, several replica control
protocols that enforce a specified semantics of accessing data
have been described in the literature [18]. In general, these
protocols can be classified into two categories: structured and
non-structured RCPs. Only the former assumes that replicas
of the system are arranged logically into a particular structure.
On the other hand, the concept of building energy-efficient
distributed systems has attracted a great deal of attention lately
due to the increase of energy costs (fuel) and the world wide
desire to reduce CO2 emissions. For instance, it was stated
in [10] that storage centers can consume as much energy as
a whole city if the number of servers reaches a certain level.
Furthermore, in order to address to the problem of overheating,
these storage centers are forced to be equipped with cooling
systems, which as a matter of fact, increase the overall
energy consumption. Therefore, minimizing and balancing the
R. Basmadjian and H. de Meer are with Chair of Computer Networks
and Communications, University of Passau, Innstrasse 43, 94034, Passau,
Germany.
The full version of the paper appeared in the Proceedings of the ACM
SIGCOMM 1st Int’l Conf. On Energy-Efficient Computing and Networking.
1A quorum system is defined as a set of subsets of replicas called quorums
having pair-wise non-empty intersections.
system’s energy consumption becomes as important as the
more traditional quality-of-service concerns, such as reliability,
security, fault tolerance, and so forth.
One of the techniques to save energy costs, is to force some
of the machines to enter into a sleep mode or even to be turned
off. However, it is always desirable to keep the same overall
performance level while minimizing the energy consumption
of the system.
In this paper, we propose an approach to diminish the overall
energy consumption of the Arbitrary Tree [3] protocol, where
we compute the energy cost of its read and write operations.
For this purpose, we adapt the energy cost model of [17] to
the general approach of quorum systems. We show that, by
shutting down significant amount of replicas of the system
and by logically reorganizing the others into a new logical
structure, it is possible to reduce the energy cost as well as
consumption of [3] while preserving most of its characteristics.
The tradeoff is that, in the worst case, the new approach has
a worse load of 14% for its write operations than that of the
original approach, however with much reduced energy cost as
well as overall energy consumption.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
discusses related work. After representing in section 3 the
energy cost model, we present in section IV the Arbitrary Tree
protocol. Then, we introduce in section V our energy efficient
approach. A comparison is given in section VI and the paper
is concluded in section VII.
II. RELATED WORK
As mentioned above, several replication protocols have been
proposed in literature which make use of quorum systems
to achieve data consistency among the replicas. They differ
according to various parameters of their read and write oper-
ations such as the quorum size, the availability, as well as the
load induced on the system.
The general fault-tolerance (availability) properties of quo-
rum systems were examined in [15]. Also, the load of these
systems was studied in [14] and it was shown that the optimal
load of any quorum system of n replicas is 1√
n
(highest is 1)
if the smallest quorum is of size
√
n.
The ReadOneWriteAll (ROWA) [5] and Majority Quorum
Consensus (MQC) [19] protocols have quorum sizes of O(n).
By imposing a logical structure on the replicas, it is possible
to reduce the quorum sizes further. Several protocols have
been introduced which also make use of quorum systems and
assume that the replicas are organized logically into a specific
structure: finite projective plane [13], a grid structure [7] and
[14], or a tree structure [1], [2], [12], [11], [8] and [3].
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2Fig. 1. Interactions of performing a read operation on a single replica.
In general, the tree-structured RCPs have a tight trade-off
between the quorum size and the system load: a small size
results in inducing a high load and vice versa. In [3], the
Arbitrary Tree protocol was proposed and it was shown that
its write operations induce an optimal system load of 1√
n
with
a quorum size of
√
n, which are lower than the state-of-the-
art tree-structured RCPs, while preserving comparable write
availability. On the other hand, it was proven that its read
operations induce a quorum size of
√
n which is smaller than
previously proposed tree-structured RCPs with comparable
system load and availability.
Recently, the need for saving the energy consumption of
distributed systems composed of a large set of machines has
attracted a great deal of research due to various ecological
and economical concerns. Several techniques such as [6],
[16], [9] have been proposed that deal with turning off some
machines and shifting their load to other machines which have
low thermic metrics. However, as it was stated in [20], these
approaches are not appropriate for replication, because they
assume that any request can be achieved by a number of
currently active machines (replicas) which might have a stale
copy of data. Our approach is also based on the idea of turning
off replicas, however unlike [6], [16], [9], the overall data
consistency is preserved.
In [17], a generic energy cost model was proposed which
gives for each different architectural style (e.g., client-server,
Peer2Peer, Publish-Subscribe) its corresponding energy cost
model. Inspired by [17], we propose a model to compute the
energy cost of read and write operations of replica control
protocols based on quorum systems.
III. ENERGY COST MODEL
In order to compute the energy cost of read and write
operations of the replica control protocols, we propose a
general quorum-based model. In this section, we give only the
relevant equations, whereas the interested readers can refer to
[4] for further details.
A. Client-side Energy Cost
In this section, we give the energy costs of the client-side
component as well as connector induced when performing
read and write operations of a replica control protocol.
1) Energy Cost of the Component: Is modeled by sum-
ming the energy costs due to (1) executing some algorithm
(Ecomp logic), (2) sending a read or write operation request
to the connector (EtoConn) and (3) receiving its response from
the connector (EfromConn):
ECclient(comp) = Ecomp logic+EtoConn+EfromConn (1)
2) Energy Cost of the Connector: Is modeled by summing
the energy costs due to (1) receiving an operation request
from the component (EfromComp), (2) sending this request
to all the members of a given quorum, (3) receiving the
responses from all the members of the quorum, and (4) sending
a response to the component (EtoComp):
ECclient(conn) = Econn logic + Ecomm (2)
where Econn logic represents the energy cost of services that a
connector can provide, whereas Ecomm represents the energy
cost of exchanging data both locally and remotely such that:
Econn logic = Econversion + Efacilitation
Ecomm = EcommWithComp + EremoteComm
Furthermore, the parameters of the above two equations are
given by:
Econversion = (qSize)× (Emarshal + Eunmarshal)
Efacilitation = qSize× EremoteConnect
EcommWithComp = EfromComp + EtoComp
EremoteComm = (qSize)× [ (tSize× tEC + tS)
+(rSize× rEC + rS) ]
such that qSize denotes the size of the read or write quorum,
tSize (rSize) represents the size of the transmitted request
(response), tEC (rEC) denotes the energy cost of transmitting
a request (response), and tS (rS) represents constant energy
overhead associated with channel acquisition. On the other
hand, EfromComp and EtoComp represent the energy costs due
to receiving a read or write operation request and sending its
response to the component. Finally, EremoteConnect denotes
the energy cost of creating and managing remote connections.
It is worthwhile to note that, if the component and con-
nector are implemented as a single process, then EtoConn,
EfromConn, EfromComp and EtoComp have a value of zero.
B. Replica-side Energy Cost
In this section, we give respectively the energy costs of the
replica-side connector, component as well as storage medium.
1) Energy Cost of the Connector: Is modeled by summing
the energy costs due to (1) receiving an operation request
from the client-side connector, (2) sending this request to the
component (EtoComp), (3) receiving the response from the
component (EfromComp), and (4) sending a response to the
client-side connector:
ECreplica(conn) = Econn logic + Ecomm (3)
where Econn logic and Ecomm have the same definitions as in
(2) such that:
Econn logic = Econversion + Efacilitation
Ecomm = EcommWithComp + EremoteComm
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given by:
Econversion = Emarshal + Eunmarshal
Efacilitation = EremoteConnect
EcommWithComp = EfromComp + EtoComp
EremoteComm = [ (tSize× tEC + tS)
+(rSize× rEC + rS) ] + Ebuffer
where Ebuffer represents the energy cost of buffering the read
or write request whereas the remaining other parameters have
the same definitions as above.
2) Energy Cost of the Component: Is modeled by summing
the energy costs due to (1) receiving an operation request from
the connector (EfromConn), (2) executing some algorithm
(Ecomp logic), (3) sending a read or write operation request to
the storage medium (EtoDisk), (4) receiving its response from
the storage medium (EfromDisk) and (5) sending a response
to the connector (EtoConn):
ECreplica(comp) = EfromConn + Ecomp logic + EtoDisc
+EfromDisc + EtoConn (4)
Finally, we use ECreplica to denote:
ECreplica = ECreplica(comp) + ECreplica(conn) (5)
3) Energy Cost of the Storage Medium: Is modeled by
summing the energy costs due to (1) receiving an operation
request from the component (EfromComp), (2) executing the
desired operation (reading from the disk or writing to the
disk), and (3) sending a response to the component (EtoComp).
Since writing to the disk might have different energy cost
than reading from the disk, then the above energy costs are
represented by the following two equations:
ECread(medium) = EfromComp+Sizerd×ECrd+EtoComp
(6)
ECwrite(medium) = EfromComp+Sizewt×ECwt+EtoComp
(7)
where Sizerd (Sizewt) and ECrd (ECwt) denote respectively
the size of read (write) operation and the energy cost of access-
ing the storage medium to perform a read (write) operation.
C. General Quorum-based Energy Costs
The energy costs are modelled by summing (1) the energy
costs of the client-side component and connector, and (2) the
energy costs of the replica-side component, connector and
storage medium.
1) Read Operation: The overall energy cost of executing a
read operation on a read quorum of size rqSize is given by:
ECRead = rqSize× [ECreplica + ECread(medium) +
Emarshal + Eunmarshal + EremoteConnect +
(tSize× tEC + tS) + (rSize× rEC + rS)]
+ECclient(comp) + EcommWithComp (8)
We rewrite the above equation in the following form:
ECRead = rqSize× kr + c (9)
where kr and c represent energy related constants.
2) Write Operation: The overall energy cost of executing
a write operation on a write quorum of size wqSize is:
ECWrite = wqSize× [ECreplica + ECwrite(medium)
+Emarshal + Eunmarshal + EremoteConnect
+(tSize× tEC + tS) + (rSize× rEC
+rS)] + ECclient(comp) +
EcommWithComp (10)
We rewrite the above equation in the following form:
ECWrite = wqSize× kw + c (11)
where kw and c represent energy related constants.
D. Overview
As we can notice from equations (9) and (11) that the
quorum sizes (rqSize or wqSize) play a major role in the
overall energy cost computation of replication-based systems.
IV. THE ARBITRARY TREE PROTOCOL
The Arbitrary Tree protocol was proposed by [3], which
assumes that replicas of the system are organized logically
into any tree structure where its nodes can be either logical
or physical. Unlike a physical node which corresponds to a
replica of the system, a logical node is used only to preserve
the tree structure. Two new notions of physical and logical
levels were introduced such that a physical level consists of at
least one physical node whereas a logical level has all of its
nodes logical. Basically, a write quorum is composed of all
physical nodes of a single physical level of the tree whereas
a read quorum consists of any single physical node of every
physical level of the tree.
A. The Proposed Algorithm
In order to obtain satisfactory results both for read and
write operations in terms of the quorum size, availability and
load induced on the system, the proposed Algorithm 1 of [3]
constructs the tree structure in the following manner:
• Sets the root of the tree to be logical.
• Sets the number of physical levels as well as the height
of the tree to be
√
n.
• Arranges 4 physical nodes (replicas) at the 1st seven
physical levels of the tree.
• Arranges n−28√
n−7 physical nodes (replicas) at every remain-
ing physical level of the tree by obeying the assumption
3.1 of [3].
V. ENERGY-EFFICIENT APPROACH
A. Motivation
In contrast to previous replication protocols, in this paper,
we suggest to compute the energy cost of the read and write
operations of replica control protocols using the model of
section III. Moreover, we make use of the protocol defined in
[3] (see section IV) in order to study the case of the proposed
Algorithm 1 (see section IV-A) by taking into account the
system’s energy consumption.
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4Fig. 2. An example illustrated by the pair (replica number,level) of the
rectangle structure for n = 15 replicas.
In order to reduce the energy consumption of Algorithm
1 of [3], we propose to turn off a significant amount of
replicas of the system and to logically reorganize the other
replicas into a new logical rectangle structure. Note that, the
logical transformation from tree structure into rectangle does
not necessitate the reconfiguration of the protocol of [3] and
ensures overall data consistency among replicas of the system.
B. Rectangle Structure
We propose to rearrange the replicas, which are organized
logically into an arbitrary tree structure in [3], into a rectangle
structure of height h > 1 and width w > 1.
Given a set of replicas organized logically into a rectangle
structure of height h > 1 and width w > 1, the read operation
of this structure using protocol of [3] has:
A quorum size of RDcost = h
An availability of RDav (p) =
h−1∏
i=0
(1− (1− p)w)
An optimal system load of LRD = 1
w
An energy cost of ECRead = h× kr + c
On the other hand, the write operation of such a structure
using protocol of [3] has:
A quorum size of WRcost = w
An availability of WRav (p) = 1−
h−1∏
i=0
(1− pw)
An optimal system load of LWR = 1
h
An energy cost of ECWrite = w × kw + c
It is important to note that the availability computations are
carried out by assuming that every replica is independently
available with a probability p > 0.5. Also, for the optimal load
computation of the operations, interested readers can refer to
the Appendix of [3].
Figure 2 illustrates an example of a rectangle structure
composed of 15 replicas where each replica is denoted by
the pair (replica number,level).
C. Transformation
Since the original algorithm proposes to set 4 replicas at
the first seven (physical) levels of the tree (see section IV-A),
(a) Tree (b) Rectangle
Fig. 3. Transformation of the tree structure into a rectangle structure.
TABLE I
READ OPERATION OF 81 REPLICAS
Tree Rectangle
RDcost 9 9
RDav (0.7) 0.94 0.92
LRD 0.25 0.25
ECRead(min) 9kr + c 9kr + c
ECRead(avg) 9kr + c 9kr + c
ECRead(max) 9kr + c 9kr + c
then we set the width of the rectangle to have a value of
w = 4. Moreover, the height of the rectangle is set to have
a value of h =
√
n, where n denotes the number of replicas
of the initial tree structure. By setting the values of w and
h as mentioned above to construct the rectangle structure, we
propose to switch off any ( n−28√
n−7−4) replicas at every physical
level (other than the first seven ones) of the tree structure
constructed using Algorithm 1 of [3].
Figure 5 illustrates an example of transforming a system
composed of n = 81 replicas, from a tree structure of
Algorithm 1 of [3] into the rectangle one. Note that not all
replicas are demonstrated in both subfigures and that only
the blue circles represent replicas of the system which are
denoted by the pair (replica number,level). In Figure 3(b), the
red circles represent the replicas that have been switched off
from the original tree structure of Figure 3(a).
We can notice from Tables 1 and 2 that we preserved
comparable characteristics in terms of quorum size, availability
and system load of read and write operations, while reducing
the energy cost of write operations as well as saving the energy
consumption of 45 machines.
VI. COMPARISON
In this section, we compare the tree structure constructed
using Algorithm 1 of [3] with the proposed rectangle structure
by taking into account each one’s quorum size, availability,
system load as well as the energy cost of read and write
operations. For this purpose, we set up several configurations
TABLE II
WRITE OPERATION OF 81 REPLICAS
Tree Rectangle
WRcost 9 4
WRav (0.7) 0.85 0.915
LWR 0.111 0.142
ECWrite(min) 4kw + c 4kw + c
ECWrite(avg) 9kw + c 4kw + c
ECWrite(max) 27kw + c 4kw + c
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Fig. 4. Quorum size (RDcost), availability (RDav) and system load (LRD)
of Tree (AT) and Rectangle (REC) structures.
(a) Read (b) Write
Fig. 5. Energy cost of Tree (AT) and Rectangle (REC) structures
composed of n = 75, 100, 150 and 200 replicas respectively.
For the availability computations, we suppose that every
replica is independently available with a probability p = 0.7.
A. Read Operation
Figure 4(a) illustrates the quorum size (RDcost), availability
(RDav) and system load (LRD) of read operations of both
tree (AT) and rectangle (REC) structures. Figure 5(a) gives
the energy cost of the read operations for both structures in
terms of multiples of a single client and replica read energy
cost. We can notice in these two figures that both structures
have quite identical characteristics in terms of the quorum size,
availability, system load and energy cost. As we can see in
Table III that, with the rectangle structure, we achieve the
same characteristics of the tree structure while using fewer
number of replicas (reduced overall energy consumption).
B. Write Operation
Figure 4(b) illustrates the quorum size (WRcost), availabil-
ity (WRav) and system load (LWR) of write operations of
both tree (AT) and rectangle (REC) structures. We can notice
that the rectangle (REC) structure has smaller quorum sizes
than the tree (AT) one due to the fact that at every level
there are always 4 replicas. On the other hand, both structures
have quite comparable availability for their write operations.
Finally, we can notice that, the tree structure has a smaller
system load ( 1√
n
) than rectangle (always 17 ) and that such
a load diminishes as the number of replicas of the system
becomes larger. Note that, we can sacrifice load which is at the
worst case around 14% higher than the tree structure, however
TABLE III
NUMBER OF MACHINES SAVED FROM ENERGY CONSUMPTION.
Number of replicas Tree Rectangle
n = 75 0 39
n = 100 0 60
n = 150 0 102
n = 200 0 144
as we will see in Figure 5(b), with much less energy cost and
reduced overall energy consumption.
Figure 5(b) gives the energy cost of the write operations
for both structures in terms of multiples of a single client and
replica write energy cost. The write operation of the rectangle
structure has a much fewer energy cost than that of the tree
structure. Furthermore, we can observe that, in the worst case,
the write operation of the tree structure has an energy cost
more than 5 times greater than that of the rectangle structure.
C. Overview
Table III indicates the number of turned off machines for
the corresponding number of replicas. By a simple logical
structural transformation from tree to rectangle, we are capable
of achieving the same characteristics of the tree structure of
Algorithm 1 of [3], yet with much reduced energy cost as well
as reduced overall energy consumption.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we suggested to compute the energy cost of
operations of replica control protocols by proposing a new
quorum-based energy cost model. Also, we introduced an
approach to reduce the energy cost as well as consumption of
the tree-structured protocol of [3]. We showed that by shutting
down a significant amount of replicas and by performing
a logical structural transformation, our approach has fewer
energy cost for its write operations than that of [3] while
conserving its major characteristics. Also, the read operations
of our approach has the same energy cost as that of [3],
however with much reduced overall energy consumption. It
is important to note that our proposal does not require the
reconfiguration of the protocol whenever energy efficiency
requirements change in the system.
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Abstract—The rising costs of energy and the world-wide desire
to reduce CO2 emissions has led to an increased concern over the
energy efficiency of information and communication technology.
Whilst much of this concern has focused on data centres, also
office hosts that are located outside of data centres (e.g., in public
administration or companies) have been identified as significant
consumers of energy. Office environments offer great potential for
energy savings, given that computing equipment often remains
powered for 24 hours per day, and for a large part of this
period is underutilised or even idle. This paper investigates the
energy consumption of hosts in office environments, discusses the
potential of energy savings and proposes an energy-efficient office
management approach based on resource virtualization, power
management, and service consolidation. Different virtualization
techniques are used to enable management and consolidation
of office resources. Idle services are stopped from consuming
resources on the one hand and (underutilized) services are
consolidated on a smaller number of hosts on the other hand.
I. INTRODUCTION
Energy efficiency of information and communication tech-
nology has become an important topic in companies and public
administration – the bottleneck of costs has changed. While
hardware costs are decreasing on the one hand, costs of energy
are increasing on the other hand. In addition, there are world
wide efforts to turn IT green, (e.g., CO2 emissions need to
be reduced). Data centres are well known and often discussed
consumers of energy. Koomey [1] reports a doubling of energy
consumption from 2000 to 2005 of volume, mid-range, and
high-end servers in the U.S. and worldwide. The power used
by data centres and computer networks [2] runs in the billions
of euros. Although this is mostly related to data centers, a
similar tendency can be expected for computers outside of
data centres. End devices are contributing to a large portion of
the electricity consumption growth according to a 2006 survey
commissioned by the EU [3].
Office hosts that are located outside of data centres con-
tribute significantly to the overall IT energy consumption,
simply because of the high number of such devices – in offices
usually each employee has his own host. Office hosts, however,
are often underutilized (in terms of CPU load) or not used at
all (while being switched on). There are short term periods
where hosts remain turned on without being used, e.g, if
users are in meetings, do telephone calls, have lunch or coffee
breaks. Additionally, office hosts often remain turned on on
a 24/7 basis. Such hosts are running due to several reasons:
Jobs might be scheduled over the night (e.g., security updates,
or backups). Hosts are also often left switched on, because
users require access to them remotely. Remote access typically
happens from the users home or when users are working
externally (e.g., at a customers office). Remote access is
needed in such cases to access applications and data within the
office environment. The user finds his working environment
exactly in the same state in which he has left it, even the cursor
in an opened text document is in the same spot as before. The
user may need access to email accounts, personal data, or
applications (e.g., special software with access to databases
that is not available outside of the office). Apart from such
reasons, some users simply forget turn off their hosts, when
they leave the office.
Webber et al. [4] have analyzed sixteen sites in the USA
and reported that 64% of all investigated office hosts were
running during nights. Furthermore, even when office hosts
are in use, they are often underutilized by typical office
applications, e.g., mail clients, browsers or word processing.
It is important to see that idle hosts (CPU usage of 0%) and
underutilized hosts consume a considerable amount of energy,
compared to computers that are turned off, without providing
any added benefit. Measurements that have been performed at
the University of Sheffield on hosts that are typically used
as personal computers [5] show that idle office hosts still
consume 49% to 78% of the energy that they need when they
are intensely used.
Several approaches have been suggested that deal with
high energy consumptions of hosts in office environments
(see Section V). Such solutions range from the enforcement
of office-wide power-management policies to thin-client ap-
proaches, where users share resources on terminal servers.
As an extension to power-management solutions and opposed
to data-centre based terminal-server approaches, this paper
suggests a combination of office-wide power management
with the consolidation of services in office environments.
The key technology for this approach is the virtualization of
services. The office environment is virtualized, based on sys-
tem virtualization peer-to-peer approaches to enable resource
sharing. The number of simultaneously running hosts in the
office environment is reduced, while the utilization of hosts is
raised. This enables a major reduction of the overall energy
consumption within the office, without significantly decreasing
quality or quantity of provided services.
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II. A MANAGED OFFICE ENVIRONMENT
When a user powers on his host in a common office, he
finds his usual working environment. Within this paper this
working environment is referred to as a personal desktop
environment (PDE). This typically consists of an operating
system, applications, and the user’s personal data and config-
urations. Although, in common offices often roaming profiles
are available (see Section III), the PDE as a whole is fixed,
i.e., it is bound to a certain host in the office. When the PDE
is turned on/off, also the host is turned on/off and vice versa.
Users are able to access their PDE locally within the office or
they may also be able to access it remotely from outside the
office.
In the managed office environment, PDEs are additionally
used as mobile services. Mobile services are freely movable
within the office environment (between physical hosts) and are
used to achieve service consolidation. When the user is not
physically using his office host, his PDE can be decoupled
from the host and be migrated to another host for energy
reasons. Several PDEs can be provided by a single host.
Therefore, a user’s host is not necessarily turned on when
a user remotely utilizes his PDE – the PDE may be provided
by a different host.
Hosts are on Hosts are off 
      Locally  
      used PDE 
      Non-locally   
      used PDE 
      Paused  
      PDE 
Fig. 1. Common and managed office environment
In Figure 1 the transition from a common to a managed
office environment (based on PDEs) is illustrated. It can be
observed in the upper part of the figure that in the common
office environment the PDEs and the hosts are interdependent.
Seven hosts are turned on together with seven PDEs and three
hosts (with PDEs) are turned off. The situation is very different
in the managed office environment shown in the lower part of
the figure. Although the number of currently running PDEs is
the same as before, only four hosts are actually turned on. It
can be observed, e.g., that the upper right host is providing
three PDEs to users simultaneously.
Based on the availability of mobile PDEs, energy efficiency
is achieved in three steps:
1) Unloaded PDEs in the office environment are stopped
from consuming resources. If a PDE is idle (no job is
performed on behalf of its user) it will be suspended.
2) Loaded PDEs are consolidated on a small number of
hosts. If a PDE is not accessed locally (the user does
not physically access his office host), the PDE becomes
a mobile service and may be migrated to other hosts to
achieve consolidation.
3) Hosts that do not provide running PDEs are shut down
to save energy.
The managed office environment has to dynamically de-
termine an energy-efficient mapping of PDEs to hosts in
the office and initiates necessary migrations of PDEs. This
mapping has to fulfill contradicting goals and needs to solve
a twodimensional optimization problem:
• The mapping needs to constantly maintain a valid con-
figuration in the office environment to provide PDEs to
users as needed. A mapping is called valid, if 1) all PDEs
are located at their dedicated hosts, and 2) no host is
overloaded with PDEs. Valid mappings allow all users
to access their PDEs as desired, but are not necessarily
optimized considering energy efficiency.
• The mapping needs to achieve energy-efficiency through
consolidation, by approaching a host optimal configura-
tion. A mapping is called host optimal, when it utilizes the
minimum possible number of hosts to provide all required
PDEs (locally or remotely) in the office.
• The mapping needs to minimize the number of migrations
within the office environment because migrations are
costly themselves (in terms of network traffic and in-
terference with the users work). Unnecessary migrations
need to be avoided and hosts should not be overloaded
by performing several migrations simultaneously.
The architecture of the managed office environment is
further described and evaluated in [6].
III. VIRTUALIZATION APPROACH
An important virtualization approach that is used in the
managed office environment is system virtualization. It en-
ables service consolidation and is successfully applied to data
centres today. It can be adapted to office environments in
order to achieve a similar utilization and energy efficiency
of office resources. In system virtualization virtual machines
(VMs) are created from idle resources. Full hosts are virtu-
alized, consisting of virtual CPUs, virtual memory, virtual
hard disk, virtual network interface card, etc. A VM is an
imitation of a real machine in such a way that an operating
system can be installed on it without being aware of the
resource virtualization. The software that provides VMs is
usually called Virtual Machine Monitor (VMM) (e.g., VMWare
Server1, QEMU [7], or Xen [8]) and is able to process several
VMs simultaneously on a single host. There are several basic
primitives of management functions available for VMs: create,
destroy, start, stop, migrate, copy, pause, and resume VM. It
1http://www.vmware.com/de/products/server
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Fig. 2. Performance and complexity of resource management
is even possible to have a live migration [9]. This means that
a service in a VM can be migrated to another host without
being interrupted. A PDE, as it is described in Section II, can
be encapsulated within a VM and inherits all of the VM-related
features. This enables the operation of PDEs in separated
runtime environments (VMs). The VMM can trigger the shut
down of a host if required. Hosts can be powered up again,
e.g., by using wake on LAN mechanisms2, to boot into the
VMM again. PDEs can be suspended by the VMM if they are
idle and be resumed again if necessary. Additionally, when
PDEs are enclosed in VMs they can be migrated from host to
host, without a durable interruption of running services.
A second important virtualization approach that is needed
to realize the managed office environment is based on P2P
technology. Independent of the logical network that is used
to interconnect hosts, the resource sharing in the managed
office environment is done in a P2P manner. There is no
central element that provides resources to run PDEs on, as it
is available in the thin-client/terminal-server approach. Instead
all of the office hosts are sharing their resources. Therefore,
methods and principles from P2P overlays can be used to
realize a management environment that interconnects hosts
and provides mediation for hosts and PDEs. P2P content
distribution networks (e.g., eDonkey3 or BitTorrent4) are often
used to share files among users. Such protocols provide several
functions, the behaviour of which can be adapted to office en-
vironments. First, these kind of networks create and maintain
an overlay network among participants that enables a logical
addressing of hosts, users, and content. Second, they enable
the mediation of resources and are able to bring providers and
consumers of content together. Third, such networks addition-
ally manage the access to resources, in order to achieve an
optimal and fair distribution of resources among all users of
the network. Concerning managed office environments, P2P
overlays enable interconnection, addressing, and mediation
of PDEs and hosts within the office environment. They also
2http://www.energystar.gov/index.cfm?c=power mgt.pr power mgt wol
3http://www.overnet.org
4http://www.bittorrent.com
enable a management of PDEs and hosts based on their current
states (e.g, powering off/on hosts or PDEs).
IV. SERVICE CONSOLIDATION OBSTACLES
Energy-efficient consolidation of services is only achieved
in data centres, today. The main reason for this is that data
centres differ significantly from the other environments in
terms of provided performance and the complexity of re-
source management. The more performant, centralized, homo-
geneous, and controllable an environment is, the easier service
consolidation can be applied. Figure 2 illustrates the three
different environments. It can be observed, that in data centres
server hosts are located very close to each other, usually within
a single room, and are interconnected with a high performance
network. In office environments hosts are loosely coupled,
distributed over several rooms and typically connected via Fast
Ethernet. The home environment consists of heterogeneous
and rather small networks, interconnected via asynchronous
DSL connections.
Service consolidation (as it is done in data centres) can not
easily be adapted to office environments. Server hosts tend to
be more performant than office hosts, in terms of CPU cycles,
memory capacity, and networking. This enables servers in data
centres to run several virtualized services (up to hundreds)
simultaneously, depending on the number of users that are
using the services. Office hosts, in contrast, may run only a
few virtualized services simultaneously. The high performance
network in the data centre allows a fast migration of virtualized
services from one host to another. Migration, however, is a
problem in the office environment. Whereas in data centres
usually only processes are migrated (operating system and data
are typically stored on network storage), PDEs have to be
migrated entirely. This leads to considerable overhead because
operating system and user data and applications might sum up
to several GBs of data. This issue is further discussed in [10].
Additionally resource management is less complex in data
centres, compared to office environments. Whereas the data
centre is a controlled environment, where only administrators
have physical access to hosts, the office environment is rather
uncontrolled. Users are able to power hosts on and off, unplug
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cables, or move hosts to other locations. Furthermore, in data
centres users use their services remotely via network access,
which eases up the consolidation of services. Local access
to hosts, as it is typical in office environments adds hard
constraints to the management of resources: Services that
are used locally can not be migrated or consolidated. The
physical access of users to host in the office environment
additionally raises security issues. When services are migrated
to achieve consolidation, employees are potentially able to
copy or modify contents of other persons.
It is even more difficult to approach consolidation of
services in home environments [13], as they provide less
performance and more resource management complexity. In
office environments typically similar kinds of hosts, operating
systems, and applications are used, whereas hardware and
software is heterogeneous in home networks, applications
and equipments depend on the flavour of the different home
users. Office environment hosts are typically interconnected
via Fast Ethernet, providing a symmetric up and download be-
haviour, whereas in home networks usually DSL-connections
are applied (with different performance properties for different
homes), often providing smaller upload than download perfor-
mance. Data storage is realized in a completely decentralized
way, there is usually no shared storage resource available
between different home users. In office environments that
belong to the same company there will at least be a minimum
of trust among employees. In the home environment instead,
services are migrated between completely unrelated users.
A major obstacle that complicates service consolidation in
home environments is the cost of energy. In data centres and
office environments the energy is payed by a single company
(probably on different expenditures). However, when resources
are shared for consolidation among home users, some users
will receive a higher energy bill than others – without having
consumed more resources. This has to be balanced by the
service management.
V. RELATED WORK
There are several projects that provide power-management
solutions for office environments. Examples are eiPower-
Saver5, Adaptiva Companion6, FaronicsCore7, KBOX8, or
LANrev 9. In such approaches, office-wide power management
policies are applied to office environments. Office hosts change
to low-power modes, independent of user-specific power man-
agement configurations. Additionally, mechanisms are pro-
vided to wake up hosts if necessary. This way, hibernated
hosts can be used for overnight jobs (e.g., backup processes)
and for remote usage. Such solutions, however, rely on the
capability of the host to switch to low-power modes which
depends on the complex interaction of a host’s hard and
software. The approach presented in this paper is independent
5http://entisp.com/pages/eiPowerSaver.php
6http://www.adaptiva.com/products companion.html
7http://faronics.com/html/CoreConsole.asp
8http://www.kace.com/solutions/power-management.php
9http://www.lanrev.com/solutions/power-management.html
of such interaction. PDEs are suspended together with their
VM without being aware of the suspension. What is more, the
mentioned power-management solutions focus on idle hosts
only. The solution suggested in this paper, additionally deals
with the energy consumption of underutilized hosts in office
environments.
Thin-client/terminal-server approaches use data-centre tech-
nology to provide energy-efficient services in office environ-
ments. User environments (similar to PDEs) are provided by
terminal servers and users can access these environments via
energy-efficient thin clients. Common terminal-server software
products are Citrix XenApp10, Microsoft Windows Server
200811, or the Linux Terminal Server Project12. Similar to the
approach suggested in this paper, such approaches foster a
resource sharing among users in the office environment. How-
ever, this approach is based of the usage of additional hardware
in the office (energy-efficient thin clients and terminal servers)
and PDEs are provided in a centralized way by the terminal
server. Instead, the approach suggested in this paper utilizes
available hosts in office environments and shares resources
among them.
In [12], [13], [14] a virtualized future home environment is
introduced that uses virtualization to aggregate and consolidate
distributed hardware resources of home users in order to save
energy. Similar to offices, also in home environments some
machines are running on a 24/7 basis (e.g., media servers
or P2P clients). These services can be consolidated by using
different virtualization techniques in order to turn unused hosts
off. In contrast to the future home environment approach, this
work focuses on resource sharing in office environments as
they can be found today in companies or public administration.
Whereas in the future home environment separate services are
virtualized (e.g., video-encoding or P2P file-sharing services)
and are distributed among homes, this work suggests to virtu-
alize user environments (PDEs) as a whole. As an important
consequence, the approach in this paper envisions a seamless
and transparent provision of user services within the PDE
(e.g., when a PDE has been moved, the user still finds his
text document open, with the cursor at the same position as
before the migration). The future home environment approach,
in contrast, is not transparent to the user. The user has to
utilize special software that enables the envisioned migrations
of services, and seamless access to migrated services is not
possible. Instead the result of a service is transferred back to
the user.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper has presented an architecture that manages re-
sources in office environments in energy efficient ways. A shift
from current decentralized resource management approaches
(per user) is suggested to a centralized resource management
approach (per office). The proposed solution extends avail-
able power-management approaches and is opposed to data-
10http://www.citrix.com/XenApp
11http://www.microsoft.com/windowsserver2008
12http://www.ltsp.org
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center based thin-client/terminal-server solutions. It exploits
available potentials of energy savings in office environments
by managing office resources based on the behaviour of users.
Resource virtualization technologies (system virtualization and
peer-to-peer overlays) are used to suspend idle services and
to consolidate underutilized services on a small number of
hosts. The suggested architecture is evaluated in [10] and [6]
and it is shown that that more than 70% of energy savings
can be achieved in office environments, without significantly
interrupting the day to day work of users.
In future work, the suggested architecture will be refined,
together with an energy consumption model for office envi-
ronments, based on discrete event simulation.
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